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The desalination process removes salts and contaminants from water to make it suitable for 
drinking and other beneficial purposes. Although Reverse Osmosis (RO) is currently the most 
energy-efficient, widely used desalination technology, it still requires a great deal of energy to 
create the high pressure necessary to desalinate seawater. The largest operating cost is the 
energy consumed in overcoming osmotic pressure and membrane resistance. Pressure Retarded 
Osmosis (PRO), on the other hand, utilises the salinity gradient between two solutions of 
different salt content to produce pressure, which can subsequently be used to generate electrical 
energy.  
This thesis describes how PRO can be used directly as the sole energy source for RO in an 
autonomous PRO-RO system without additional energy input without converting osmotic 
energy into electrical energy. The PRO-RO proof of concept was experimentally verified in a 
simple combined cell without cross-flow resulting in 12.5 bars of hydraulic pressure, and flux 
of 3.5 L m-2 hr-1 in the RO permeate. The PRO-RO system used PRO and RO brackish water 
feed solution and concentrated brine PRO draw solution (200 g/L NaCl).  
PRO is typically driven by freshwater to seawater gradient, but far greater energy can be 
predicted using hypersaline draw solutions. This study investigates the power density and 
maximum flux obtainable from two such saltwater solutions. The experimental data was 
verified by a transient model that predicts well (within 10%) PRO flux for all draw solution 
concentrations coupled with deionised water as feed. However, lower agreement with 
laboratory results was found for draw concentrations above 100 g/L when coupled with salty 
feed. Draw and feed cross-flow velocity were optimised at 0.1 m/s and 0.17 m/s, respectively.  
A cellulose tri-acetate forward osmosis membrane was used for experimental evaluation of 
power production by a PRO apparatus with pressure generation up to 40 bars.  A numerical 
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model was produced from the first principles and established theory on osmotic systems to aid 
understanding and project beyond the practical experimental results.  
The concept of combining the PRO driven by hypersaline and brackish water with a brackish 
water RO was investigated by modelling and simple proof of concept experiments. Theory 
suggests that the energy recovered from a PRO system keeps increasing with the draw 
solution's salt concentration. However, draw concentrations above 150 g/L did not result in a 
further increase in observed flux and observed energy (with a maximum pressure of 40 bars). 
Despite no gain in flux, modelled optimal power densities of 1.29, 12.19, and 62.4 W/m2 were 
obtained with increasing draw solution concentrations of 70, 150, and 300 g/L, respectively, 
with seawater feed solutions.  
A novel, autonomous pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) driven reverse osmosis (RO), with an 
energy recovery device (ERD), was proposed to replace RO high-pressure pumps. The 
experimental PRO power density outputs from seawater/brackish water feed with 300 g/L draw 
and RO power density requirements were analysed. Coupling PRO with RO at PRO maximum 
power densities was found not to be economically viable due to high pressures of 160 bars.  
The power density of 19.1 W/m2, achieved with brackish (10 g/L) feed and 300g/L draw, was 
sufficient to desalinate brackish water by RO at 30 bar pressure. Overall, brackish water feed 
and 300 g/L draw solution were used to model direct PRO to RO coupling efficacy.  Using 
these feed and draw concentrations and the projected fluxes using currently available 
membranes, direct PRO to RO coupling of 2 m2 of PRO membrane to 1 m2 of RO membrane 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 1 
 2 
1.1 Background 3 
Due to the increasing population and climate change securing clean water still poses a major 4 
challenge for the foreseeable future. Desalination is a promising technology to remove salts 5 
and contaminants from water to make it suitable for drinking purposes. There are two major 6 
classes of desalination techniques: thermally-driven processes and pressure-driven processes 7 
such as reverse osmosis (RO). RO (reverse osmosis) is the most common method of 8 
desalination. RO uses the concept of applying external pressure to overcome the feed osmotic 9 
pressure, which forces clean water to flow from a region of high concentration to a region of 10 
low concentration across a membrane [1]. However, due to high-pressure pumps and the 11 
requirement of continuous clean energy, it is expensive and not applicable everywhere. RO 12 
consumes 2-2.5 kWh/m3 of electrical energy [2]. Most electrical power demand is used to run 13 
high-pressure pumps, approximately 72% of the total energy consumption rate. High-pressure 14 
pumps are required in the RO process to overcome the osmotic pressure of the feed water, 15 
membrane resistance, and concentration polarization [2, 3]. 16 
Although RO is currently the most energy-efficient, widely used desalination technology [1], 17 
it still requires significant energy to create the necessary high pressures to obtain fresh water. 18 
With rising energy demand, a shift to renewable sources of energy is essential. Solar, wind, 19 
and other forms of energy can be coupled with RO to reduce the process's electrical energy 20 
requirements. Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) uses the osmotic pressure difference between 21 
the feed solution (less concentrated solution or freshwater) and draw solution (more 22 
concentrated solution), where freshwater from the feed is transported to the draw side 23 
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pressurizing it. This utilisation of osmotic pressure to generate hydrostatic pressure can rotate 24 
a turbine and generate electricity [7, 8].  25 
1.1.1 Problem Statements 26 
Several PRO hybrid processes have been proposed in the literature to lower the RO electrical 27 
energy requirements and the brine disposal into the sea [10-13]. The concept of utilizing 28 
osmotic gradients as an energy source has been previously tested under lab and pilot 29 
conditions [2]. Using PRO as an energy source for RO has been studied through modelling 30 
[3-5]. The energy derived from the salt gradient's energy was converted first to mechanical 31 
and then to electrical energy in the few studies. Energy is lost in PRO as it is transferred to 32 
electricity. This study addresses the high RO electrical energy requirements by combining the 33 
RO with PRO (in a PRO-RO system), thereby replacing the RO electrical energy requirements 34 
with a renewable energy source. The PRO-RO technology has the advantage of reducing RO's 35 
electrical energy requirements, reducing problems related to brine disposal in RO, and 36 
reducing carbon emissions.  37 
The most common PRO solution pairing in the literature is river water and seawater [89] as 38 
the feed and the draw solutions, respectively. However, solution pairings with higher 39 
concentration differences between the feed and draw solution will have a higher volumetric 40 
energy density than the river water and seawater system [44]. External concentration 41 
polarisation (ECP), internal concentration polarisation (ICP), and reverse salt flux 42 
significantly affect the system at high concentrations. Quantifying and analysing these effects' 43 
ramifications is poorly understood, particularly at concentrations in the range of 150 to 300 44 
g/L paired with brackish water or seawater feed solution.  45 
The practical operational limitation in PRO system design is the operating pressure 46 
differential that PRO membranes can tolerate. Most of the work on PRO has a pressure 47 
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limitation of 24 bars [6-8]. Not much work has been done with PRO above this pressure point. 48 
Only one paper had pressures of 48.3 bars, but the authors used freshwater feed other than 49 
brackish water or seawater feed solutions [9]. There is a need to understand the operation of 50 
PRO with brackish water/seawater feed at concentrations up to 300 g/L with significant 51 
pressures of up to 40 bars as most freshwater sources worldwide are dwindling.  52 
 53 
1.2 Research Objectives 54 
This study aims at coupling pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) and reverse osmosis (RO) 55 
processes to desalinate salt-impaired water with no external energy required to drive the 56 
desalination process. The PRO process is used as the driving force (osmotic pump) for the 57 
process. However, PRO has some limitations and technological hurdles associated with it, 58 
which must be addressed to achieve this. The tasks conducted to complete the research aims 59 
are as follows; 60 
1.2.1 Design a proof of concept experimental data for an autonomously-driven PRO-RO 61 
process. Describe how PRO is directly hydraulically linked to RO, highlighting the potential 62 
energy savings. Moreover, the combined PRO-RO process is an excellent way of proving the 63 
concept. Still, it has variables (such as concentration polarisation and pressure of the PRO) that 64 
need further independent study.  65 
1.2.2 PRO-RO is decoupled by developing a suitable lab-scale experimental setup for studying 66 
PRO as a stand-alone process to study PRO performance and limitations when very high 67 
osmotic pressure gradients are introduced. This allowed the PRO process study alone to isolate, 68 
understand, and overcome the PRO-specific challenges.  69 
1.2.3 An analytical model of concentration polarisation and salt reverse flux for the system 70 
was developed to aid in optimising the PRO system.  71 
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1.2.4 Selected parameters affecting the PRO system's performance are studied (external 72 
concentration polarisation, internal concentration polarisation, feed solution, pressure, and 73 
power density effect on flux). 74 
1.2.5 Existing models in the literature were used to predict boundary layer resistances and mass 75 
transfer through the membrane. Existing models provide information on PRO-only and RO 76 
only. However, this work's culmination combines the two processes and provides a general 77 
model of the combined PRO-RO process.  The solution-diffusion model is used to model water 78 
flux, and the advection-diffusion model is used to model salt reverse flux. The model is 79 
validated using experimental data with the discrepancies highlighted.  80 
Experimental analysis is done by varying the independent variables and seeing how the 81 
dependent variables change. The effect of the various membrane and operational parameters 82 
such as draw solution concentration, feed solution concentration, cross-flow velocity, and 83 
applied hydraulic pressure were studied to see their effect on the system. Modelling the system 84 
with experimental validation is done simultaneously to obtain a generalized, mechanistic 85 
representation of the PRO process and inform the nature and range of the parametric trials. The 86 
PRO-RO system is studied as an independent PRO cell for this work since most relevant RO 87 
has been studied and established. 88 
 89 
1.3 Thesis Outline 90 
This thesis explores the use of pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) as a viable source of energy 91 
for directly driving a reverse osmosis (RO) process. The studies focus on the use of PRO as an 92 
energy source for reverse osmosis (RO), firstly by experimental determination of flux produced 93 
by a RO process driven by PRO (Chapter 3), and secondly by developing a transient model to 94 
evaluate the PRO performance (Chapter 4 and 5).  95 
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Chapter 1: Chapter 1 gives a brief background on the topic, highlights the problems and 96 
reasons for the research, lists the research objectives, and outlines the thesis structure.   97 
Chapter 2: Chapter 2 reviews the literature review on the PRO research area. It introduces the 98 
motivation for this research on the opportunity for alternative desalination technologies to treat 99 
water sources in off-grid decentralized areas. The chapter describes Pressure Retarded Osmosis 100 
(PRO) and Forward Osmosis (FO) processes, including applications, concentration 101 
polarisation, salt reverse flux, factors affecting flux, supporting literature on the need for 102 
replacing RO pumping requirements, and modelling of PRO flux.  103 
Chapter 3: Chapter 3 describes the proof of concept for PRO directly coupled with RO. 104 
Experimentally measured dependent variables are flux and pressure. The limitations of the 105 
PRO-RO cell are discussed, and an upgrade of the initial apparatus is initiated.  106 
Chapter 4: Chapter 4 describes a transient modelling approach developed for the PRO process. 107 
The apparatus in Chapter 3 was upgraded by detaching the PRO from RO, allowing the PRO's 108 
study as a single unit using hypersaline draw concentrations and applied pressures under 20 109 
bar. Experimental data was validated and comparatively evaluated using literature models and 110 
other researcher’s experimental data.  111 
Chapter 5: Chapter 5 describes the experimental high-pressure PRO upgrade system. Model 112 
results are validated using experimental work. The PRO draw solution concentration was 113 
optimised, and power density was evaluated.  114 
Chapter 6: Chapter 6 evaluates autonomously linking PRO to RO by evaluating the PRO and 115 
RO power density ratios.   116 
Chapter 7: Chapter 6 contains the conclusions of this study and recommendations for future 117 




  120 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature review 121 
 122 
Nomenclature 123 
 RO   Reverse osmosis 124 
 PRO  Pressure retarded osmosis 125 
 FO   Forward osmosis 126 
 RED  Reversed electrodialysis 127 
 FS  Feed solution 128 
 DS   Draw solution 129 
 DI  Deionised water 130 
 ECP  External concentration polarisation 131 
 ICP  Internal concentration polarisation 132 
 SW  Seawater 133 
 BW  Brackish water 134 
 𝐽𝑤  Water flux (L m
-2 hr-1) 135 
 𝐽𝑠  Salt flux (kg m
-2 hr-1) 136 
 B  Salt permeability coefficient (L m-2 hr-1)) 137 
 A  Water permeability coefficient (L m-2 hr-1 bar) 138 
 D  Diffusivity of salt (m-2 hr-1) 139 
 W  Power density (W m-2) 140 
 P  Pressure (bar) 141 
 π  Osmotic pressure (bar) 142 
 C  Salt concentration (kg m-3 ) 143 
 k  Mass transfer coefficient (m hr-1) 144 
 145 
Symbols 146 
𝜀   membrane posoristy (-) 147 
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𝜋   osmotic pressure (bar) 148 
ť   membrane thickness (m) 149 
𝜏   membrane tortuosity (-) 150 
 151 
Subscripts/Superscripts 152 
• DBL   Draw boundary layer 153 
• FBL   Feed boundary layer 154 
• SL   Support layer 155 
• AL   Active layer 156 
• i  interfacial 157 
 158 
2.1 Why Desalination?  159 
Water scarcity is a prominent issue nowadays, with less than 3% of global water reserves being 160 
available freshwater. With an increase in population, 3% of these cannot naturally regenerate 161 
themselves. An increase in demand for potable water has led humans to investigate the use of 162 
treated brackish water and seawater. Brackish water is salty water with total dissolved salts 163 
(TDS) concentration of less than 10 g/L and is considered not fit for drinking [10]. Vast 164 
expanses of the ocean are salty and have a salt content of about 3.5% or 35 g/L [11]. 165 
Desalination is a promising technology to remove salts and contaminants from water to make 166 
it suitable for drinking purposes [12]. There are two major classes of desalination techniques; 167 
thermally-driven processes and pressure-driven processes such as reverse osmosis (RO). 168 
Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane desalination has been the standard choice for new 169 
desalination plants. Although RO is currently the most energy-efficient, widely used 170 
desalination technology [1], it still requires significant energy to create the necessary high 171 
pressures to obtain fresh water.  172 
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2.2 Osmotic technology  173 
Osmosis occurs when water flows through a semi-permeable membrane from a low 174 
concentration fluid to a higher concentration fluid, diluting the highly concentrated fluid. This 175 
process drives toward equalizing the fluid concentrations. Membranes are selective in that they 176 
allow the flow of the water while rejecting the salts. When two solutions have the same 177 
chemical activity, equilibrium is reached. Solutions of different concentrations across a 178 
membrane lead to a difference in the head due to water flow. Thus, an increased water volume 179 
in the high concentration side, therefore exerting osmotic pressure, is highlighted in Figure 2.1. 180 
There are three classes of osmotic technology: forward osmosis (FO), reverse osmosis (RO), 181 
and pressure retarded osmosis (PRO). Figure 2.1 illustrates these. 182 
  183 
Figure 2. 1: Illustration of 3 classes of osmotic processes adapted from [13].   184 
 185 
2.2.1 Forward Osmosis (FO) 186 
FO is a membrane-separation process that uses the osmotic pressure difference between a 187 
concentrated draw solution and a feed stream (less concentrated) to drive water across a 188 
semipermeable membrane [14]. There are various applications of FO which have been 189 
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categorised depending on the type of FO process. Applications include treating industrial 190 
wastewaters, concentrating landfill leachate, treating liquid foods in the food industry, 191 
reclaiming wastewater for potable reuse in life support systems, desalinating seawater, and 192 
purifying water in emergency relief situations [13]. Most of the FO studies have been done at 193 
a lab scale on its potential uses [15]. 194 
2.2.2 Reverse Osmosis 195 
RO was first introduced in the 1960s [16, 17], with its principle derived from the osmosis 196 
concept. Reverse osmosis (RO) is a pressure-driven membrane process. The exerted external 197 
pressure pushes water molecules from a high solute concentration feed water through a semi-198 
permeable membrane under pressure greater than the feed stream's osmotic pressure [18]. 199 
Several RO membrane configurations, such as a spiral wound, tubular, hollow-fibre, and plate-200 
and-frame modules, are used. A spiral wound is the most common commercial RO 201 
configuration due to low cost, ease of scale-up, and high-volume manufacture by rolling from 202 
flat-sheet membranes. TFC-RO membranes (thin-film composite membranes) are the most 203 
commonly used material choice. These consist of two or three layers; a polyamide active layer 204 
(<200 nm), a polyethersulfone or polysulfone porous support layer (about 50 microns), and an 205 
optional, additional non-woven fabric support layer. Spacers allow feed or permeate water flow 206 
between the spiral wound membrane layers. 207 
The RO performance's primary factors include feedwater temperature, concentration, pressure, 208 
salt rejection, membrane compaction, and fouling [19].  The cost implications associated with 209 
RO are feed water intake, pre-treatment, high-pressure pumps (with and without energy 210 
recovery), membrane type and module, post-treatment, and product supply. The most 211 
significant energy consumption is the high-pressure pumps at about 84.4 % of seawater 212 
desalination energy consumption [20]. High-pressure pumps are required in the RO process to 213 
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overcome feed water's osmotic pressure, membrane resistance, and concentration polarisation 214 
[21, 22]. 215 
Typical RO operating pressures are 55 – 80 bars for seawater and 6 – 30 bars for brackish water 216 
RO [11]. With RO being the most effective technology, its most significant disadvantage is the 217 
high electrical energy requirement of 2.0 to 2.5 kWh/m3. If fossil fuel-generated electricity is 218 
used, this leads to about 1.8 kg of CO2 emissions per cubic meter of water [12]. Besides, RO 219 
produces brine, which presents challenges with its disposal [23].  220 
Efforts have been made to reduce these high RO energy consumption rates, including energy 221 
recovery devices and better membranes [20]. RO's pumping energy requirements have been 222 
reduced by coupling RO with other renewable forms of energy such as solar, wind, and PRO 223 
[24, 25].  224 
2.2.2.1 Other renewable sources of energy for reverse osmosis  225 
Other alternative sources of energy linked to RO, such as solar, wind, and biomass, have been 226 
considered to reduce the electrical energy requirement of RO [25, 26]. Solar energy in water 227 
desalination is perfect for small applications in sunny areas [10]. However, it has intermittency 228 
problems as it is not always available. Photovoltaic (PV) powered RO systems have been 229 
implemented in remote areas of the Egyptian desert, rural areas of Jordan, and remote 230 
communities in Australia [27]. Photovoltaic-powered RO systems are clean and cheap to run. 231 
However, they have disadvantages of producing toxic waste arising from the disposal of the 232 
photovoltaic cells. Furthermore, have 15-20 % efficiency in converting solar to electrical 233 
energy.  234 
Wind energy may be more attractive on islands; however, it has intermittence and high 235 
variability problems [10]. Most wind-driven RO systems are 30-40% efficient, and wind 236 
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turbines convert the wind's kinetic energy into mechanical power. A generator then converts 237 
mechanical power into electricity. 238 
PRO (pressure retarded osmosis) has been considered a renewable energy source harnessed 239 
from the mixing of freshwater with saltwater [2]. PRO has advantages over wind and solar 240 
since it has no intermittency drawback with vast amounts of seawater available in the world.  241 
 242 
2.2.3 Pressure Retarded Osmosis 243 
PRO uses the osmotic pressure difference between a feed solution and a draw solution to 244 
pressurizes the draw solution. This utilisation of osmotic pressure to generate hydrostatic 245 
pressure can rotate a turbine and generate electricity [2, 28]. Approximately 0.70–0.75 kWh 246 
(2.5–2.7 MJ) is dissipated when 1 m3 of freshwater flows into the sea, meaning that 1 m3/s of 247 
freshwater can potentially generate 2.5–2.7 MW of energy. PRO is closely linked to FO, though 248 
it has been mainly used for power generation [29]. 249 
FO and PRO's main difference is the membrane orientation and the draw solution's 250 
pressurisation [30, 31]. For PRO, the membrane's active layer typically faces the draw solution, 251 
while for FO, the active layer faces the feed solution [13, 32]. The membranes used in FO/PRO 252 
are asymmetric. They are composed of two layers embedded together; a dense, salt rejecting, 253 
active layer and a relatively rigid, highly porous support layer [33]. The other difference to note 254 
is that in FO, the system is not pressurised (ΔP=0), and in PRO, the system is pressurised (ΔP 255 
< Δπ). The symbol P represents the pressure and π the osmotic pressure. FO is used for feed 256 
pre-treatment in their most common applications, while PRO is used for pressure and power 257 
generation [13, 34, 35].  258 
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2.2.3.1 Applications of PRO  259 
The concept of harvesting energy from waters with different salinities was investigated by 260 
Pattle in 1954 [36]. Loeb, in 1970, suggested the terminology PRO and the first experimental 261 
apparatus [37]. Later, in 2000, Loeb improved the PRO process by utilising a pressure 262 
exchanger, which reduced energy requirements [38]. The first pilot-scale PRO plant was 263 
constructed in Norway in 2009 (Statkraft) [39]. This PRO pilot plant paired freshwater as the 264 
feed solution and seawater as the draw solution. It produced 3 W/m2 of power density, 265 
inadequate for electricity production, which led to the plant’s closure [40]. For PRO to be 266 
economically feasible, a power density (defined as power generated per unit membrane area) 267 
of 5 W/m2 has been suggested as required [39, 41]. 268 
The most significant disadvantage with PRO was its inability to achieve economic power 269 
densities because of the low osmotic power potential between seawater and river water. He et 270 
al. [42] initiated combining of PRO process with reverse osmosis. The RO-PRO prototype in 271 
Fukuoka (Japan) utilized RO brine as a draw solution for PRO, with 420 m3/day of wastewater 272 
effluent as a feed solution. The PRO employed hollow fiber membranes and achieved a power 273 
density of 13 W/m2 at 30 bars of hydraulic pressure [43]. The “Global MVP” project in Korea 274 
also evaluated the RO-MD-PRO hybrid process's feasibility to reduce water concentration and 275 
energy demand. Membrane Distillation (MD) is a thermally driven, membrane-based phase 276 
change process where water vapour is transported from a hot feed side across a hydrophobic 277 
membrane to a colder permeate side [44]. Another research by Achilli et al. [3] experimentally 278 
demonstrated the use of a pressure exchanger (PX) between an RO and PRO system. A pressure 279 
exchanger transfers pressure energy from a high-pressure fluid stream to a low-pressure fluid 280 
stream [45]. Prante et al. [5] evaluated a PRO in conjunction with an RO in an RO-PRO 281 
desalination system by modelling its RO-PRO-specific energy consumption. Results revealed 282 
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a specific consumption of 1.0 kW/hr3 and a power density of 10 W/m2. Challenges remain in 283 
proving PRO as an economically feasible process and having practical PRO hybrid systems.  284 
Higher draw solution concentrations can increase the osmotic differential pressure between the 285 
feed and draw and, therefore, produce greater power densities, a critical factor in determining 286 
a PRO plant’s economic viability [2]. To access the high-power density potential of the 287 
concentrated draw solutions, the PRO system, including the membranes, must be able to 288 
withstand a hydraulic pressure that is approximately half the osmotic pressure of the 289 
concentrated draw solution. This point represents the maximum power density exhibited by the 290 
particular concentrated draw solution [46].  291 
2.2.3.2 Limitations of PRO 292 
Research on PRO processes has been on minimising the associated challenges. The main PRO 293 
challenges other authors have highlighted are; 294 
(i) Concentration polarisation - 295 
i.1. External Concentration Polarisation (ECP) - ECP occurs on the outer surfaces of 296 
the membrane. ECP is usually reduced by increasing cross-flow velocity across the 297 
membrane channel [13]. 298 
i.2. Internal Concentration Polarisation (ICP) - ICP occurs on the inside of the 299 
membrane support layer. ICP is difficult to control and can be minimised by 300 
adjusting membrane support layer structure or chemistry to favour the transport of 301 
water and salts  [47].  302 
(ii) Salt flux – Salt reverse flux is the salts' movement from the draw solution into the feed 303 
solution across a semi-permeable membrane. It reduces membrane efficiency and 304 
increases the cost of the process. It can be minimised by adjusting the membrane active 305 
layer design. Membranes with a highly selective active layer are desirable [48]. The 306 
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active layer's salt permeability must be low enough to overpower the reverse salt flux 307 
through the support layer [8]. 308 
(iii)Fouling – Fouling is the accumulation of unwanted material on membrane surfaces, 309 
thereby blocking membrane pores. It reduces water flux and increases energy 310 
consumption in PRO [34, 49-51]. Fouling can be affected by solution chemistry, level 311 
of pre-treatment, operating conditions, and membrane properties.   312 
(iv) Draw solution recycling and separation - Successful operation of PRO depends on 313 
selecting a suitable draw solution.  Recovery, regeneration, and recycling of DS are 314 
significant PRO challenges as they may significantly increase the operational costs. 315 
Concentrated brine from RO has been used as a draw solution to lower energy costs in 316 
desalination [52, 53]. 317 
 318 
2.2.3.2.1 Concentration Polarisation (CP) in Osmotic Processes 319 
Concentration polarisation refers to the accumulation of the salts inside or on the outer surface 320 
of the membrane. CP plays a negative role in the performance of PRO by reducing flux and 321 
osmotic pressure gradients. In general, CP is divided into internal concentration polarisation 322 
and external concentration polarisation [54, 55]. (Figure 1.2.)  323 
2.2.3.2.2 Dilutive external concentration polarisation (DECP).  324 
The polarisation that occurs on the membrane surface is called external concentration 325 
polarisation (ECP). ECP is easier to control and can be reduced by increasing the feed flow 326 
rates or introducing high turbulence near the surface through the use of mesh spacers [34, 56]. 327 
In PRO mode [13], (Fig. 1.2), the draw solution gets diluted as water permeates from the feed 328 
and the salt concentration at the interface of the membrane support and bulk boundary layer is 329 
less than that in the bulk draw solution. This phenomenon is called dilutive external 330 
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concentration polarisation (DECP) [57]. (DECP) is expressed using the dilutive ECP modulus 331 
[55, 58] : 332 
 𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖
𝜋𝐷




where 𝜋𝐷 and 𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 (bars) are osmotic pressures of the draw bulk and draw boundary-active 333 
layer interface, respectively, 𝐽𝑊 (L m
-2 hr-1) is the water flux through the active layer and 𝑘𝐷  334 
(m hr-1) is the mass transfer coefficient through the draw boundary layer. 335 
 336 
Figure 2. 2: Location of external and internal concentration polarisation in the PRO mode. DBL and 337 
FBL represent the draw and feed boundary layers, respectively. 𝐶𝐷,𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 , 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 , 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝐹 represent 338 
the draw bulk, draw boundary-active layer interface, active-support layer interface, support-feed 339 
boundary layer interface, and feed bulk concentrations.  340 
 341 
2.2.3.2.3 Concentrative internal and external concentration polarisation.  342 
Concentrative internal concentration polarisation (CICP) refers to a phenomenon whereby the 343 
salt increases in concentration within the membrane porous support layer as it cannot easily 344 
penetrate the active layer. The water moves through the support layer and across the active 345 






















enters the support layer's open structure, as it is transported into this layer by convective water 347 
flow [54]. As the water permeates through the membrane, salts are retained at the active-348 
support layer interface; thus, increasing their concentration at the interface. This is referred to 349 
as concentrative internal concentration polarisation (CICP). The accumulation of these salts 350 
phenomenon contributes to decreased osmotic driving force across the membrane interfaces, 351 
thus lowering the flux [55]. If the draw solution is against the active layer (PRO mode), the 352 
draw solution gets diluted as water permeates (from feed to draw). As a result, the salt 353 
concentration in the membrane/bulk boundary layer is less than that in the bulk draw solution. 354 
This phenomenon is known as dilutive external concentration polarisation (DECP) [13]. ECP 355 
can be controlled to some extent by increasing fluid flow and turbulence [59]. The expression 356 
describing CICP effects and how they relate to water flux and other membrane constants is 357 
[55]: 358 
 









where B is the salt permeability coefficient of the active layer, 𝜋𝐹𝐵𝐿  is the osmotic pressure at 360 
the feed, and K is the solute resistivity for diffusion within the porous support layer, defined 361 
by [55]: 362 




where 𝐷 (m/s) is the salt diffusion coefficient, 𝑡(m), 𝜏(-), and  𝜀(-) are the thickness, tortuosity, 363 




2.2.3.2.4 Salt Flux 366 
Some salts diffuse from the draw solution to the feed solution due to the lack of excellent salt 367 
rejection in semipermeable membranes. This phenomenon is called reverse salt flux. This extra 368 
salt diffusion increases the adverse effects of ICP and further reduces the effective osmotic 369 
driving force across the membrane for PRO [60]. Furthermore, this reduces membrane 370 
efficiency in PRO [61] and increases the PRO plant's operating costs.  371 
The basic equation for describing salt flux across the active layer of the membrane is defined 372 
[48] : 373 
 𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿 = 𝐵(𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 − 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖) (4) 
where 𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿 (kg m
-2 hr-1), B (m3 m-2 hr-1), 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 (g/L) and 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 (g/L) are the salt flux through the 374 
membrane active layer, the intrinsic salt permeability coefficient of the membrane, draw 375 
boundary-active, and support-feed boundary interfacial concentrations, respectively.  376 
Early models assumed membranes to be perfect; however, this is not the case in reality [55]. 377 
Phillip et al. [48] developed a model to describe the reverse draw solute permeation in FO, and 378 
their model does not consider concentration polarisation. It uses the solution-diffusive and 379 
convective flow models to describe reverse solute permeation. It does not mention the 380 
boundary layers. The model results agreed with experimental results [48]. Nhu-Ngoc Bui et al. 381 
[62] developed a model that demonstrated accounting for mass transfers in PRO, validated by 382 
experimental data. They considered an in-series resistance approach for boundary layers, 383 
support layer, and salt permeability factor in modelling the structural parameter in PRO.  The 384 
model developed in the thesis considers ECP, ICP, and reverse salt flux in developing a 385 
transient PRO model.  386 
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2.2.3.2.5 Membrane development 387 
The membrane is the heart of membrane-based processes and plays an essential role in PRO. 388 
High salt rejection, high water permeability, and a thin support layer are the critical parameters 389 
for membrane performance in PRO applications [47]. In addition to an osmotic membrane's 390 
properties, PRO membranes should be more robust under pressurised conditions. Commercial 391 
flat-sheet RO membranes were employed during initial PRO attempts but were unsatisfactory 392 
due to their thick support layers leading to severe ICP [28].  393 
Cellulose triacetate (CTA) membranes have been used for PRO, but these produced insufficient 394 
power density of less than 5W/m2 hence less osmotic energy [29, 63]. Compared to CTA, thin-395 
film composite (TFC) membranes have higher salt retention rates due to their thin-film 396 
selective layer. The thin selective layer leads to high fluxes with a lower ICP because of higher 397 
porosity in the support layer leading to enhanced power densities. They consist of a selective 398 
polyamide active layer formed by interfacial polymerisation on top of a polysulfone support 399 
layer fabricated by a phase separation onto a thin polyester non-woven fabric [64].  Yip et al. 400 
[48] projected a high-power density of 10 W/m2 for river water as the feed solution 401 
concentration and seawater as the draw solution in a theoretical model using TFC membranes 402 
[65]. The highest power density of 60 W/m2 experimentally was with tricot fabric feed spacers 403 
in a specially designed cross-flow cell, using an HTI TFC membrane (Hydration Technologies 404 
Innovation, Albany, OR) [9]. Straub et al. [9] used a 3 M NaCl draw solution, paired with a 405 
deionised water feed solution, at an applied hydraulic pressure of 48 bar. The further increase 406 
of pressure to 55 bar caused the failure of the dense thin film layer [9]. TFC hollow-fibre 407 
membranes have been demonstrated, reaching about 20.9 W/m2 of power density with 408 
synthetic seawater brine (58.44 g/L NaCl)as the draw solution concentration and hydraulic 409 
pressures of up to 20 bars [66]. This work uses a cellulose triacetate membrane since 410 




2.3 Numerical studies in PRO 413 
Loeb developed an early mathematical model simulating PRO performance in 1976 [54]. After 414 
that, PRO models have been improved to consider the effects of ECP, ICP, and reverse solute 415 
flux, as highlighted in Section 1.2 [55, 62, 67, 68]. Recently, these models have been further 416 
modified to improve the accuracy of simulating the pilot-scale PRO systems. Tan et al. [69] 417 
considered the variations of flow velocities and concentrations along a long membrane channel 418 
length, which to date had been ignored in small systems. Besides, work has been done on 419 
energy and thermodynamic analysis of PRO [70] and PRO hybrid processes [42]. The studies 420 
are summarised in Table 2.1  421 
Table 2. 1: Summary of representative numerical studies of PRO-related processes. 422 
Author Process type Remarks 
Loeb (1976) [71] PRO First PRO model 




Consideration of dilutive ECP and ICP 
Yip et al. [8] PRO Consideration of ECP, ICP, and salt reverse 
flux in PRO 
Lin et al. [46] PRO Compared thermodynamic limits of PRO under 
different operation modes (reversible, constant-
pressure with the co-current flow, constant-
pressure with counter-current flow) 
He et al. [42] PRO Energy and thermodynamic analysis of a single 
PRO powered by a reverse osmosis 
Kim et al. [72] RO-PRO hybrid Compared four different PRO-RO and RO-
PRO hybrids for power generation and seawater 
desalination using different types of feed and 
draw solutions based on the water and energy 
return rate (WERR) 
Altaee et al. [73] PRO-RO hybrid The PRO–RO system was evaluated for 
combined power generation and seawater 
desalination. The study indicated that the PRO-
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RO system reduced the seawater power 
consumption below that required in the 
conventional RO system.  
Altaee et al. [74] PRO-RO, 
FO-RO & 
RO-PRO 
Evaluated three design configurations of PRO-
RO using seawater concentration and impaired 
water as draw and feed solutions, respectively.  
 423 
2.3.1 Factors affecting flux in PRO that need consideration in modelling 424 
The factors to be considered in modelling FO/PRO are temperature, physical properties of the 425 
draw and feed solutions (density, viscosity, molecular mass), feed and draw concentrations, 426 
feed and draw velocity, type of draw solution, membrane orientation, and properties.  427 
2.3.2 Membrane Properties  428 
2.3.2.1 Structural Parameter  429 
This parameter is an inherent property of composite membranes. It affects the ICP via porosity, 430 
membrane thickness, and tortuosity. Efforts to improve FO membranes have focused on the 431 
membrane structural parameter (S) [75], which is inversely proportional to the mass transfer 432 
through the PRO membrane support layer. Investigations have shown that ICP is influenced 433 
by the diffusion coefficient of the draw solution [62]. ICP is also related to two membrane mass 434 
transport parameters, A and B, representing the membrane's water and salt permeability 435 
coefficient, respectively. A PRO membrane with a high S value and a draw solution with a low 436 
diffusion coefficient will cause more increased ICP. CTA-PRO membranes have a structural 437 
parameter in the range of 480 𝜇𝑚 to 678 𝜇𝑚, [76] which is low compared to the CTA-RO 438 
membranes with the structural parameter of 37 500𝜇𝑚 to 42 000 𝜇𝑚 [77]. The desirable value 439 









where S(m), 𝜏(-), 𝑡′(m), 𝜀 (-) are the membrane support layer structural parameter, tortuosity, 441 
thickness, and porosity. 442 
a) Solute resistivity; a measure of salt transport in the porous support layer. It 443 
quantifies the solute's ability to diffuse into or out of the membrane support layer, 444 
thus reflecting the degree of ICP in the support layer. Smaller solute resistivity is 445 
associated with less ICP and higher pure water flux [55]. 446 
b) Thickness: Permeate flux is inversely proportional to the membrane thickness. The 447 
thicker the membrane, the higher the resistance to mass transfer.  A thick support 448 
structure's presence increases the membrane's structural parameter, increasing the 449 
diffusional distance for solutes and increasing the internal CP phenomenon. The 450 
membrane’s thickness should be kept lower to improve flux [78].  451 
c) Porosity: Porosity is the void volume in the membrane support layer. Porosity is 452 
part of the structural parameter of the membrane. The larger the porosity, the 453 
smaller the structural parameter, and hence the better the flux [79, 80].  454 
d) Tortuosity: Tortuosity is the winding route that a molecule must take as it travels 455 
through the membrane. Higher tortuosity means lower flux as the molecules have 456 
further to travel to get through the membrane. No systematic study has been done 457 
on PRO flux and tortuosity, and researchers usually use it as a correction factor for 458 
ICP to predict the FO flux [80]. 459 
FO membranes with large S values, i.e., thicker and denser membrane supports, result in 460 
decreased membrane performance; due to hindered diffusion and increase in ICP. Lower 461 
mass transfer reduces FO permeate flux due to CP's exponential dependence on the mass 462 
transfer coefficient. However, thinner, more porous, and less tortuous membranes [81] may 463 
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have decreased mechanical properties and break high-pressure PRO usage [76]. Several 464 
authors have synthesized membranes to optimise the structural parameter [81, 82].  465 
2.3.2.2 Membrane Permeability Constants, A and B 466 
Membrane constants A and B (water and salt permeability constants) are significant parameters 467 
in  PRO as they describe water and salt particles that will pass through the membrane, 468 
respectively [83]. An increase in A causes an increase in water flux. The water flux is a result 469 
of the diffusion of water molecules across the membrane, with two important factors affecting 470 
its transport; the driving force across the membrane (∆𝜋𝑚 − ∆𝑃) and the water permeability 471 
constant for the PRO membrane. The water flux equation is expressed as [79];  472 
 𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴(∆𝜋𝑚 − ∆𝑃) (6) 
 𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴 (∆𝜋𝑚 − ∆𝑃) =  𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴 (𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 − 𝜋𝑆𝐿𝑖 − ∆𝑃) (7) 
   
where A (L m-2 hr-1 bar-1), Δπm (bars), 𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 and 𝜋𝑆𝑃𝑖 (bars), 𝑃 (bars) are the intrinsic water 473 
permeability coefficient of the membrane, osmotic pressure difference across the active layer, 474 
osmotic pressures of the draw boundary-active layer interface and support-active layer 475 
interface, and hydraulic pressure, respectively. 476 
Likewise, an increase in B causes an increase in salt flux. The salt flux results from the diffusion 477 
of salt molecules across the membrane, with two important factors affecting its transport; the 478 
driving force across the interfacial membrane concentrations and the salt permeability constant.  479 




2.4 Knowledge Gaps 482 
2.4.1 PRO-RO energy transfer without high-pressure pumps 483 
RO requires 55-80 bar pressure and has a specific energy consumption of 2.0 to 2.5 kWh/m3 484 
electrical energy. The concept of utilizing osmotic gradients as an energy source has been 485 
previously tested under lab and pilot conditions [2]. Using PRO as an energy source for RO 486 
has been studied through modelling [3-5]. However, the concept has not been fully 487 
understood.  The energy derived from the salt gradient's energy was converted first to 488 
mechanical and then to electrical energy in the few studies. This has several disadvantages 489 
[84], the most obvious being the energy conversion losses during the conversion from one 490 
form of energy to another. 491 
The power of the water flux through the PRO at a specified pressure is converted to 492 
mechanical power by the turbine, converted to electrical power by an electricity generator. 493 
Subsequently, the electrical power is converted back to mechanical power by a motor, which 494 
drives a pressure pump to power the RO flux. This thesis aims to address this shortcoming by 495 
directly coupling PRO to the RO processes, thereby negating energy conversions. This thesis 496 
shows that RO can be run without external electrical power but from power generated purely 497 
by isobaric conditions from PRO.  498 
Studies in literature have reduced high-pressure electrical requirements by 60% in RO using 499 
rejected brine from seawater RO plants combined with energy recovery devices [20, 85]. 500 
Several studies have been conducted to reduce the RO high pressure pumping energy 501 
requirements by linking PRO and RO processes [34, 42, 86-93].  A few examples include;   502 
(1) RO-PRO hybrid plant constructed in Japan (Fukuoka) which combined RO, PRO, and 503 
sewage treatment system by utilising 420 m3/day wastewater effluent as feed solution 504 
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and 460 m3/day of RO brine as the draw solution with a pressure exchanger to recover 505 
energy from the RO brine [43].  506 
(2) Experimental evaluation of a pressure exchanger between the RO and PRO systems 507 
by Achilli et al. [3] 508 
(3) The utilisation of the high-pressure PRO draw to pressurise the RO feed water via a 509 
pressure exchanger [5, 94].  510 
In these studies, the RO is not isobarically driven by PRO, but instead, ERDs are used to 511 
reduce the  RO process's pressure requirements. ERDs extract some of the energy from the 512 
diluted draw solution from the PRO process and use a high-pressure pump to pump it up to 513 
pressures required by RO. The PRO feed and draw solutions used in the above studies were 514 
combinations of freshwater/tap water and seawater/RO brine, respectively.  515 
2.4.2 Solution pairings in PRO 516 
The choice of possible feed and draw solution pairings used in PRO systems is a critical 517 
consideration. Various solution pairings in PRO can have vastly different osmotic potential 518 
differences, which will affect the overall power density and, therefore, the viability of the 519 
system as a driver of RO. The most common solution pairing in the literature is river water and 520 
seawater [95] as the feed and draw solutions, respectively. However, solution pairings with 521 
higher concentration differences between the feed and draw solution will have a higher 522 
volumetric energy density than the river water and seawater system [46]. An example pairing 523 
would be mixing river water with highly saline brines from hypersaline lakes, such as the Great 524 
Salt Lake or the Dead Sea [96, 97]. This PRO-RO technology could be applied between the 525 
Caspian sea (12.5g/L) and the KaraBogaz-Gol sea (350 g/L) or from the large and numerous 526 
hypersaline surface and groundwater resources in Australia [98]. Also, the literature mainly 527 
considers the use of freshwater as the feed solution. However, this thesis also considers 528 
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seawater or brackish water as the feed solution, paired with draw solutions up to 300 g/L. There 529 
are a few experimental findings for such conditions in the literature. Some of the common 530 
pairings and generated power densities are listed in Table 2.2  531 
 532 











Membrane type Reference 
river water Seawater 
brine 
8.4 bars 11 Customised TFC 























29.22 116.88 g/L 12.6 3.2 Flat-sheet CTA 
FO (HTI) 
[63] 






The drawbacks of the draw solution include finding a suitable draw solution that produces the 535 
required osmotic driving force and the energy associated with reconcentrating the draw 536 
solution for continuous PRO operation. Several studies have attempted to address this by 537 
recovering the draw solutions, though these processes are expensive and have not been deemed 538 
economically viable [100-104]. This research work addresses the PRO challenge by identifying 539 
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and utilising renewable energy, regenerated draw solution. The draw solutions source will be 540 
from hypersaline lakes such as Great Salt Lake [97], regenerated via solar evaporation of water 541 
to maintain a saturation or near-saturation concentration of salts. While specific locations may 542 
limit the application of such a system, it does trigger the recognition of directly coupled PRO-543 
RO systems.  544 
To comprehensively evaluate different solution pairings in PRO, membranes' performance 545 
under a wide range of conditions must be understood. This thesis explores the range of high 546 
draw solution concentrations up to 300 g/L, coupled with feed solution concentrations up to 547 
seawater combined with high pressures of up to 40 bars. At high concentrations, ECP, ICP, and 548 
reverse salt flux affect the system significantly. Quantifying and analysing these effects' 549 
ramifications is poorly understood, particularly at concentrations in the range of 150 to 300 550 
g/L. 551 
2.4.3 High-pressure PRO 552 
The primary, practical operational limitation in PRO system design is the operating pressure 553 
differential that PRO membranes can tolerate. The optimal operating pressure for a given PRO 554 
system is approximately half the osmotic pressure difference between the feed and draw 555 
solutions [2].  For river water and seawater, the optimal operating pressure is approximately 13 556 
bar. However, higher salinity solution pairings require greater operating pressures to extract 557 
the salinity gradient potential fully.  558 
The highest PRO operating pressure recorded in the literature is 48.3 bars [7, 9], with most 559 
studies reaching only 16 and 24 bars before membrane damage or system limitations prevent 560 
further damage. More than 42 papers have been published which use draw solution greater than 561 
seawater and feed solution as freshwater/river water. Out of these, the operating pressures of 562 
the PRO are limited to less than 24 bars. This thesis uses seawater or brackish water feed 563 
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solutions paired with a range of draw solutions greater than 70g/L NaCl, achieving relatively 564 
high pressures of 40 bars.  565 
High differential applied pressure is a challenge for existing systems since membranes 566 
designed for PRO operation can typically withstand pressures less than 24 bar [33]. The 567 
relatively low-pressure tolerance of PRO membranes can be attributed to membranes' 568 
requirement to have thin support layers to improve mass transfer. It is therefore critical to 569 
design membranes with improved pressure tolerance while maintaining favourable mass 570 
transfer. However, the membrane’s pressure tolerance is not addressed in this thesis.  571 
2.4.4 Flowcharts of different configurations of how PRO and RO have been operated 572 
independently and combined.  573 
To how the PRO technology will be combined with RO, simple flowsheets are shown. Figure 574 
2.2(A) shows an RO unit that uses an energy recovery device (ERD). An ERD device converts 575 
hydraulic energy into mechanical energy to drive a pump, transferring hydraulic energy back 576 
into the feed. In reverse osmosis, the high-pressure pumping required to overcome the osmotic 577 
pressure in seawater feedwater results in a salty concentrate stream that is highly pressurised. 578 
ERDs are used to recover this hydraulic energy and transfer it to the feed stream, reducing the 579 
energy required by the high-pressure pumps.  580 
Figure 2.2(B) shows the diagram of a PRO that is used to generate electricity. In PRO, water 581 
flows through a semi-permeable membrane from a low concentration feed into a high 582 
concentration, partially pressurising the draw solution. While the draw solution is partially 583 
pressurised, its hydraulic pressure is less than its osmotic pressure. Consequently, there is still 584 
a net osmotic driving force for water transport from the feed to the draw solution. The PRO 585 
exit stream dilutes the draw solution and becomes pressurised. The pressurised draw-exit 586 
solution's energy can then be converted into mechanical/electrical energy via a turbine-587 
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generator set. The residual stream of pressurised, diluted draw solution is sent through a 588 
pressure exchanger (PX), which pressurises the incoming draw solution, thereby recovering 589 
the residual pressure energy.  590 
Figure 2.2 (C) shows a PRO that is connected to an RO by an ERD device. PRO draw is taken 591 
from a Salt Lake with the PRO feed of brackish water or seawater. The PRO generates the 592 
pressures required by the RO. Assuming ERDs are 95% efficient [80], the PRO can generate 593 
pressure that can be transferred directly to an RO process by an ERD device. The work done 594 
on this thesis mainly looks at PRO with high draw concentrations and brackish water or 595 
seawater feed and later connects the PRO to RO in Chapter 6. 596 
To aid the further understanding of the PRO generation by electricity and PRO connected to 597 
RO via an ERD, Table 2.3 summaries the differences.   598 
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Figure 2.2 (A) Seawater reverse osmosis with isobaric energy recovery devices [85]; (B) PRO to 604 





Table 2. 3: Comparison of PRO-electrical RO and PRO-RO via ERD 608 
Categories  PRO-electrical-RO PRO-RO via ERD 
Energy losses  1. The power of the water 
flux through the PRO at 
a particular pressure is 
converted to mechanical 
power by the turbine, 
converted to electrical 
power by an electricity 
generator. Subsequently, 
the electrical energy is 
converted back to 
mechanical power to 
drive the RO pump.   
2. Non-renewable energy.  
1. The power of the water flux through the PRO 
at a particular pressure is converted to 
mechanical power by an ERD, thereby 
reducing the power to drive RO.  
2. Renewable energy. 
 
Efficiency Turbines efficiency is around 50-
90%, and RO pump efficiencies 
are up to 85-90% [70].  
PRO-RO system may be in the order of 45-80%.  
Environmental 
concerns 
1. Brine discharge back 
into the sea may pose 
marine problems.  
2. If fossil-fuel-generated 
electricity is used, about 
1.8 kg of CO2/m3 of 
water emissions may be 
eliminated. [12]. 
 
1. Brine generated during the RO process can 
be diluted back to seawater concentration 
levels. In addition, brine produced in the 
PRO may be discharged into evaporation 
which may be used further as a source for 
PRO.  
2. Clean and no pollution.  
Power density 
potential 
The PRO-electrical reported had 
power densities less than 5W/m2 
[29, 41]. 




The process can be operated 
continuously. 
The process can operate on a semi-continuous and 
operation.  
Cost The most significant expense is 
high-pressure pumps in RO.  
High-pressure pumps eliminated. PRO storage tanks 
may require a substantial initial capital cost. An 
economic evaluation is crucial to check the 
operational costs versus the capital costs.  
  609 
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 622 
Abstract  623 
Although reverse osmosis (RO) is currently the most energy-efficient, widely used desalination 624 
technology, it still requires a great deal of energy to create the high pressure necessary to 625 
desalinate seawater. Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) utilises the salinity gradient between two 626 
solutions of different salt content to produce pressure, which has subsequently been used to 627 
generate electrical energy. This paper describes how PRO can be directly hydraulically linked 628 
to RO in a PRO-RO desalination system. It uses brackish water as a feed solution for both the 629 
PRO and RO and a concentrated brine (200 g/L NaCl) as a PRO draw solution. PRO-RO was 630 
tested experimentally in a simple combined cell without cross-flow resulting in about 12.5 bars 631 
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of hydraulic pressure and flux of 3.5 L m-2 hr-1 in the RO permeate. A Hydration Technologies 632 
forward osmosis membrane was used on the PRO side, with a Film-Tec SW30-2540 RO 633 
membrane on the RO side. The permeate flux produced with a salt rejection of 89.8 % proved 634 
that the concept of “self-desalinating saltwater” is feasible in small-scale, batch laboratory 635 
operation. Whether this concept is economically viable on a large scale requires further testing 636 
and development.  637 
Keywords: Pressure retarded osmosis, reverse osmosis, energy, desalination, concentration 638 
polarisation, pressure.  639 
Nomenclature 640 
▪ RO   Reverse osmosis 641 
▪ PRO  Pressure retarded osmosis 642 
▪ FO   Forward osmosis 643 
▪ RED  Reversed electrodialysis 644 
▪ FS  Feed solution 645 
▪ DS   Draw solution 646 
▪ DI  Deionised water 647 
▪ ECP  External concentration polarisation 648 
▪ ICP  Internal concentration polarisation 649 
▪ SW  Seawater 650 
▪ BW  Brackish water 651 
▪ Jw  Water flux (L m
-2 hr-1) 652 
▪ 𝐵  Salt permeability coefficient (L m-2 hr-1) 653 
▪ A  Water permeability coefficient (L m-2 hr-1 bar) 654 
▪ W  Power density (W m-2) 655 
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▪ P  Pressure (bars) 656 
▪ C  Molar concentration (mol L-1) 657 
▪ 𝐶𝐹  Feedwater concentration (g L
-1) 658 
▪ 𝐶𝑃  Permeate concentration (g L
-1) 659 
▪ R  Gas constant value (J mol-1 K-1) 660 
▪ T  Temperature (K) 661 
▪ k  Mass transfer coefficient (m hr-1) 662 
Symbols 663 
▪ 𝑖  Van’t Hoff factor (-) 664 
▪ 𝜋  Osmotic pressure (bar) 665 
 666 
3.1 Introduction 667 
Desalination by reverse osmosis (RO) is a pressure-driven membrane process whereby water 668 
molecules from a high solute concentration feedwater are pushed through a semi-permeable 669 
membrane under pressure greater than the osmotic pressure of the feed [18]. Although RO is 670 
currently the most energy efficient, widely used desalination technology [1], it still requires 671 
significant energy to create the necessary high pressures. The RO applied pressure must 672 
overcome the osmotic pressure of the feedwater and membrane resistance and concentration 673 
polarisation [2, 11]. Existing seawater RO desalination plants typically apply 50-80 bar of 674 
pressure [22]. This energy is estimated to be about 2.0 to 2.5 kWh m-3, with the energy 675 
increasing as the feed salinity increases [11]. To improve RO energy efficiency, work has been 676 
done to enhance pump efficiencies, energy recovery devices, and the RO hybrid process [12, 677 
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49, 86, 87]. Despite these improvements, RO energy requirements are still a major component 678 
of the total cost of RO desalination.   679 
Energy generation from salinity gradients has attracted attention as a potential renewable 680 
energy source [84]. The osmotic energy can be converted into mechanical energy through 681 
pressure retarded osmosis (PRO). Osmotic gradient energy has been commercially evaluated 682 
using ocean water as the draw solution and freshwater as the feed solution.[29]  A PRO pilot 683 
plant was established by the Norwegian power company (Statkraft) [39]. Because of its low 684 
power density of only 3 W m-2 the technology was not further developed [40].  For PRO to be 685 
economically viable, a power density of 5 W m-2  has been considered [65]. 686 
In general, PRO standalone and hybrid processes utilise freshwater/river water/wastewater as 687 
the feed solution [57] and seawater or RO brine as the draw solution to produce electrical 688 
energy. However, in RO-PRO hybrid plants, the PRO cell produces pressure, and osmotic 689 
energy from RO reject brine has been directly utilised to offset RO's pressure requirement.  690 
The concept of recovering mechanical energy from PRO has been considered using the 691 
rejected brine from RO plants and a suitable freshwater source (i.e., treated wastewater) as 692 
draw and feed solutions, respectively. The PRO cell's mechanical energy is transferred to RO 693 
through energy recovery devices [29]. Such PRO hybrid processes have been conducted to 694 
reduce the RO electrical energy requirements through linking PRO and RO processes [34, 42, 695 
86-93]. An RO-PRO hybrid plant was constructed in Japan (Fukuoka), which combined RO, 696 
PRO, and sewage treatment system which utilized 420 m3/day wastewater effluent as feed 697 
solution and 460 m3/day of RO brine as the draw solution with a pressure exchanger to recover 698 
energy from the RO brine [43]. The possibility of a pressure exchanger between the RO and 699 
PRO systems was evaluated experimentally by Achilli et al. [3]. Using municipal tap water 700 
as PRO feed with synthesized seawater as the RO feed water, they reported a maximum power 701 
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density of 2.1 – 2.3 W m-2. Instead of energy recovery using energy recovery devices, the idea 702 
was further developed by Prante et al. [5] and Sarp et al. [94] to utilise the high-pressure PRO 703 
draw to pressurise the RO feed water via the pressure exchanger.  704 
The concept of utilizing osmotic gradients as an energy source has been previously tested under 705 
lab and pilot conditions [2]. In those cases, the salt gradient's energy was converted first to 706 
mechanical and electrical energy. This has several disadvantages [84]. The most obvious is the 707 
energy lost during the transfer from one form to another. If the power required for RO is derived 708 
from the electricity generated by a PRO process, which harvests the energy from the osmotic 709 
pressure difference between two waters (i.e., seawater/freshwater), there are energy losses. The 710 
power of the water flux through the PRO at a particular pressure is converted to mechanical 711 
power by the turbine, converted to electrical power by an electricity generator. Subsequently, 712 
the electrical power is converted back to mechanical power by a motor, and the motor, in turn, 713 
drives a pressure pump to power the RO flux. For instance, a hydro-turbine electricity 714 
generator's efficiency is estimated to be in the range of 50-90 % [70, 105]. Electrical pumps 715 
are also estimated to be of efficiency up to 90 % [91]. Therefore, a PRO-RO system involving 716 
conversion to electrical energy would be in the order of 45-80 % efficient.  717 
The current paper investigates the concept of generating freshwater from two sources of 718 
saltwater. Brackish water and concentrated salt brine are used as feed and draw solutions for 719 
PRO, respectively. The resulting pressure is used to desalinate brackish water to freshwater via 720 
RO, entirely driven by PRO. Practically, this would provide a means to use the abundantly 721 
available highly-concentrated brine solutions of salt lakes to desalinate brackish water or, 722 
potentially, ocean water.  723 
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3.2 Materials and methods 724 
3.2.1 Characterisation of membranes by RO testing 725 
Two types of membranes were used. A commercial FO pouch membrane supplied by 726 
Hydration Technologies Inc. (HTI, Albany, USA) was used in the PRO chamber, and a Dow 727 
Film-Tec SW30-2540 RO membrane was used in the RO chamber. According to the procedure 728 
described in the literature, the intrinsic water permeability coefficient (A) of the membranes 729 
was characterized in the RO test apparatus [106]. The permeation rate was first normalized by 730 
the effective membrane area of 0.0042 m2 to yield the water flux (Jw) at a pressure of 450 psi 731 
(31 bars). In the RO test apparatus, a cross-flow velocity of 6.5 L/min (10.3 m/s) was 732 
maintained. The pressure was varied from 10.3, 15.5, 22.8, 25.9, and 31 bars. Deionised water 733 
was used for determining the water permeability coefficient, and a temperature of 25oC was 734 
maintained. The water permeability coefficient was then determined by plotting the flux against 735 
applied pressure ΔP and using the slope to determine the permeability coefficient (A) of 736 
3.166×10-12 m s-1 Pa-1 (1.23 L m-2 hr-1 bar-1) for the RO membrane and 9×10-13 m s-1 Pa-1 (0.342 737 
L m-2 hr-1 bar-1) for the FO membrane (used for PRO) respectively.  738 
The salt rejection (R) of the membrane was determined under RO conditions using feedwater 739 
containing 2 g/L NaCl based on conductivity measurements of the permeate and feedwater 740 
over a period of time. The observed salt rejection, R, was calculated from the difference 741 
between the bulk feed (𝐶𝐹) and permeate 𝐶𝑃 salt concentrations (𝑅 = 1 −
𝐶𝑃
𝐶𝐹
 ). A pressure of 742 
15.5 bars was applied on the FO membrane's feed side, with a cross-flow velocity of 0.45 cm, 743 
and the temperature was assumed to be room temperature (25oC). 744 
The salt permeability was calculated from the equation [18, 107];  745 






) (1) 746 
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Where B is the salt permeability coefficient, 𝐽𝑊 is the water flux of the rejection measurements, 747 
k is the Sherwood mass transfer coefficient of the membrane's feed side. A salt permeability 748 
coefficient of 0.11 L m-2 hr-1 was obtained.  749 
3.2.2 Feed and draw solutions of the PRO and RO chamber 750 
The feed solution denoted ‘FS’ throughout the paper was composed of deionised water and 751 
analytical grade NaCl of up to 30 g/L. The draw solution denoted as ‘DS’ ranged from 30 to 752 
350 g/L NaCl. NaCl was used due to its readily available data for the characterization of 753 
osmotic pressure. Water flux was the main parameter explored. Readings for mass and pressure 754 
were recorded.  755 
3.2.3 The PRO-RO cell configuration 756 
The transfer of pressure from the PRO cell's draw side to the RO cell's feed side was carried 757 
out using a flexible silicone diaphragm (Figure 3.1). The bench-scale experimental set of the 758 
PRO-RO is shown in Figure 3.1. The overall apparatus consisted of four chambers (Figure 759 
3.1): 760 
(i) The PRO feed chamber (chamber 1) was open to the atmosphere and supplied with feed 761 
solution. The conductivity probe was placed in the feed solution to measure the feed solution's 762 
conductivity during the experiment. The feed flow rate was measured by monitoring the feed’s 763 
weight per unit time the pump's speed. A correlation of the feed peristaltic pump’s speed with 764 
the flow rate was determined, then used to calculate the channel's cross-flow velocity. The 765 
porous support layer of a PRO membrane faced the feed bulk solution, with an RO tricot 766 
permeate spacer and a coarse mesh spacer to support the membrane and introduce turbulence 767 
in the feed solution. 768 
(ii) The PRO draw chamber (chamber 2) was separated from the first chamber by an FO 769 
membrane (Hydration Technologies Inc. Albany, USA) and filled with 200 g/L NaCl solution 770 
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as the ‘DS.’ All PRO runs were conducted with the active layer facing the DS and the support 771 
layer facing the FS. This particular orientation is usually termed pressure retarded osmosis 772 
(PRO), acknowledging pressurisation of the DS (chamber 2) [55]. A digital pressure gauge 773 
connected to a pressure sensor passed through a filament to measure the hydraulic pressure 774 
produced. The DS chamber of the PRO was sealed with a silicone diaphragm, which acted as 775 
the pressure transducer to transfer the hydraulic pressure to the RO chamber directly.  776 
(iii) The RO feed chamber (chamber 3) was separated from the PRO draw side (chamber 2) 777 
by the silicone diaphragm. The feed solution of chamber 3 ranged from 10 g/L NaCl (brackish 778 
water) to 30 g/L (simulating seawater). Initially, chambers 2 and 3 were fully filled with equal 779 
volumes of liquid (40 mL). Once the chambers were filled, chambers 2 and 3 were sealed. 780 
Chamber 2’s pressure was identical to chamber 3’s pressure and was referred to as “observed 781 
hydraulic pressure.” Chamber 2 is the PRO draw chamber, and Chamber 3 is the RO feed 782 
chamber. 783 
(v) The RO permeate chamber (chamber 4), separated from the RO feed chamber by a RO 784 
membrane (Dow Film Tec SW30-2540), is open to atmospheric pressure to allow desalinated 785 
water outflow. In the RO permeate chamber, the RO membrane was placed together with a 786 
mesh spacer, and a RO tricot permeate spacer added extra mechanical support to the membrane 787 
as it was exposed to pressure. The RO permeate chamber outlet was collected by a vessel on a 788 
digitally monitored balance to record the permeate's mass. The conductivity of the permeate 789 
was monitored to indicate the purity and salt leakages. Both membranes were placed in a 790 
vertical position, so the flux through both membranes was horizontal. Table 3.1 shows the 791 
device construction parameters. 792 
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3.2.4 Experimental procedure 793 
The cell of the experimental PRO-RO system had channel dimensions given in Table 3.1. The 794 
feed channel had two holes (as shown in Figure 3.1 (a)) for the inlet and outlet. The feed flow 795 
was in a counter-flow orientation. Feed cross-flow velocities were varied from zero to 0.25m/s.  796 
In the feed channel, a mesh spacer obtained from a Dow Film-Tec SW30-2540 spiral wound 797 
RO membrane was placed next to a RO tricot permeate spacer adjacent to the membrane to 798 
support it under pressure.  The experiments were conducted with the active layer facing the 799 
draw channel. This configuration has been used in many studies and is usually referred to as 800 
PRO mode [55, 108]. 801 
Prior to an experiment, both PRO and RO membranes were pre-soaked in deionised water for 802 
24 hours. The PRO and RO chambers had no cross-flow velocity. After connecting all the 803 
chambers as explained in Section 3.2.4, PRO feed, PRO draw, and RO feed were added to the 804 
respective chambers and all air bubbles purged from the system. Pressure gauges measured the 805 
inlet and outlet pressures of the draw channel (Figure 3.1). The feed and permeate flow rates 806 
were measured by monitoring the feed's weight and permeating, respectively, as they rested on 807 
a weight balance. The feed flow rate was measured by monitoring the feed’s weight per unit 808 
time at a pump's speed. A conductivity probe (Microchem conductivity transmitter, Rowe 809 
Scientific, Australia) measured the feed solution conductivity and sent measurement data to a 810 
computer. The feed solution reservoir was weighed, and the data recorded in LabVIEW. The 811 
changes in feed solution weight over time were used to determine the permeate water flux.  812 
After loading the membranes on the system and purging out all the air bubbles, the system was 813 
initialised. Pressure allowed to build up until the hydraulic pressure generated by PRO 814 
exceeded the RO osmotic pressure. At this point, permeate was collected from the permeate 815 
side of the RO. The system was allowed to stabilize for 15 min at the specified pressure set 816 
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point before the water flux was recorded over 10 min intervals before changing variables such 817 




Figure 3.1 (a) PRO-RO module schematic showing 1: acrylic slab with inlet and outlet for the PRO 820 
feed; 2: supporting materials (RO tricot permeate spacer adjacent to the mesh spacer; 3: FO membrane; 821 
4: PRO draw chamber; 5: flexible silicone diaphragm; 6: RO membrane; 7: acrylic slab with a permeate 822 






























Figure 3.2: Schematic of the PRO-RO experimental setup. The dashed circle represents the PRO-RO 825 
cell configurations; additional details are shown in Figure 3.1.  826 
 827 
 Table 3.1: Device construction and operational parameters  828 
Parameter PRO cell (chamber 1 & 2) RO cell (chamber 3 & 4) 
Channel diameter 0.06 m 0.06 m 
Channel height 1 mm 1 mm 
PRO draw chamber capacity 55 ml 55 ml 
FS cross-flow velocity 0.17 m/s NIL 
DS cross-flow velocity* NIL NIL 
Membrane orientation vertical vertical 
Membrane area 0.00283 m2 0.00283 m2 
Membrane Orientation The active layer faces the 
DS 
The active layer faces the FS 
Membrane type Pouch membrane (HTI) Film-Tech membrane (Dow) 




3.2.5 Theoretical Considerations  831 
3.2.5.1 Power generated from PRO 832 
The power density generated from PRO in (W m-2) can be calculated as the product of water 833 
flux (L m-2 hr-1) and the hydrostatic pressure (bar) generated from the osmotic pressure [109-834 
111]. 835 
The water flux at a given osmotic pressure and hydrostatic pressure (P) is;  836 
Jw = A (∆π−∆P)                                (2) 837 
where  Jw is the water flux, A is the permeability coefficient of the membrane, ∆P is the 838 
hydrostatic pressure, and ∆π is the osmotic pressure difference between the feed and draw 839 
solutions. 840 
The power density (W), (W m-2 or J s-1 m-2) is; 841 
W = Jw ∆P =  A (∆π − ∆P) ∆P   (3) 842 
 843 
By differentiating (3) with respect to ΔP, the maximum power density can be obtained.  844 
𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 =   
𝐴(∆𝜋)2
4
     (4) 845 
where 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 (W m
-2), 𝜋 (bar) is the maximum power density and osmotic pressure.  846 
 847 
In general, the osmotic pressure π is calculated from the Van’t Hoff Law [112]. This 848 
phenomenon is valid for low concentrations of less than 0.005M. However, since high salt 849 
concentrations were used in this study, the Van’t Hoff law was adjusted using the osmotic 850 
coefficient [113, 114], a correction factor that accounts for non-ideality.  851 
π = i⌀CRT       (5) 852 
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Where i is dependent on the number of mole species formed by the dissociation of the solutes 853 
in the solution, ⌀ is the osmotic coefficient, C is the solute molar concentration (M), R is the 854 
universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature of the solution.   855 
3.2.5.2 Theoretical energy prediction of super-saline DS as compared to low saline DS.  856 
The power density (W m-2) expected from PRO is the product of flux (L m-2 hr-1) and 857 
hydrostatic pressure (bars) (Figure 3.3). The theoretical hydrostatic pressure is the osmotic 858 
pressure difference between the PRO feed and draw solutions as a first approximation. In this 859 
simplified model, a draw solution of 300 g/L can generate around 10-fold higher hydrostatic 860 
pressure than a draw solution of 30 g/L. For the concentrations of 30, 100, 200, 300 and 350 861 
g/L optimised pressures (11, 40, 80, 120 and, 140 bars), fluxes (2.5, 9, 19, 27 and 33 L m-2 hr-862 
1) and maximum power densities (1.3, 14.7, 59.1, 132.9 and 191.4 W m-2) can be predicted 863 
(Figure 3.3). This power density prediction is the theoretical maximum reduced by the effects 864 
of concentration polarisation in practice. The power density output from a PRO cell operating 865 
with a concentrated brine as the draw solution (e.g., 350 g/L) is about 172-fold higher than for 866 





Figure 3.3: Effect of operational hydrostatic pressure on power density by PRO cell based on equation 870 
2, using deionised water in the feed solution for various concentrations in the draw solution.  871 
 872 
3.2.5.3 Linking PRO directly to RO 873 
RO plants operate with 50-70 bars of applied pressure to desalinate feed water in the range of 874 
30 to 50 g/L TDS [22, 115]. For the RO process to obtain clean water from seawater, an osmotic 875 
gradient of about 24 bars (osmotic pressure of seawater) must be overcome. For practical RO 876 
operation, an applied pressure of about 2-3 times the feed water osmotic pressure is used. This 877 
ratio of the required pressure to the bulk osmotic pressure results from non-ideality factors such 878 
as CP and membrane resistance, but more importantly, maintaining the permeate flux through 879 
the SWRO plant’s tail-end membranes, where the feed’s osmotic pressure has increased to 48-880 
50 bar. Incorporating non-ideality factors, a PRO system using 200 g/L DS with a 10 g/L FS 881 
would produce theoretically about 190 bars of osmotic pressure, which must practically 882 
overcome the osmotic pressure required by RO to desalinate 10 g/L feed solution plus the non-883 


































are lower than theoretically predicted values at high salt concentrations in the draw solution 885 
(Figure 3.4).  886 
 887 
Figure 3.4: A comparison of theoretical flux and experimental flux (data obtained from Straub. et al. 888 
(2014) [9]) of a PRO cell as a function of bulk osmotic pressure. Assumptions are 25 oC, about 5.5 bar 889 
of hydrostatic pressure, and a membrane water permeability coefficient of 2.49 L m-2 hr-1. 890 
 891 
3.3 Results and discussion 892 
3.3.1 Energy generated from PRO 893 
In this experiment, the PRO cell was detached from the RO cell. This PRO cell was operated 894 
with 30 g/L, 200 g/L, and 350 g/L NaCl as DS with deionised water as FS with an automatically 895 
controlled pressure release valve to establish fluxes for different hydrostatic pressure set-points 896 
(Figure 3.5a).  Fluxes were recorded at pressures up to 20 bars to establish a trend, while fluxes 897 
at higher pressures, up to 200 bars, were extrapolated using equation 3. At a given pressure of 898 
20 bars, the PRO fluxes of 1.94, 8.60, and 10.25 L m-2 hr-1 were recorded for the three draw 899 
solutions. The simplifying assumption of constant membrane resistance and constant CP 900 



























from the driving force using equation 3 up to 200 bars. The resulting new maximum power 902 
densities were about 5 times lower than purely theoretical values (Table 3.2).  903 






(Figure 2.3) (W m2) 
Maximum power density 
extrapolated from experiments 
(W m-2) 
30 1.3 1.6 
200 59.1 10.5 
350 191.4 21.9 
  906 
 907 
Figure 3.5. Effect of hydrostatic pressure with three different draw solutions on (a) flux and (b) power 908 
densities. The experimental results (up to 20 bar) include non-idealities of membrane resistance, 909 
concentration polarisation, and reverse salt flux. The feed solution was deionised water. The draw 910 
solution was stirred at 900 rpm resulting in an approximate average cross-flow velocity of 0.19 m/s. 911 
Data greater than 20 bars are extrapolated. 912 
 913 
According to the above results and extrapolation, the PRO cell with 200 g/L NaCl as DS should 914 
have sufficient power density (10.5 W m-2 at 80 bars of pressure) to drive a seawater RO system 915 
[11, 116]. By contrast, with seawater NaCl (30 g/L) as the DS, a power density maximum of 916 




















































produce freshwater from coupling the current PRO cell with a RO cell for freshwater 918 
production, the freshwater was replaced by brackish water (10 g/L NaCl) feedwater for PRO 919 
the subsequent experiments.  920 
3.3.2 Proof of concept of PRO-RO system 921 
To hydrostatically link a simple PRO cell with an RO cell, the apparatus described (Figure 3.1) 922 
was assembled, using a silicone diaphragm for direct transfer of hydraulic pressure generated 923 
from the PRO cell to the RO cell. To test whether the principle of such a simple direct pressure 924 
transfer works, 200 g/L NaCl was used as the draw solution (DS) of the PRO cell and the 925 
brackish water (10 g/L NaCl) as feed solution for both the PRO and RO cell. After 80 minutes 926 
of operation, the pressure (identical in both PRO DS and RO FS) rose to 12.5 bars and after 927 
that produced a flux of 3.5 L m-2 hr-1 permeate from the PRO driven RO cell (Figure 3.6). In 928 
this proof of concept experiment, no cross-flow was used in either the PRO cell's draw solution 929 
or the RO cell's feed solution. The absence of cross-flow in the PRO cell's draw solution is 930 
known to produce significant dilutive CP [54, 117], causing a lower flux than what would be 931 




Figure 3.6. (a) The build-up of hydrostatic pressure and cumulative RO permeate upon start-up of the 934 
PRO-RO set-up. (b) Development of RO permeate flux as a function of time for the PRO-RO setup. 935 
Conditions: PRO feed 10 g/L NaCl, PRO draw 200 g/L NaCl, RO feed 10 g/L NaCl. No data were 936 
recorded for pressure readings between 0 and 5 bars due to the sensor's detection limit. 937 
 938 
Figure 3.6 (a) illustrates the initial proof of concept of an RO cell powered directly by a PRO 939 
cell, which, because of the absence of external energy input, could be termed “self-940 
desalinating saltwater.” A direct transfer of PRO flux to RO flux enables brackish water's 941 
desalination with salt brine as the sole energy source. In the described experiment, a deliberate 942 
addition of a 5 mL air bubble on the PRO cell's DS side allowed a gradual pressure build-up 943 
before the RO and PRO pressure became consistent after 90 minutes. Based on the RO 944 
permeate’s mass-produced over time and the membrane area, an approximate steady-state RO 945 
flux of about 3.5 L m-2 hr-1 was reached between 100 and 130 minutes. 946 
Increasing pressure build-up slows down the PRO cell's flux while increasing the RO cell's 947 
flux, resulting in a pressure steady state of about 12 bars in the device. In this apparatus, the 948 
PRO flux must equal the RO flux once constant pressure is reached. The conductivity of RO 949 











































































the RO feed's conductivity (38.88 mS) (10 g/L NaCl), the salt rejection was low at about 951 
89.8%, explained by the low water flux and the absence of cross-flow velocity. 952 
While the described set-up demonstrates the direct pressure link of PRO with RO, the flux of 953 
about 3 L m-2 hr-1 is relatively low compared to the fluxes obtained by industrial RO plants, 954 
which produce a flux of about 17-20 L m-2 hr-1 [118]. The low flux observed can be attributed 955 
to the absence of cross-flow in both the PRO cell's draw solution (chamber 2) and the RO 956 
cell's feed solution (chamber 3). It is well established that external CP on osmotic-driven 957 
membrane processes can be minimised by increasing flow velocity and turbulence at the 958 
membrane surface [18]. 959 
For preliminary scoping of this simple PRO-RO setup's limits, various brackish water 960 
concentrations were used as PRO and RO feed while using 200 g/L NaCl as the draw solution 961 
for PRO. Pressure and flux results for 0, 10, and 30 g/L NaCl feed solutions were recorded, 962 
and data for 0 and 10 g/L NaCl are shown in Figure 3.7. Data for 30 g/L NaCl as feed solution 963 
for both PRO and RO resulted in less than 1 L m-2 hr-1 and were inconsistent and not shown. 964 
With DI water as the FS (identical in PRO and RO), the average flux of 5.35 L m-2 hr-1 was 965 
obtained (Figure 3.7). In this case, the CP effect on the feed side of PRO and RO can be 966 
excluded. Hence, the low fluxes can be narrowed down to CP on the draw side to PRO (Figure 967 
3.7). This suggests that while CP generated at the feed sides of PRO and RO could also be 968 
significant, as the membrane support layer faces the feed side and contributes to the so-called 969 
internal CP. 970 
The difference in the overall bulk driving force between using DI water (177 bars) and 971 
brackish water (10 g/L NaCl, 169 bars) as the FS for both PRO and RO is about 6 %, while 972 
the difference in the RO fluxes obtained was about 40 %. This suggests that the lower fluxes 973 
with brackish feed water are not due to differences in the overall bulk driving force but due 974 
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to additional CP on the draw side PRO (chamber 2) and CP on the FS side of the RO (chamber 975 
3).  976 
Kim et al. [119] demonstrated PRO experiments with DS concentrations of 35 to 117 g/L and 977 
deionised water as the FS and obtained 12.5 bars. Pressures of 15 bars have also been recorded 978 
for testing membrane parameters using deionised water as FS and 117 g/L [119]. There is no 979 
mention of pressure generation with 10 g/L as the FS and DS of 200 g/L in the literature, 980 
hence the importance of this study. 981 
 982 
 983 
Figure 3.7: Effect of PRO and RO feed concentrations on observed equilibrium hydrostatic pressure 984 
and the PRO-RO assembly's RO flux. PRO draw was 200 g/L NaCl. The cross-flow velocity was 0.17 985 
m/s on the PRO feed side and no cross-flow on other solutions.   986 
 987 
The hydrostatic pressure established in the PRO DS and RO FS is the equilibrium between the 988 
PRO cell's generated pressure and the RO cell's pressure release. The hydrostatic pressure is 989 
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inflow (e.g., increasing the PRO cell's resistance). Conversely, the pressure would rise by 991 
facilitating inflow (e.g., lowering the PRO cell's resistance) or impeding outflow (e.g., 992 
increasing RO cell's resistance). Overall, the relatively low pressures of 11 to 15 bars compared 993 
to industrial RO pressures of 55-70 bars suggest that the RO cell readily generated flux 994 
contributing to lowering the pressure. In contrast, the PRO flux was inadequate to build up 995 
higher pressures. The observed increased equilibrium pressure (PRO DS and RO FS) when 996 
using brackish FS suggests that the RO flux was more strongly impeded, presumably by CP of 997 
the RO cell, than the PRO flux. 998 
To verify the lower fluxes obtained at 10 g/L FS is not due to a loss in driving force. The driving 999 
force was maintained constant by increasing the DS from 200 to 210 g/L, maintaining the salt 1000 
difference of 200 g/L (Table 3.3). With the same overall driving force, the 10 g/L salt addition 1001 
to the FS lowered the flux by about 25 % compared to DI water as FS. Considering that the 1002 
membrane support layer faced the feed side, the lower flux is most likely due to internal CP. 1003 
Table 3.3: Data for salt's presence in the feed solution of the PRO on flux, using RO feed of 10 g/L at 1004 
a fixed osmotic pressure of 177 bars. * 1005 
PRO feed (g/L) PRO draw (g/L) RO feed (g/L) RO flux (Lm-2hr-1) 
0 200 10 4.63 
10 210 10 3.6 
*Cross-flow velocity of PRO feed solution was 0.17 m/s with no cross-flow in other solutions. 1006 
Another type of FO membrane, an aquaporin membrane, was tested on the PRO side. Although 1007 
it gave a fast pressure build-up, no sustained fluxes were obtained. The possible reason was 1008 
that the membrane could not sustain the pressure as afterward, the membrane was stretched. 1009 
This suggests that a robust PRO membrane that can sustain high hydraulic pressure is essential. 1010 
This study's limitations were that the described PRO-RO cell did not have cross-flow velocity 1011 
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due to the simplicity of the proof of concept design. In addition, the described PRO-RO had 1012 
very low permeate recoveries of 13% compared to commercial seawater RO with 50% and 1013 
brackishwater with 70% recoveries [1]. Further steps necessary to be tested before pilot-scale 1014 
evaluation are: 1015 
• Use of defined cross-flow velocities for PRO draw and RO feed solutions. 1016 
• PRO-RO recoveries could be improved using brackish water RO membranes instead of 1017 
seawater RO membranes for brackish water PRO and RO feed. 1018 
• Connecting two RO systems in series to improve PRO-RO recovery.  1019 
• The PRO-RO batch can also be operated as a semi-batch by utilising two PRO draw 1020 
reserve tanks, such that when one PRO is in use, the other PRO is on stand-by. 1021 
However, this may have substantial cost implications. A feasibility study could be 1022 
carried out to check the operations costs of such a system.   1023 
• Conversion of the semi-batch to a continuous operation utilising Energy Recovery 1024 
Devices (ERD). 1025 
• Use of membranes and cells that allow pressures above 50 bars. Hollow-fibre TFC 1026 
membranes have good compaction resistance layers and can withstand pressures of up 1027 
to 45 bars [111].  1028 
• Use appropriate PRO membranes instead of forward osmosis membranes for PRO 1029 
operations. 1030 
• Use of spiral wound PRO membranes instead of flat-sheet PRO membranes for process 1031 
scale-up.  1032 
• Research on minimising membrane thickness without compromising membrane 1033 
strength to minimise ICP, thereby increasing PRO flux.  1034 
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• This study used cellulose triacetate (CTA) membranes, which have been reported to 1035 
give low fluxes [83]. Better fluxes could be obtained using thin-film composite (TFC) 1036 
membranes [111].  1037 
3.4 Conclusion 1038 
The discussed results prove that the concept of PRO-RO works in principle. Saltwater can be 1039 
desalinated through an RO cell directly driven by pressure generated by a PRO cell. Results 1040 
demonstrate that brackish water RO's energy demands can be met by linking PRO and RO 1041 
without the need for a turbine or electricity. Due to a lack of cross-flow velocity, external and 1042 
internal CP severely limited net water fluxes to 3 L m-2 hr-1  than industrial RO fluxes of 20 L 1043 
m-2 hr-1 [118, 120].  1044 
Further studies that minimise the CP effect on the PRO will lead to higher fluxes and can be 1045 
theoretically predicted to enable fluxes with seawater as the feed solutions for PRO and 1046 
RO. Further to this, a study using PRO membranes that can withstand high pressures would 1047 
benefit from bringing the described system to real-world application.  1048 
The direct application of this concept requires a continuous supply of salt or concentrated 1049 
brines. Furthermore, due to its diluted brine and concentrated brackish water production, the 1050 
technology would likely need to be implemented close to large sources of salt and where the 1051 
waste salt-brines can be discarded.  This principle could be close to natural hyper-saline salt 1052 
lakes or salt pans for brine reception and hyper-saline PRO draw supply. Examples of large 1053 
salt lakes are the Dead Sea, Great Salt Lake, Lake Van (Turkey), Lake Eyre (Australia), Lake 1054 
Urmia (Iran), Lake Assal (Djibouti), and small local salt pans are found in Africa, South 1055 
America, Australia and elsewhere. An example location with substantial brackish water and 1056 
hypersaline water supplies is the Garabogazköl/ and the Caspian Sea, respectively. The 1057 
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possibility of human-made solar evaporation ponds as the source and recipient of brines is also 1058 
feasible. 1059 
  1060 
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Abstract 1069 
Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) is an attractive renewable energy source to meet reverse 1070 
osmosis (RO) energy requirements for water desalination. Chapter 3 described a functional, 1071 
batch, autonomous PRO-RO apparatus with a simple model. Therefore, the PRO was decoupled 1072 
from RO for analysis in a lab-scale experimental set-up in which the potential energy recovery 1073 
from high osmotic pressure gradients could be investigated.  The finite element model of PRO 1074 
operation was developed to aid in interrogating and optimising the PRO system as a transient. 1075 
The PRO model incorporated a multi-layer description of mass transfer resistances subject to 1076 
the specific PRO membrane characteristics, concentration polarisation, and other mass transfer 1077 
phenomena. The experimental data was verified by a transient model that predicted well 1078 
(within 10%) PRO flux for 200 g/L draw solution concentrations coupled with deionised water 1079 
as feed. However, imperfect agreement with laboratory results was found for 200 g/L draw 1080 
solution concentrations when coupled with salty feed. Draw and feed cross-flow velocities 1081 




Keywords: Pressure retarded osmosis, transient modelling, concentration polarisation, 1084 
pressure, cross-flow velocity, feed solution concentration.  1085 
 1086 
Nomenclature 1087 
∆P   Applied hydraulic pressure difference (bars) 1088 
𝜋 Osmotic pressure of the (bars)   1089 
𝐽𝑆 Salt flux (kg m
-2 hr-1) 1090 
𝑉 Volume of fluid (m3) 1091 
𝑆 Mass of salt (kg)  1092 
C  Concentration of the salt (kg m-3) 1093 
𝐽𝑊  Water flux (L m
-2 hr-1) 1094 
𝑘  Mass transfer coefficient (m hr-1)  1095 
𝜏  Thickness of the membrane properties (m) 1096 
𝐿  Length of the channel (m) 1097 
W  Width of the channel (m) 1098 
𝑑𝐻  the hydraulic diameter of the feed channel (m) 1099 
𝑅𝑒 Reynold’s number (-) (quantifies the relative importance of two types of forces 1100 
for a given flow) 1101 
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𝑆ℎ Sherwood number (-), (the ratio of convective to diffusive mass transport, 1102 
function of Reynolds and Schmidt numbers) 1103 
𝑆𝑐  Schmidt number (-), (ratio of viscosity and mass diffusivity) 1104 
𝐷  Diffusivity of the salt (m2 s-1) 1105 
M  Molar concentration (mol m-3) 1106 
T  Temperature (K) 1107 
𝐴  water permeability coefficient (m-3 m-2 hr-1 bar-1) 1108 
𝐵  salt permeability coefficient (m-3 m-2 hr-1) 1109 
𝐽𝑠  salt flux (kg m
-2 hr-1) 1110 
𝑣  velocity (m s-1)  1111 
𝑚  molality (mol/kg) 1112 
ť  time (hr) 1113 
n  number of loops 1114 
𝑄  volumetric flow rate (m3/hr) 1115 
 1116 
Subscripts 1117 
• D  Draw bulk solution 1118 
• F  Feed bulk solution 1119 
• DBL Draw boundary layer 1120 
• FBL Feed boundary layer 1121 
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• SL  Support layer 1122 
• AL  Active layer 1123 
• DBLi Draw boundary-active layer interface. 1124 
• FBLi Support-feed boundary layer interface 1125 
• SLi Active-support layer interface.  1126 
 1127 
Symbols 1128 
• µ Dynamic viscosity (kg m-1 s-1) 1129 
• φ Osmotic coefficient 1130 
• ρ  Density (kg m-3) 1131 
 1132 
4.1 Introduction 1133 
The global potential for energy generation using concentration gradients is estimated at 2.6TW 1134 
[36]. In forward osmosis (FO), a semi-permeable membrane separates a low-concentration feed 1135 
solution (usually a river or freshwater) from a high concentration (usually seawater) draw 1136 
solution. The osmotic pressure difference between the two solutions induces water transport 1137 
from the feed to the draw solution. When a hydro turbine is coupled to the draw solution, the 1138 
influx of freshwater from the feed rotates the turbine, generating electricity. This salinity 1139 
gradient-induced mass transport has stimulated its exploitation as a potential energy source 1140 
[84]. Processes such as pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) [29, 112] utilise this potential osmotic 1141 
difference to generate power.  1142 
While PRO presents a potentially attractive power generation approach, the standard 1143 
incorporation of seawater and river/freshwater as the draw and feed, respectively, generates 1144 
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relatively low levels of the power density of about 3 W/m2 [40]. This results from the low 1145 
osmotic pressure difference between feed and the draw solutions [29]. Due to low power 1146 
density output, there is motivation to explore power generation using high draw solution 1147 
concentrations.  1148 
Lin et al. [46] predicted that high draw solution concentrations have the potential of generating 1149 
more power, but the literature lacks substantial experimental evidence [121]. Studies have 1150 
mostly been limited to fresh water and river water as feed solutions [8, 9, 29, 122]. Few studies 1151 
have looked at PRO using high draw solution concentrations (> 100 g/L) coupled with seawater 1152 
or brackish water as feed [72, 111].  1153 
A detailed theoretical model is essential in delineating and identifying the limiting mass 1154 
transport mechanisms in PRO. PRO models discussing ECP (external concentration 1155 
polarisation), ICP (internal concentration polarisation), mass transport, and power generation 1156 
are already existing in the literature studies [8, 55, 67]. External concentration polarisation is 1157 
the build-up of salts near the membrane surfaces. In contrast, internal concentration 1158 
polarisation is the build-up of salts within the membrane support layer. Both ECP and ICP play 1159 
a negative role in PRO performance. McCutcheon et al. [55] developed a model that considers 1160 
the effect of ICP and dilutive ECP. However, their experiments were limited to 85g/L draw 1161 
solution, and no salt flux was considered in their model. Dilutive ECP (DECP) in PRO occurs 1162 
on the draw side, where the salt is diluted near the membrane surface due to convective water 1163 
flow. Yip et al. [65] further developed a model that considered ICP, dilutive ECP, and reverse 1164 
salt flux. However, their data was limited to seawater draw solution paired with river water or 1165 
brackish water feed solution. There is still an underlying knowledge gap regarding the use of 1166 
high draw solution concentrations paired with seawater and brackish water.  1167 
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Most PRO models have been validated using experimental data at low draw solution 1168 
concentrations and have used a steady-state (SS) approach [8, 24, 55, 62, 71]. A SS model 1169 
assumes the system is always in SS, so when input conditions (liquid flow rates, feed and draw 1170 
solution concentrations, etc.) change, the system instantly adjusts to the SS values at the new 1171 
condition. However, systems do not immediately reach SS. In this chapter, a numerical, time-1172 
varying PRO model is developed and validated using experimental data.  1173 
To the author’s knowledge, no time-dependent models have been reported for PRO stand-alone 1174 
systems. The transient and steady-state models utilise the same first principle characterisation 1175 
of diffusional and convective mass transport. The only significant difference is whether the 1176 
mass balances are solved at a steady state or as a function of time.  1177 
Few literature studies have reported high draw solution concentrations > 100 g/L coupled with 1178 
seawater or brackish water feed [69, 80]. At high concentrations, external concentration 1179 
polarisation (ECP) and internal (ICP) affect the system by lowering the osmotic pressure at the 1180 
membrane surfaces, thus lowering water flux and, ultimately, reducing water flux and power 1181 
density. This chapter's main objectives are to introduce a PRO time-dependent model and 1182 
demonstrate model performance against actual flat sheet cellulose triacetate forward osmosis 1183 
membrane (CTA-FO). For example, in this chapter, both experiments and model runs on the 1184 
effect of feed and draw cross-flow velocities are evaluated. This study will benefit 1185 
understanding PRO operation using higher, yet still feasible, both feed and draw solution 1186 
concentrations.   1187 
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4.2 Materials and Methods   1188 
 1189 
Figure 4.1: Bench-scale experimental setup. The dotted lines represent data collected by the computer.  1190 
4.2.1 Feed and draw solutions 1191 
Feed solution concentration ranged from deionised water (0 g/L) to 30 g/L (0.51 M NaCl), 1192 
while the draw solution varied from 70 to 300 g/L (1.20 to 5.13 M NaCl). NaCl was the only 1193 
salt used due to its readily available data and low cost to characterise osmotic pressure. The 1194 
master dependent variable was water flux (L m-2 hr -1), which was calculated from the mass 1195 
change in the feed as a function of time. 1196 
4.2.2 Forward osmosis membrane characterisation   1197 
Flat-sheet, cellulose triacetate (CTA) forward osmosis (FO) membranes were sourced from 1198 
Fluid Technology Solutions, Inc. (Albany, OR 97322, USA). The membrane’s water and salt 1199 
permeability coefficients were measured by reverse osmosis experiments described in other 1200 
studies [13]. The water and salt permeability coefficients measured were 0.2365 L m-2 hr-1 bar-1201 


























thickness was 90 µm (as given by the manufacturer), of which 80% was regarded as support 1203 
layer thickness while the active layer thickness contribution was 20%. The support and active 1204 
layer membrane porosity were estimated as 90% and 80%, respectively, while the support 1205 
layer's tortuosity was 1 [82]. 1206 
4.2.3 Pressure osmosis cross-flow set-up  1207 
The cell of the experimental PRO system had channel dimensions given in Table 4.1. The draw 1208 
and feed channel thicknesses were decreased by adding a shim to create the flow channel 1209 
heights (Table 4.1). The draw and the feed flows were in a counter-flow orientation. Feed and 1210 
draw cross-flow velocities were varied from zero to 0.35m/s.  In the feed channel, a mesh 1211 
spacer obtained from a Dow Film-Tec SW30-2540 spiral wound RO membrane was placed 1212 
next to a RO tricot permeate spacer adjacent to the membrane to support it under pressure.  The 1213 
experiments were conducted with the active layer facing the draw channel. This configuration 1214 
has been used in many studies and is generally referred to as PRO mode [55, 108]. 1215 
Prior to an experiment, the membrane was pre-soaked in deionised water for 24 hours. A draw 1216 
solution was added to the reservoir (1.75 L), and all air bubbles were purged from the system. 1217 
A pressure relief valve (Swage lock 177-R3A-K1 spring kit) regulated pressure in the draw 1218 
channel. Pressure gauges measured the inlet and outlet pressures of the draw channel (Figure 1219 
4.1). The feed and draw flow rate were measured by monitoring the feed and draw’s weight 1220 
per unit time at a pump's speed. A correlation of the feed pump’s speed with the flow rate was 1221 
determined, which was used to calculate the cross-flow velocity. The FO feed chamber was 1222 
open to the atmosphere. A conductivity probe (Microchem conductivity transmitter, Rowe 1223 
Scientific, Australia) measured the feed solution conductivity and sent measurement data to a 1224 
computer. The feed solution reservoir was weighed, and the data recorded in LabVIEW. The 1225 
changes in feed solution weight over time were used to determine the permeate water flux.  1226 
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After loading the membranes on the system and purging out all the air bubbles, the system 1227 
was initialised, the pressure was allowed to build up until a specified set point on the relief 1228 
valve was reached. The pressure build-up took about 45 minutes to an hour. The system was 1229 
allowed to stabilize for 15 min at the specified pressure set point before the water flux was 1230 
recorded over 15 min intervals before changing variables such as pressure or cross-flow 1231 
velocity.  1232 
As the experiment was operated in a quasi-steady state mode in which pressure oscillations and 1233 
gradual changes in salt concentrations in feed and draw solution can lead to inaccuracies, the 1234 
error of these effects was estimated below; 1235 
• The error of less than 2% caused by the draw solution dilution was not corrected (e.g., 1236 
assumed draw solution constant). After more than 5 % dilution, a new concentration 1237 
draw solution was used or refreshed for experiments requiring a constant draw solution.  1238 
• An error of less than 1% caused by the feed solution concentration was not corrected 1239 
(e.g., the feed solution concentration was assumed constant.) if the feed solution 1240 
concentration increased to more than 1%, the feed solution concentration was refreshed. 1241 
All experiments were run with less than 5% of volume loss in the feed solution. Hence 1242 
the error always stayed below 5%. Further online conductivity recordings were used to 1243 
verify that the feed concentrations never increased by more than 1% for all trials. 1244 
• The error caused by the pressure oscillations was estimated to be less than 5%. If the 1245 
pressure oscillations rose above or below 5%, the pressure relief valve was re-adjusted 1246 
to maintain the pressure at setpoint pressure.  For each pressure setpoint, an average of 1247 
30 readings per 15 seconds was considered as the setpoint pressure.  1248 
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Table 4.1: FO membrane and PRO cell specifications  1249 
Sterlitech CF042 FO cell dimensions 
Shim thickness (draw & feed (m)) 0.0010 
Feed mesh spacer thickness (m) 0.00025 
Membrane channel length (m) 0.0855 
Membrane channel width (m) 0.0390 
Un-adjusted Height of feed = height of draw channel (m) 0.0023 
Height of draw channel inclusive of the shim (m) 0.0013 
Height of feed channel with inclusive of the shim & RO 
tricot spacer (m) 
0.00055 





Membrane thickness (m) 0.00009 
 1250 
4.3 Modelling and theory 1251 
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the salt concentration gradient across a cellulose triacetate 1252 
(CTA) membrane operating in PRO mode (active layer facing the draw solution) [123]. The 1253 
effective driving force for mass transfer acts between the feed-side and draw-side interfaces of 1254 
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the active layer. The salt diffuses from the bulk draw solution through to the feed bulk solution. 1255 
Simultaneously, water flows from the bulk feed to the bulk draw. A transient, finite-difference 1256 
model simulating coupled mass transfer of salt and water through each layer was developed 1257 
using LabVIEW software. 1258 
 1259 
Figure 4.2: Salt concentration profiles in PRO mode. 𝐽𝑆𝐷, 𝐽𝑆𝑅,   𝐽𝑆𝑆𝑃,   𝐽𝑆𝐹 are the salt fluxes through the 1260 
draw boundary layer, active layer, support layer, and feed boundary layer, respectively. 𝐷𝐵𝐿 and 𝐹𝐵𝐿 1261 
are the draw and feed boundary layers, respectively. Additional variable definitions are given in 1262 
sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2. 1263 
 1264 
4.3.1 Model assumptions 1265 
• Diffusional and convective mass transport is modelled in the lateral direction, 1266 
representing salt and water flux through the membrane.  1267 
• Rates of the mass transport through the draw boundary layer, active layer, support layer, 1268 
and feed boundary layer were constant and equal at a steady state.  1269 
• Pressure in the draw solution was considered constant at a steady state at the pressure-1270 
relief valve release setting.  1271 
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• Initial condition draw and feed boundary layers and support layer thicknesses were 1272 
estimated as 1*10-6 m to initiate the finite-difference solution, using Euler’s method 1273 
[124]. The volumes of these (𝑉𝐷𝐵𝐿, 𝑉𝐹𝐵𝐿 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑆𝐿) are a product of the respective 1274 
thickness and membrane area. 1275 
• The membrane’s support layer thickness was assumed to be 90% of the total membrane 1276 
thickness [107]. For this model, the effective support layer thickness (the diffusion 1277 
length through the operational support layer) was considered the sum of the support 1278 
layer's thickness and the RO permeate tricot spacer thickness.  1279 
• A constant diffusivity of NaCl 1.33 × 10−9 m2/s was used [55].  1280 
• The model used a finite feed and draw concentration to simulate experiments. To 1281 
produce steady-state results for given salt concentrations in feed and draw solutions, 1282 
the feed and draw volumes were chosen as high as 800 000 m3 such that the dilutive 1283 
and concentrative effects of the draw and feed solution, respectively, were less than 1284 
0.01 %.” 1285 
• The longitudinal mass transport was considered negligible (see Section 4.4.2) 1286 
 1287 
4.3.2 Modelling procedure 1288 
The PRO module was discretised into six control volumes (Figure 4.4). These control volumes 1289 
represented the draw bulk, draw boundary layer, active layer, support layer, feed boundary 1290 
layer, and feed bulk.  1291 
The model used Euler’s method to step through time, solving first-order differential equations 1292 
with initial conditions [124]. A time interval of 1*10-8 hrs was used throughout because the 1293 
author found negligible numerical error from an interval 10-6 to 10-8).  1294 
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A steady-state was assumed when i) the variation in each layer’s water flux was less than 1% 1295 
over 5 minutes, and ii) there was less than 0.01% change in the net mass flow rate from one 1296 
control volume to the next.  1297 
Water movement was by convection, while salt movement was by convection and diffusion. 1298 
Thus, the water flux was in the opposite direction with the salt flux. The diffusional salt flux 1299 
through each control volume was modelled using Fick’s law. The transient time-step model’s 1300 
set-up sequence (refer to Appendix C for the model code) and flow of logic is summarised 1301 
below and shown in Figure 4.3:  1302 
1. Initial control volumes and concentration (Figure 4.4) were defined, which allowed 1303 
calculating the initial salt mass in each control volume. Draw boundary layer, support 1304 
layer, and feed boundary layer volumes were estimated from the thicknesses and 1305 
membrane area (Section 4.3.2).  1306 
2. The draw and the feed boundary layers’ mass transfer coefficients, 𝑘𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘𝐹   1307 
respectively, were estimated from Sherwood correlations. 𝑘𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘𝐹  were used to 1308 
determine draw and feed boundary layer thicknesses (Section 4.3.2).  1309 
3. The interfacial osmotic pressures were used to calculate the water and salt fluxes across 1310 
each control volume (Section 4.3.2).  1311 
4. Mass balance enabled calculation of new salt masses and concentrations (at ť +1) for 1312 
each control volume based on the salt and water fluxes into and out of each control 1313 
volume, as shown in Figure 4.4. (Section 4.3.2.4). 1314 
5. Using the salt mass in control volumes DBL, AL, SL, and FBL and the ť+1 bulk 1315 
concentration, the new interfacial concentration (at ť+1) was calculated. 1316 









Calculate (𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿 𝐶𝑆𝐿,  𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿), 𝜌, 𝜙, 𝜇 
Calculate 𝜋𝐷,  𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖,  𝜋𝑆𝐿𝑖, 𝜋𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖,  𝜋𝐹,  & 𝐽𝑊  
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stop model and read flux  
ť = ť >0 
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Figure 4.4: The figure on the left shows the discretised control volumes. 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖, 𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑖 and 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖  are the 1325 
draw boundary-active, active-support, and support-feed boundary interfacial concentrations, 1326 
respectively. 𝐶𝐷, 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿,  𝐶𝐴𝐿, 𝐶𝑆𝑃 , 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 and 𝐶𝐹 are the average concentrations obtained from the 1327 
interfacial concentrations (section 3.3.2.4).  𝑡𝐷𝐵𝐿 ,𝑡𝐴𝐿, 𝑡𝑆𝑃, 𝑡𝐹𝐵𝐿  are the draw boundary, active, support, 1328 
and feed boundary layer thicknesses, respectively. The -in section depicts the mass flows through the 1329 
draw and feed boundary layer control volumes. Additional variable definitions are in sections 3.3.2, 1330 
3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2.  1331 
 1332 
4.3.2.1 Calculation of osmotic pressure 1333 
Osmotic pressure 𝜋 at low solute concentrations is calculated using the Van’t Hoff Law [125],  1334 
 





where 𝑖 is the van’t Hoff factor dependent on the number of mole species formed by the 1335 
dissociation of the salts in the solution, in the case of NaCI, it is 2. 𝜙 is the osmotic coefficient, 1336 
C is the salt concentration (g/L), Mr is the molecular weight of the salt, R is the gas constant, 1337 
and T is the absolute temperature (K).  1338 
𝐶𝐷 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿 𝐶𝐴𝐿 𝐶𝑆𝑃 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 𝐶𝐹 
𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 𝐶𝐷 𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑖 𝐶𝐹 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 















However, the van’t Hoff equation applies to concentrations of less than 0.005M). Since high 1339 
concentrations were involved in this work, the van’t Hoff law was adjusted using the osmotic 1340 
coefficient [125], a correction factor that accounts for non-ideal behaviour. 1341 
The osmotic coefficient is determined separately for the draw and the feed solution. The 1342 
osmotic coefficients in the draw, 𝜙𝐷 and in the feed 𝜙𝐹 were calculated using the Pitzer model 1343 
[113] as;  1344 
 𝜙𝐷 = 1 + |𝑧𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼𝑧𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼|𝑓
















 𝜙𝐹 = 1 +  |𝑧𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼𝑧𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼|𝑓














     
(7) 
 1346 
  1347 
 𝑓𝜑 = −𝐴𝜑  
𝐼0.5
1+𝑏𝐼0.5








exp(−𝛼 𝐼0.5 )  (9) 
 
 1349 
where the mixture independent parameters of the Pitzer model [126], have the values  𝐴𝜑 = 1350 







 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐶𝑁𝑎𝐶𝑙
𝜑
  have values 0.0765,   0.2664 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0.00127, respectively [126]. 1352 
Parameters 𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼  are the cation and anion numbers, while parameters  𝑧𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼𝑧𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼 gives 1353 
each ion’s charge in electronic units in NaCI; also, 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼 + 𝑥𝑁𝑎𝐶𝐼. The terms 𝑚𝐹  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝐷 1354 
are the molalities (mol/kg) of the feed and the draw solution, respectively, and are dependent 1355 
on the moles of NaCl and the mass of the solvent. The fugacity (𝑓𝜑 ) is a thermodynamic term 1356 
used to adjust for the non-ideal behaviour of matter (gases, liquids, and solids) [127]. Equations 1357 
8 and 9 were substituted into equations 6 and 7 to determine the osmotic coefficients.  1358 
The model developed in this work was amended by fitting the terms 𝜙𝐷 and  𝜙𝐹 into the 1359 
osmotic equation (equation 5) to determine the osmotic pressures exerted by the draw and the 1360 
feed solutions, respectively.  1361 
At high salt concentrations (200 – 230 g/L), the osmotic pressures obtained from the Pitzer 1362 
model differ substantially from those of the van’t Hoff model, where the osmotic coefficient is 1363 
about 1.0 (Figure 4.5) [128].  1364 
 1365 
 1366 










































Figure 4.5 shows that an assumed value of 1 is sufficient for lower concentrations of sodium 1369 
chloride salt. However, for high concentrations of above 2.57 M (150 g/L), the activity effect 1370 
plays a role, hence the importance of using the Pitzer model to calculate salt's osmotic 1371 
pressures. As the concentration increases, the osmotic pressures increases. Suppose an osmotic 1372 
coefficient of 1 is assumed (for concentrations > 2.57 M). In that case, the osmotic pressure 1373 
may be under-estimated by a 10% margin, which will have a cascading effect on subsequent 1374 
calculations of fluxes and PRO-derived energies. For this thesis, the author adopted the osmotic 1375 
pressure calculated by using the Pitzer model.  1376 
 1377 
Since the Pitzer model is used for obtaining the osmotic coefficient, a correlation of the osmotic 1378 
coefficient as a function of molarity for each control volume (Figure 4.5) was adopted.  1379 
 1380 
The osmotic coefficient of the draw bulk solution is;  1381 
 𝜙𝐷 = 0.000002 ∗ 𝐶𝐷
2 + 0.0005𝐶𝐷 + 0.9304 (10) 
where 𝜙𝐷 , 𝐶𝐷 (kg m
-3) are the osmotic coefficient and the draw bulk solution concentration, 1382 
respectively.  1383 
The osmotic coefficient of the draw boundary-active layer interface is;  1384 
 1385 
 𝜙𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 = 0.000002𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖
2 + 0.0005𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 + 0.9304 (11) 
where 𝜙𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 , 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 (kg m
-3) are the osmotic coefficient and the concentration of the draw 1386 
boundary-active layer interface. 1387 
 1388 
The osmotic coefficient of the active-support layer interface is; 1389 
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 𝜙𝑆𝐿𝑖 = 0.000002𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖
2 + 0.0005𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 + 0.9304 (12) 
where 𝜙𝑆𝐿𝑖, 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖  (kg m
-3) are the osmotic coefficient and the concentration of the active-support 1390 
layer interface.  1391 
 1392 
The osmotic coefficient of the support-feed boundary layer interface is;  1393 
 𝜙𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 = 0.000002𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖
2 + 0.0005𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 + 0.9304 (13) 
where 𝜙𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 , 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖  (kg m
-3) are the osmotic coefficient and the concentration of the support-1394 
feed boundary layer interface.  1395 
 1396 
The osmotic coefficient of the feed bulk solution is;  1397 
 1398 
 𝜙𝐹 = 0.000002𝐶𝐹
2 + 0.0005𝐶𝐹 + 0.9304  (14) 
where 𝜙𝐹 , 𝐶𝐹 (kg m
-3) are the osmotic coefficient and concentration of the feed boundary layer. 1399 
 1400 
4.3.2.2 Model for water flux 1401 
The water flux across the draw boundary layer (Figure 4.3) is based on the driving force across 1402 
the membrane active layer and is typically represented by the osmotic pressure model. Across 1403 
the draw boundary layer, the water flux, 𝐽𝑊 (m
3 m-2 hr-1),  has no resistance [55], and the 1404 
volumetric flow rate passing through the draw channel area is; 1405 
 Q𝐷 = 𝐴𝑅𝐷 𝐽𝑤 (15) 
where 𝐴𝑅𝐷 (m
2), 𝑄𝐷 (m
3/hr) and 𝐽𝑤  (m
3 m-2 hr-1) are the draw membrane area, volumetric 1406 




The water flux, 𝐽𝑊 (m
3 m-2 hr-1), across the membrane active layer is based on the driving force 1409 
across the membrane active layer as;  1410 
 𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴 (∆𝜋𝑚 − ∆𝑃) =  𝐽𝑤 = 𝐴 𝜎(𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 − 𝜋𝑆𝐿𝑖 − ∆𝑃) (16) 
where A (L m-2 hr-1 bar-1), Δπm (bars), 𝜋𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 and 𝜋𝑆𝑃𝑖 (bars), 𝑃 (bars) are the intrinsic water 1411 
permeability coefficient of the membrane, osmotic pressure difference across the active layer, 1412 
osmotic pressures of the draw boundary-active layer interface and support-active layer 1413 
interface, respectively, and hydraulic pressure. 1414 
Across the active layer, the volumetric flow rate passing through it is dependent on the area of 1415 
the active layer and its porosity and is; 1416 
 𝑄𝐴𝐿 = 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿  𝐽𝑤 (17) 
where 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿 (m
2), ε 𝐴𝐿 (−), 𝑄𝑊𝐴𝐿(m
3/hr, are area, porosity, and volumetric flow rate of the 1417 
active layer, respectively.  1418 
The volumetric flow rate across the support layer, 𝑄𝑊𝑆𝐿 (m
3 hr-1), is dependent on the support 1419 
layer area, porosity, and water flux through the active layer;  1420 
 𝑄𝑆𝐿 = 𝐴𝑅𝑆𝐿 ε 𝑆𝐿 𝐽𝑤 (18) 
where 𝐴𝑅𝑆𝐿 (m
2), ε 𝑆𝐿 (-), and 𝑄𝑆𝐿(m
3/s) the area, porosity, and volumetric flow rate of the 1421 
support layer, respectively.  1422 
 1423 
The volumetric flow rate across the feed boundary layer is dependent on the area and water 1424 
flux passing through the feed channel and is;  1425 
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 𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿 = 𝐴𝑅𝐹 𝐽𝑤 (19) 
where 𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
3/s), 𝐴𝑅𝐹 (m
2) is the volumetric flow rate through the feed boundary layer and 1426 
feed-side membrane area, respectively.  1427 
4.3.2.3 Model for salt flux 1428 
The salt flux through the draw boundary layer is driven by diffusion and is a product of the 1429 
mass transfer coefficient and the difference in concentrations between the draw bulk solution 1430 
and the draw-active boundary layer interface and is [129];  1431 
 𝐽𝑆𝐷 = (𝐶𝐷 − 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖)(𝑘𝐷𝐵𝐿 − 𝐽𝑤) (20) 
where 𝐽𝑆𝐷 (kg m
-2 hr-1 ), 𝐶𝐷  (kg m
-3), 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖   (kg m
-3),  𝑘𝐷𝐵𝐿 (m
2 hr-1) are the salt flux through 1432 
the draw boundary layer, draw bulk solution, draw boundary-active layer interface 1433 
concentrations, and mass transfer coefficient through the draw boundary layer (Figure 3.3).   1434 
The draw boundary layer mass transfer coefficient is [55];  1435 
 





where 𝑆ℎ𝐷𝐵𝐿 (-), 𝑑𝐻𝐷  (m), 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐿 (m
2 hr-1) are the Sherwood number, hydraulic diameter, and 1436 
diffusivity of the salt through the draw channel. A constant diffusivity of NaCl 1.33 × 10−9 1437 
m2/s was used [55].  1438 







W + HD 
 
       (22) 
where 𝐻𝐷𝐵𝐿  (m) and 𝑊 (m) are the height and width of the draw rectangular channel, 1440 
respectively.  1441 
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Depending on the flow regime, the following Sherwood correlations were used [55];  1442 
 𝑆ℎ𝐷𝐵𝐿 = 1.85 (𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐵𝐿 𝑆𝑐𝐷𝐵𝐿  
𝑑𝐻𝐷𝐵𝐿
𝐿
)0.33 [55] for laminar flow (Re ≤ 2100); (23) 
 𝑆ℎ𝐷𝐵𝐿 = 0.04 𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐵𝐿
0,75 𝑆𝑐𝐷𝐵𝐿
0,33   [55] for turbulent flow Re > 2100 (24) 
where 𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐵𝐿, 𝑆𝑐𝐷𝐵𝐿,  𝑑𝐻𝐷 (m) and 𝐿 (m) are Reynold’s number, Schmidt number, hydraulic 1443 
diameter, and length of the draw rectangular channel.   1444 
The Reynolds number of the draw channel is; 1445 
 





where 𝜌𝐷𝐵𝐿  (kg m
-3), 𝜇𝐷𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-1 s-1), 𝑑𝐻𝐷 (m), and 𝑣𝐷 (m
 s-1) are the density, viscosity, 1446 
hydraulic diameter, and the cross-flow velocity of the draw channel, respectively.  1447 




  (26) 
where 𝜇𝐷𝐵𝐿  (kg m
-1 s-1), 𝜌𝐷𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-3), 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐿 (m
2 hr-1) are the dynamic viscosity, density, and 1449 
diffusivity of the draw channel, respectively.   1450 
The density and dynamic viscosity of the draw channel were adjusted for the concentration 1451 
using the correlations [130];  1452 
 𝜌𝐷𝐵𝐿 =  0.7834 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿 + 994.29  (27) 
 1453 
 𝜇𝐷𝐵𝐿 =  9 × 10
−9
 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿
2 + 9 × 10−7𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿 + 0.001  (28) 
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where 𝜌𝐷𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-3), 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-3), 𝜇𝐷𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-1 s-1), are the density, concentration, and 1454 
dynamic viscosity of the draw channel, respectively.  1455 
Since the initial mean concentrations 𝐶𝐷 , 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿, 𝐶𝐴𝐿, 𝐶𝑆𝐿,𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿  and 𝐶𝐹 are known, the interfacial 1456 
concentrations are calculated from the mean layer concentrations assuming a linear 1457 










3) are the active layer, draw boundary-active layer 1459 
interfacial, and active-support layer interfacial concentrations, respectively.  1460 
By rearranging equation 29, the concentration of the draw boundary-active layer interface is 1461 
given by;  1462 
 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 = 2𝐶𝐴𝐿 −  𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 (30) 
By using the same analogy, 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 and 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 are also obtained from re-arranging equations 31 1463 







 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 = 2𝐶𝑆𝐿 − 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 (32) 
 
𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 =











3) and 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 (kg/m
3) are the active-support, support-1466 
feed boundary layer interfacial concentrations,  feed bulk, and boundary layer concentrations, 1467 
respectively.  1468 
The salt flux across the active layer of the membrane is defined: 1469 
 𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿 = 𝐵(𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 − 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖) (35) 
where 𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿 (kg m
-2 hr-1), B (m3 m-2 hr-1) are the salt flux through the membrane active layer and 1470 
intrinsic salt permeability coefficient of the membrane.  1471 
The salt flux across the support layer combines diffusive and convective flow. As water 1472 
permeates (i.e., osmotic water flux, 𝐽𝑤) from the feed to the draw, it dilutes the draw solution 1473 
within the porous support and draw solution boundary layer, causing concentration polarisation 1474 
within the support layer and on the draw boundary layer. At the same time, salts diffuse through 1475 
the support layer towards the feed-side in response to the concentration gradient between 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖 1476 
and 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖. This transport is described by the diffusion-convection equation, consisting of a 1477 
diffusive term caused by the salt concentration gradient and a convective term caused by the 1478 
mass flow of water across the membrane in the opposite direction [111]. The equation is;  1479 
 





where 𝐽𝑆𝑆𝐿 (kg m
-2 hr-1 ), 𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑖  (kg m
-3), 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖   (kg m
-3), is the salt flux through the support 1480 
layer, active-support and support-feed layer interfacial concentrations, respectively and 𝐷 (m2 1481 
hr-1) is the diffusivity of the salt through the support layer, and 𝜀(−), 𝜏(−), 𝑡𝑆𝐿(m), 𝑡𝑆𝐿 (m) are 1482 
the porosity, tortuosity, and thickness of the support layer, respectively.  1483 
The salt flux through the feed boundary layer is;  1484 
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 𝐽𝑆𝐹 =  (𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖 − 𝐶𝐹 )(𝑘𝐹𝐵𝐿 − 𝐽𝑤) (37) 
   1485 
where 𝐽𝑆𝐹 (kg m
-2 hr-1 ), 𝐶𝐹  (kg m
-3), 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑖   (kg m
-3),  𝑘𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
2 hr-1)  are the salt flux through 1486 
the feed boundary layer, feed bulk solution and support-feed boundary layer interface 1487 
concentrations, and the mass transfer coefficient of the feed solution, respectively (Figure 1488 
3.3).   1489 
The feed boundary layer mass transfer coefficient is defined [55];  1490 
 





where 𝑆ℎ𝐹𝐵𝐿 , 𝑑𝐻𝐹𝐵𝐿(m), and 𝐷𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
2 s-1) are the feed channel Sherwood number, hydraulic 1491 
diameter and diffusivity of the salt.   1492 
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(39) 
where 𝐻𝐹 (m), W(m) are the height and width of the feed channel.  1494 
Depending on the flow regime, the following Sherwood correlations are used [55]; 1495 
 𝑆ℎ𝐹𝐵𝐿 = 1.85 (𝑅𝑒𝐹𝐵𝐿 𝑆𝑐𝐹𝐵𝐿  
𝑑𝐻𝐹𝐵𝐿
𝐿
)0.33  for laminar flow (Re ≤ 2100); (40) 
 𝑆ℎ𝐹𝐵𝐿 = 0.04 𝑅𝑒𝐹𝐵𝐿
0,75 𝑆𝑐𝐹𝐵𝐿
0.33    for turbulent flow Re > 2100; (41) 
where 𝑅𝑒𝐹𝐵𝐿 , 𝑆𝑐𝐹𝐵𝐿,  𝑑𝐻𝐹 (m), L (m) are the feed channel Reynold’s number, Schmidt number, 1496 
hydraulic diameter, and length, respectively.   1497 









where 𝜌𝐹𝐵𝐿  (kg m
-3), 𝜇𝐹𝐵𝐿 (Pa s), 𝑑𝐻𝐹 (m), 𝑣𝐹 (m s
-1) are the density, dynamic viscosity, 1499 
hydraulic diameter, and cross-flow velocity of the feed channel, respectively. 1500 




  (43) 
where  𝑆𝑐𝐹𝐵𝐿, (-), 𝜇𝐹 (kg m
-1 s-1), 𝐷𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
2 hr-1) are the Schmidt number, dynamic viscosity, 1502 
and diffusivity of the feed boundary layer solution, respectively. 1503 
The solution density and dynamic viscosity were adjusted for the concentration at the feed 1504 
boundary layer solution using the correlations;  1505 
 𝜌𝐹 =  0.7834 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 + 994.29 (44) 
 1506 
 𝜇𝐹 =  9 × 10
−9
 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿
2 + 9 × 10−7𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 + 0.001 (45) 
where 𝜌𝐹𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-3), 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-3), 𝜇𝐹𝐵𝐿 (kg m
-1 s-1), are the density, concentration, and 1507 
dynamic viscosity of the feed boundary layer solution, respectively.  1508 
4.3.2.4 Solving equations 1509 
At steady-state, the net mass flow rate (kg hr-1) through each control volume was zero;  1510 
 𝑆 =  𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐿 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐿 = 𝑆𝑆𝐹 = 0 (46) 
Salt transport by water flow in the opposite direction.   1511 
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 𝑆𝐷(ť+1) =   𝑆𝐷(ť=0)            −       𝐽𝑆𝐷 𝐴𝑅 iť     +                     𝐶𝐷  Q𝑊𝐷iť 
 
    (47) 
where 𝑆𝐷(ť+1) is the draw mass gained through diffusion and convection  𝑠𝐷(ť=0) (kg), is the 1512 
initial draw salt (when time ť = 0, is an initial condition),  𝐽𝑆𝐷(kg m
-3), is the salt flux through 1513 
the draw, Q𝑊𝐷 (m
3/s) is the volumetric flow rate through the draw channel, 𝐶𝐷 is the draw bulk 1514 
solution concentration  𝐽𝑤 is the water flux through the active layer, and iť (hr) is the time 1515 
interval.  1516 
The draw concentration is; 1517 
 





where 𝐶𝐷(ť+1), (kg m
-3), 𝑆𝐷(ť+1) (kg), 𝑉𝐷(ť+1) (m
3) are the concentration, salt, and volume of 1518 
the draw solution after the time (ť+1).  1519 
The volume of the draw solution at a certain interval is; 1520 
 𝑉𝐷(iť+1) = 𝑉𝐷(ť=0) +  𝐽𝑤 iť (42) 
where 𝑉𝐷(ť+1) (m
3) is the draw volume after a certain time interval, 𝑉𝐷(ť=0) (m
3) is the initial 1521 
draw volume,  𝐽𝑤  (m
3 m2 hr-1), is the water flux, and iť (hr), is the time interval, respectively. 1522 
The volume of the draw solution increases due to the water flux through the membrane. Hence 1523 
a larger volume of the laboratory experiments was considered in the model so that the draw 1524 
bulk concentration decrease was negligible and simulated a semi-continuous system. (changes 1525 
in the bulk are so small that they aren’t sensitive to the changes in the osmotic pressures and 1526 
the interfacial concentration changes). The analysis made it clear that the changes caused by 1527 
the draw made less than a 2% difference in the interfacial concentration or osmotic pressure). 1528 
Mass due to diffusion mass due to convection 
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Therefore, the volume of the draw in the model and feed were made so large that the volumetric 1529 
water flux by membrane was negligible. Besides, the mass change had a negligible impact on 1530 
the total mass of the feed and draw. 1531 
The mean concentration in the draw boundary layer is calculated analogously to how the mean 1532 
concentrations in the support and active layers are calculated (equations 31 and 29, 1533 
respectively).  The only modification is that the bulk draw concentration is used rather than an 1534 







From equation 43, 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿𝑖 is substituted by equation 29-34, to give;  1536 
 
𝐶𝐷𝐵𝐿 =





The mass of salt in the active layer is calculated considering both transport by diffusion and 1538 
convection.   1539 
 𝑆𝐴𝐿(ť+1) = 𝑆𝐴𝐿(ť=0) + [(𝐽𝑆𝐷𝐴𝑅) − (𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿)iť + ((0.02𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑄𝑆𝐿) − 𝐶𝐴𝐿𝑄𝐴𝐿)iť] 
 
(45) 
where 𝑆𝐴𝐿(ť+1)(kg),  𝑠𝐴𝐿(ť=0) (kg) is the active layer salt mass at ť +1, and at a time (ť =0), 1540 
respectively;  𝐽𝑆𝐷(kg m
-3) and 𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿(kg m
-3),  is the diffusive salt flux through the draw boundary 1541 
layer and membrane-active layer, respectively; 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿  (m
2), and 𝐴𝑅𝐷 (m
2) are the areas of the 1542 
active layer and draw channel, respectively; 𝐶𝑆𝐿 (kg/m
3) and 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿(kg/m
3)  are the support layer 1543 
and feed boundary layer concentration, respectively; 𝐶𝑆𝐿(m
3/s) and 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
3/s) are the 1544 
Mass due to convection Mass due to diffusion 
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volumetric flow rates through the support layer and feed boundary layer, respectively, and iť 1545 
(hr) is the time interval. 1546 
NB: The area of the feed boundary layer is equal to the membrane area. Factor 0.02 explains 1547 
the constricted movement of salt out of the support layer. This 0.02 factor was chosen by 1548 
considering the rejection factor of the membrane [107]  1549 
The mean active layer concentration is calculated as active layer salt mass divided by the 1550 
volume of the active layer;  1551 
 





where 𝐶𝐴𝐿(ť+1), (kg m
-3), 𝑆𝐴𝐿(ť+1) (kg), 𝑉𝐴𝐿(ť+1) (m
3) are the concentration, mass, and volume 1552 
of the active layer at a time (ť +1).  1553 
The volume of the support layer is assumed to be constant as a function of time 1554 
 𝑉𝐴𝐿(ť+1) = 𝑉𝐴𝐿(ť=0) (47) 
where 𝑉𝐴𝐿(ť+1) (m
3) is the active layer volume after a particular time, 𝑉𝐴𝐿(ť=0) (m
3) is the initial 1555 
volume,  𝐽𝑤  (m
3 m2 hr-1), is the water flux.  1556 
The volume of the active layer is the product of the estimated thickness of the active layer and 1557 
active layer membrane area;  1558 
 𝑉𝐴𝐿  =  𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿𝑡𝐴𝐿 (48) 
where 𝑡𝐴𝐿 (m), 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿 (m
2) are the thickness and area of the active layer. Active layer thickness 1559 
is assumed to be 20% membrane thickness  [82].  1560 
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The mass of salt in the support layer is calculated considering salt transport by diffusion and 1561 
convection as;    1562 
 𝑆𝑆𝐿(ť+1) = 𝑆𝑆𝐿(ť=0) + ((𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿) − (𝐽𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐴𝑅𝑆𝐿))iť + 
 
((𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿)  − (0.02𝐶𝑆𝐿𝑄𝑆𝐿))iť 
 
(49) 
where 𝑆𝑆𝐿(ť+1)  (kg) is the support layer mass at ť+1; 𝑠𝑆𝐿(ť=0) (kg) is the support layer mass at 1563 
t;   𝐽𝑆𝐴𝐿(kg m
-3) is the diffusive salt flux through the active layer;  𝐽𝑆𝑆𝐿(kg m
-3), is the diffusive 1564 
salt flux through the support layer; 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐿  (m
2), 𝐴𝑅𝑆𝐿 (m
2), and 𝐴𝑅𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
2) are the membrane 1565 
areas of the active layer, support layer, and feed boundary layer, respectively; 𝐶𝑆𝐿 is the support 1566 
layer concentration; 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 is the feed boundary layer concentration; 𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿(m
3/s) and 𝑄𝑆𝐿(m
3/s) 1567 
are the volumetric flow rates water flux through the feed boundary and support layer, 1568 
respectively, and iť (hr) is the time interval.  1569 
The mean support layer concentration is calculated as support layer mass divided by support 1570 
layer volume; 1571 
 





where 𝐶𝑆𝐿, (kg m
-3), 𝑆𝑆𝐿 (kg), 𝑉𝑆𝐿 (m
3) are the concentration, salt mass, and volume of the 1572 
support layer, respectively.  1573 
The volume of the support layer is assumed to be constant as a function of time; 1574 
 𝑉𝑆𝐿(ť+1) = 𝑉𝑆𝐿(ť=0)  (51) 
mass due to convection 




3) and 𝑣𝑆𝐿 (m
3) are the support layer volume at ť +1 and the support layer volume 1575 
at ť, respectively. 1576 
The support layer volume is the product of the support layer thickness and the membrane area;  1577 
 𝑉𝑆𝐿  =  𝐴𝑅𝑆𝐿 𝑡𝑆𝐿 (52) 
The mass of salt in the feed boundary layer was calculated by considering both the diffusion 1578 
and convection of salt; 1579 
 𝑆𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť+1) = 𝑆𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť=0) + (𝐽𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐴𝑅𝑆𝐿 − 𝐽𝑆𝐹𝐴𝑅)iť + (𝐶𝐹 − 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿)𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿iť (53) 
 
where 𝑆𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť+1)  is the feed boundary layer mass at the time, ť +1;  𝑆𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť=𝑜) (kg) is the salt 1580 
mass at the time, (ť + 1);  𝐽𝑆𝑆𝐿(kg m
-3) is the diffusive salt flux through the support layer; 1581 
 𝐽𝑆𝐹(kg m
-3) is the diffusive salt flux from the feed bulk; 𝐶𝐹 is the feed bulk concentration; 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 1582 
is the feed boundary layer concentration;  𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
3/s) is the volumetric flow rate through the 1583 
feed boundary layer, and iť (hr) is the time interval.  1584 
The feed boundary layer concentration was calculated as salt mass divided by volume. 1585 
 





where 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿, (kg m
-3), 𝑀𝐹𝐵𝐿 (kg), 𝑉𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m
3) are the concentration, salt mass, and volume of the 1586 
feed boundary layer.  1587 
The feed boundary layer volume is constant as a function of time; 1588 
 𝑉𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť+1) = 𝑉𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť=0)   (55) 




3) and 𝑉𝐹𝐵𝐿(ť=0) (m
3) are the feed boundary layer volume at ť +1 and feed 1589 
boundary layer volume at ť, respectively. 1590 
The initial feed volume is the product of the calculated feed boundary layer thickness and the 1591 
membrane area.  1592 
 𝑉𝐹𝐵𝐿  =  𝐴𝑅 𝑡𝐹𝐵𝐿  (56) 








2/s), 𝑘𝐹𝐵𝐿 (m/s) are the feed boundary layer diffusivity of salt and mass transfer 1594 
coefficient, respectively. 1595 
The mass of salt in the feed bulk solution is calculated considering the diffusion and convection 1596 
of salt;   1597 
 𝑆𝐹(ť+1) = 𝑆𝐹(ť=0) + 𝐽𝑆𝐹𝐴𝑅iť −  𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿iť  (58) 
where 𝑆𝐹(ť+1)  is the bulk feed mass at ť +1;  𝑆𝐹(ť=0) (kg) is the salt mass of the draw solution 1598 
at t=0;  𝐽𝑆𝐹(kg m
-3) is the diffusive salt flux into the feed; 𝐴𝑅  (m
2) is the membrane area; 𝐶𝐹𝐵𝐿 1599 
is the feed boundary layer mean concentration;  𝑄𝐹𝐵𝐿is the volumetric flow rate through the 1600 
feed boundary layer, and iť (hr) is the time interval.  1601 
The feed concentration was calculated;   1602 
 





where 𝐶𝐹(ť+1) (kg m
-3), 𝑆𝐹(ť+1) (kg), 𝑉𝐹(ť+1) (m
3) are the concentration, salt mass, and 1603 
volume of the feed solution, respectively.  1604 
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The volume of the feed solution was; 1605 
 𝑉𝐹(ť+1) = 𝑉𝐹(ť=0) +   𝐽𝑤 iť  (60) 
where 𝑉𝐹(ť+1) (m
3) is the feed volume at ť +1, 𝑉𝐹(ť=0)(m
3) is the feed volume at ť,  𝐽𝑤  (m
3 m2 1606 
hr-1) is the water flux, and iť (hr) is the time interval. 1607 
The volume of the feed solution decreases due to the water flux through the membrane. Hence 1608 
a larger volume 800 000 times the volume of the laboratory experiments was considered in the 1609 
model to simulate a semi-continuous system. (changes in the bulk are so small that they don’t 1610 
appreciate the change in the osmotic pressures and the interfacial concentration changes). The 1611 
analysis made it clear that the changes caused by the feed solution made less than a 2% 1612 
difference in the interfacial concentration or osmotic pressure. Therefore, the feed solution 1613 
volume in the model was made so large that the volumetric water flux by membrane was 1614 
negligible. Also, the mass change had a negligible impact on the total mass of the feed and 1615 
draw.  1616 
4.4 Results and Discussion 1617 
4.4.1 Effect of PRO cell orientation on water flux 1618 
Most of the PRO experimental work reported in the literature does not specify how the draw 1619 
channel is positioned relative to the feed channel (above, below, or side by side) [13, 59, 63, 1620 
102, 106, 110, 111, 119, 131-137]. Trials were carried out to evaluate the effect of buoyancy 1621 
on PRO flux. This work was done using a draw concentration of 200 g/L, DI feed water, and a 1622 
generated applied pressure of 5 bars. A lack of cross-flow velocity resulted in low fluxes of 1623 
less than 4.65 L m-2 hr-1 (Table 4.2). However, even at these low fluxes, the feed and draw 1624 
channels' relative positioning had a marked effect of 86%.  1625 
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If the draw channel was positioned above the feed, an introduction of cross-flow velocity into 1626 
the draw channel had little effect compared to the no cross-flow case. However, with the draw 1627 
circulated underneath, the flux increased over four-fold relative to the no circulation case. 1628 
Conversely, when only the feed was circulated, the bottom case's feed exhibited the highest 1629 
flux. Thus, a circulated bottom channel while the top was stagnant resulted in the highest flux, 1630 
regardless of the fluid density in either.  As expected, the highest flux was achieved when both 1631 
channels were circulated, no matter the relative positioning of the two channels. For this latter 1632 
case with cross-flow in both feed and draw, the draw channel positioned above the feed channel 1633 
exhibited a flux about 10% greater than with the feed channel above. Consequently, for all 1634 
subsequent experimental runs, a DS on top was employed.  1635 
Table 4.2: Effect of channel position on flux. Conditions: 0.0 g/L 𝐶𝐹; 200 g/L 𝐶𝐷 and 10 bar ∆P.  1636 
  DS on top,  
FS at the bottom 
FS on top,  
DS at the bottom 
DS side by side 
 with the FS 
DS 𝑣 (m/s) FS 𝑣 (m/s) Flux (L m-2 hr-1) Flux (L m-2 hr-1) Flux (L m-2 hr-1) 
0.17 0.17 12.6 10.64 8.60 
0 0.17 9.10 2.45 5.7 
0.17 0 0.85 8.45 7.9 
0 0 0.77 1.93 4.65 
 1637 
4.4.2 Longitudinal & lateral modelling assumptions 1638 
Diffusional and convective mass transport was modelled in the lateral direction (a movement 1639 
vector perpendicular to the membrane). The effect of salt and water transport into the bulk 1640 
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solutions was considered negligible in the concentrations and bulk mass flow rates, 1641 
respectively. The modelled bulk concentrations and volumetric flow rates were, for practical 1642 
purposes constant, by the large reservoir volumes used for both feed and draw solutions. To 1643 
ensure this model’s simplification credibility, the mass flow rate of salt into the feed channel 1644 
(due to cross-flow) was compared with the mass flow rate into the channel from the support 1645 
layer, as shown in Fig 4.6.  1646 
1647 
Figure 4.6: Model representation of salt mass flows in a discrete section of the feed channel and support layer. 1648 
 1649 
4.4.2.1 Salt transport rate 1650 
Considering the mass flow rate balances through the feed solution. 1651 
 𝑆𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛 + 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹 (61) 
where 𝑆𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
) , 𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
)  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
)   are the mass flow rate out of the feed channel, 1652 








By considering the experimental feed and draw solution concentration extremes (1 and 30 g/L 1655 
and 70 and 300 g/L, respectively) at 2 bars of applied hydraulic pressure with a support layer 1656 
thickness of 250 µm, the lateral and longitudinal mass flow rates of salt were calculated (Table 1657 
4.3).    In all cases, the lateral to longitudinal flow rate ratio was 1.97E-12 or less. 1658 
Table 4.3: Longitudinal and lateral salt mass transport into a feed channel discrete section. 1659 
𝐶𝐹  (kg/m
3) 𝐶𝐷 kg/m
3  𝑣𝐷, 𝑣𝐹  (m/s) Longitudinal 
𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛  (kg/hr) 
Lateral  
𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹  (kg/hr) 
Ratio ( 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹: 𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛) 
30 300 0.32 0.312 1.83E-12 5.88E-12 
1 300 0.32 0.0104 8.49E-14 8.17E-12 
30 70 0.32 0.312 6.04E-13 1.97E-12 
1 70 0.32 0.0104 7.39E-14 7.17E-12 
 1660 
The condition, 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹 ≪  𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛 was met for the experimentally interrogated conditions of feed 1661 
solution ranging from 1 to 30 g/L and for draw solution concentrations ranging from 70 to 300 1662 
g/L at 2 bars of hydraulic applied pressure and low cross-flow velocities of 0.32 m/s.  This 1663 
shows that the mass flow rate through the membrane into the bulk feed solution had a negligible 1664 
effect on the feed channel's mass rate. Therefore, the assumption of constant feed concentration 1665 
along the length of the channel was acceptable. 1666 
A similar analysis was made for the draw channel by considering the salt mass balance through 1667 
the draw channel control volume. 1668 
 𝑆𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛 + 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷 (62) 
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where 𝑆𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
) , 𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
)  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
)  are the mass of salt per time out of the draw 1669 
channel, into the draw channel,  and from the draw solution into the draw channel boundary 1670 
layer, respectively.  1671 
By considering the extremes of the experimental feed and draw solution concentrations (1 and 1672 
30 g/L and 70 and 300 g/L, respectively) at 2 bars of applied hydraulic pressure with a support 1673 
layer thickness of 250 µm, the lateral and longitudinal mass flow rates of salt into the bulk 1674 
draw channel were calculated (Table 4.4). In all cases, the lateral to longitudinal flow rate ratio 1675 
was 1.96E-04 or less. 1676 
Table 4.4: Longitudinal and lateral salt mass transport into a draw channel discrete section. 1677 
𝐶𝐹  (kg/m
3) 𝐶𝐷 kg/m
3  𝑣𝐷, 𝑣𝐹  (m/s) Longitudinal 
𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛  (kg/hr) 
Lateral  
𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷  (kg/hr) 
Ratio (𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷: 𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛) 
30 300 0.32 13.5 2.64E-03 1.96E-04 
1 300 0.32 13.5 2.71E-20 2.01E-21 
30 70 0.32 3.15 3.43E-21 1.09E-21 
1 70 0.32 3.15 3.39E-21 1.08E-21 
 1678 
𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷 ≪  𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛 was true for feed solution conditions ranging from 1 to 30 g/L and for draw 1679 
solution concentrations ranging from 70 to 300 g/L at 2 bars of hydraulic applied pressure. A 1680 
cross-flow velocity of 0.32 m/s was used to amplify the lateral to the longitudinal ratio (i.e., 1681 
the worst case). This showed that the mass flow rate through the membrane out of the bulk 1682 
draw solution has a negligible effect on the draw channel's mass rate. Therefore, the assumption 1683 
of constant draw concentration along the length of the channel is acceptable. 1684 
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4.4.2.2 Water transport rate  1685 
The volumetric flow rate through the feed and draw channels was compared with the water's 1686 
volumetric flow rate to evaluate whether the volumetric flow rate along the feed and draw bulk 1687 
channels changed significantly.  1688 
Considering the mass flow rate balances through the feed channel;  1689 
 ρ𝑄𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 +  ρ𝑄𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑤 =  ρ𝑄𝐹𝑖𝑛 (63) 
where 𝑄𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡  (
𝑚3
ℎ𝑟
) , 𝑄𝐹𝑖𝑛  (
𝑚3
ℎ𝑟




)   are the volumetric flow rate out of the bulk 1690 
feed channel, into the bulk feed channel and  the volumetric flow rate from the bulk feed 1691 
channel into the feed boundary layer,  due to water flux out of the boundary layer into the 1692 
membrane,  ρ (
kg
m3
) is the density of the feed solution. The mass balance becomes; 1693 
 𝑆𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 +  𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑊
=  𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛 (64) 
where 𝑆𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟
) , 𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟




)  are the mass flow rate out of the feed channel, 1694 
into the feed channel, and the mass flow rate from the feed bulk solution into the feed channel 1695 
boundary layer by convection, respectively. 1696 
By considering the extremes of the experimental feed and draw solution concentrations (1 and 1697 
30 g/L and 70 and 300 g/L, respectively) at 2 bars of applied hydraulic pressure with a support 1698 
layer thickness of 100 µm, the lateral and longitudinal mass flow rates of water into the bulk 1699 
feed channel were calculated (Table 4.5). In all cases, the lateral to longitudinal flow rate ratio 1700 




Table 4.5: Longitudinal and lateral water transport in a feed channel discrete section. 1703 
𝐶𝐹  (kg/m
3) 𝐶𝐷 kg/m
3  𝑣𝐷, 𝑣𝐹  (m/s) Longitudinal 
𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛  (kg/hr) 
Lateral  
𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑊
  (kg/hr) 
Ratio (𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑊
: 𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛) 
30 300 0.32 10.58 2.19E-03 2.07E-04 
1 300 0.32 10.58 2.46E-03 2.32E-04 
30 70 0.32 10.58 7.63E-02 7.22E-03 
1 70 0.32 10.34 1.72E-03 1.66E-04 
 1704 
The condition, 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐹𝑊
≪  𝑆𝐹𝑖𝑛, was met for feed solution cases ranging from 1 to 30 g/L and 1705 
draw solution concentrations ranging from 70 to 300 g/L at 2 bars of hydraulic applied pressure 1706 
and cross-flow velocities of 0.32 m/s.  This result shows that the mass flow rate from the feed 1707 
bulk solution into the feed channel boundary layer by convection has a negligible effect on the 1708 
feed channel's mass rate. Therefore, the assumption of a constant feed flow rate along the length 1709 
of the channel is acceptable. 1710 
The water mass flow rate balance into and out of the draw bulk channel is; 1711 
 ρ𝑄𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  ρ𝑄𝐷𝑖𝑛 +  ρ𝑄𝐽𝑆𝐷𝑊
 (65) 
where 𝑄𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡  (
𝑘𝑔
ℎ𝑟







)   is the volumetric flow rate out of the draw 1712 
channel, into the draw channel and volumetric flow rate out of the draw boundary layer into 1713 
the draw bulk channel, ρ (
kg
m3
) is the density of the draw solution.  1714 
The mass balance becomes; 1715 
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 𝑆𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛 +  𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷𝑊
 (66) 
By considering the extremes of the experimental feed and draw solution concentrations (1 and 1716 
30 g/L and 70 and 300 g/L, respectively) at 2 bars of applied hydraulic pressure with a support 1717 
layer thickness of 250 µm, the lateral and longitudinal mass flow rates of water into the bulk 1718 
draw channel were calculated (Table 4.6). In all cases, the lateral to longitudinal flow rate ratio 1719 
was 1.87E-05 or less. 1720 
Table 4.6: Longitudinal and lateral water transport in a draw channel discrete section. 1721 
𝐶𝐹  (kg/m
3) 𝐶𝐷 kg/m
3  𝑣𝐷, 𝑣𝐹  (m/s) Longitudinal 
𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛  (kg/hr) 
Lateral  
𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷𝑊




30 300 0.32 55.32 2.64E-03 4.78E-05 
1 300 0.32 55.32 2.97E-03 5.36E-05 
30 70 0.32 47.21 8.81E-04 1.87E-05 
1 70 0.32 47.21 1.81E-03 3.84E-05 
 1722 
The condition, 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷𝑊
≪  𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛, was met for feed solution cases ranging from 1 to 30 g/L and 1723 
draw solution concentrations ranging from 70 to 300 g/L at 2 bars of hydraulic applied pressure 1724 
and low cross-flow velocities of 0.32 m/s. In the draw channel, the longitudinal water transport 1725 
was neglected because 𝑆𝐽𝑆𝐷𝑊
≪  𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑛 for conditions similar to those used in the diffusional 1726 
mass transport along the membrane channel length. This shows that the bulk draw solution's 1727 
mass flow rate in the draw boundary layer has a negligible effect on the mass rate leaving the 1728 
draw channel. Therefore, the constant draw concentration (cross-flow velocity) assumption 1729 
along the channel's length is acceptable. 1730 
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4.4.3 Model veracity. 1731 
To evaluate the transient model's performance, the author used published experimental data on 1732 
PRO performance over a range of applied hydrostatic pressures similar to that investigated in 1733 
this work [9]. The Straub et al., [9] experimental setup characteristics and independent 1734 






Figure 4.7: Experimental [9] and modelled water flux as a function of applied hydrostatic pressure, 1739 
ΔP, and draw concentration. Deionised water was used for feed in all cases. Open circles represent 1740 
experimental data, and solid lines represent model simulations.  1741 
 1742 
For the draw concentrations from 35 to 175 g/L, the experimental and the model trends were 1743 
similar, with DS of 35 and 175 g/L exhibiting the best match. The model fit was improving as 1744 
the draw concentration decreased. However, less than 10% discrepancies were observed for 58 1745 
and 117 g/L draw solutions.  The ability of the transient model developed in this work to 1746 























































































D.   DS = 175 g/L
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feed used was deionised water, further data from literature was used with feed solution 1748 
concentrations other than deionised water.  1749 
4.4.4 Model accuracy 1750 
From the previous discussions, the model developed was verified using a deionised water feed 1751 
solution. Further data from the literature of various feed concentrations and a constant draw 1752 
solution was used to verify the model’s accuracy, as shown in (Figure 4.8) [55]. 1753 
 1754 
 1755 
Figure 4.8. Effect of the driving force (osmotic pressure difference) on flux. Conditions; 2.9 to 58 g/L 1756 
𝐶𝐹, 87 g/L 𝐶𝐷; 1 bar ∆P, and 0.48 m/s 𝜐𝐹 and  𝜐𝐷  room temperature, A=0.2563 L m
-2 hr-1 bar-1 and B 1757 
= 0.11 L m-2 hr-1. Diffusivity was assumed to be 1.33*10^(-9) m2/s. The support layer was 250 µm. 1758 
(Experimental data from McCutcheon et al. [55]. 1759 
 1760 
From Figure 4.8, a good match was observed between the experimental from McCutcheon et 1761 
al. [55], and model data for FS concentration ranges between 2.9 to 58 g/L with a draw solution 1762 
concentration of 87 g/L. Since the model shows a good match with other author’s data, it is 1763 


























data used was limited to draw solution concentrations less than 100 g/L. For further work, the 1765 
author evaluates the effect of cross-flow velocity using high draw solution concentrations.  1766 
4.4.5 Effect of draw cross-flow velocity on water flux 1767 
Chapter 2 described a PRO-RO cell system without cross-flow in the draw solution, which 1768 
could have led to excessive concentration polarisation resulting in fluxes less than 5 L m-2 hr-1769 
1. An increase in draw cross-flow velocity from 0.01 to 0.085 m/s produced a 28% increase in 1770 
flux (Figure 4.9). 1771 
 1772 
Figure 4.9. Effect of draw cross-flow velocity on flux. Conditions; 0.0 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 200 g/L 𝐶𝐷; 5 bar ∆P, 1773 
and 0.32 m/s 𝜐𝐹.  1774 
 1775 
A direct correlation of cross-flow and flux was obtained. At 0.01 m/s cross-flow velocity, 1776 
experimental flux of 8.97 L m-2 hr-1 was recorded (figure 4.9). An increase in the cross-flow 1777 
velocity above 0.085 m/s did not increase the flux for either the model or the experimental 1778 
results. This observation suggests that the system is mass transfer limited through the 1779 

























draw cross-flow velocity of 0.10 m/s. Furthermore, the model shows a good agreement with 1781 
the experimental work for draw cross-flow velocity above 0.10 m/s with deionised water and 1782 
200 g/L. The model did not show good agreement with the experimental results at cross-flow 1783 
velocities less than 0.1 m/s since, in the draw solution, no mesh spacer was added, which could 1784 
have led to discrepancies.  1785 
4.4.6 Effect of feed cross-flow velocity on water flux 1786 
In Chapter 1, with a lack of DS cross-flow, feed concentrations higher than 10 g/L stopped flux 1787 
through the PRO cell. With cross-flow in both FS and DS, fluxes were observed for feed 1788 




Figure 4.10: Effect of feed concentration on water flux. Conditions; 200 g/L CD, 5 bar ∆P, and 0.17 1791 
m/s 𝜐𝐷.  1792 
Figure 4.10 shows a similar trend of both experimental and model data for all ranges of FS 1793 
concentrations. There was a drop of more than 50 % in flux for 10 g/L feed solution than the 1794 
deionised water feed, despite the driving force (between the bulk solutions) only diminished 1795 
by 7%. This observation suggests that internal concentration polarisation is considerable, as 1796 
these experiments were conducted with cross-flow velocity on the DS and FS sides. With 1797 
deionised water feed, there were 7.3% discrepancies in flux between the model and the 1798 
experiments. Hence the model and experiments matched this set of data. With 30 g/L FS 1799 
concentration, there was up to a 56% decrease in flux and 16% in the driving force. The 40% 1800 
difference may be due to concentration polarisation in the FS. For all feed concentrations, a 1801 
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shows that, in principle, PRO can be operated with ocean water as the feed, considerably 1803 
reducing flux than a brackish water feed. 1804 
The model and experimental results did not match with more than 50% discrepancies using 10 1805 
g/L and 30 g/L feed solutions. Reasons for deviations could be; (a) The water and salt 1806 
permeability coefficient used in the model was determined from conventional RO methods, 1807 
which are more accurate than the PRO suggested methods for measuring these intrinsic 1808 
membrane parameters [83]. (b) At high concentrations, the diffusivity and spaces available for 1809 
bonding sodium and chloride ions with the water molecules may differ with lower 1810 
concentrations.  1811 
4.4.7 Effect of pressure on water flux 1812 
Since the work's underlying aim was to investigate how the pressure generated from a PRO 1813 
cell operating with hyper-saline draw concentrations can be used to drive an RO cell directly, 1814 
a series of trials were conducted to evaluate the effect of the generated applied pressure on the 1815 





Figure 4.11: Effect of PRO-generated pressure on water flux. Conditions; 200 g/L 𝐶𝐷; 0.0 g/L 𝐶𝐹 ; and 1819 
0.17m/s 𝑣𝐷  and  𝑣𝐹.  1820 
The results show no difference in flux when the hydrostatic pressure increases from 0 to 15 1821 
bars (Figure 4.11). This result explains that the hydrostatic pressure applied was insignificant 1822 
(0-15 bars) compared to the effective osmotic pressure difference between the bulk solutions. 1823 
For the conditions in Figure 4.11, the hydrostatic pressure was about 8% of the total bulk 1824 
driving force.   1825 
4.5 Conclusion 1826 
The author developed a transient finite-difference model, incorporating a multi-layer 1827 
description of mass transfer resistances subject to specific PRO membrane characteristics, 1828 
concentration polarisation, and other phenomena affecting mass transfer to evaluate the PRO 1829 
system’s performance. Existing models in the literature were used to predict boundary layer 1830 
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• The lateral contribution mass transport was 1 000 times less than the longitudinal 1832 
contribution (extreme experimental conditions: 1 and 30 g/L feed solution matched 1833 
with 70 and 300 g/L draw solution at 1 bar pressure and 0.32 feed and draw cross-flow 1834 
velocity). Henceforth, the model assumed constant feed and draw flow rates along the 1835 
feed and draw channel length. This work used flat-sheet PRO of short lengths, but this 1836 
may be different with long channel lengths. In future, it is essential to consider the 1837 
lateral contribution of feed and draw cross-flow velocities; for example, if using long 1838 
channel lengths, the feed and draw cross-flow velocities may vary along the channel 1839 
length.  1840 
• The model assumed constant feed and draw concentration along the feed and draw 1841 
channel length. The lateral contribution was 10 000 times less than the longitudinal 1842 
contribution (extreme experimental conditions: 1and 30 g/L feed solution paired with 1843 
70 and 300 g/L draw solution at 1 atmospheric bar pressure and 0.32 m/s draw and feed 1844 
cross-flow velocity). The feed and draw concentrations for a flat-sheet PRO sheet were 1845 
assumed constant as a shorter channel length was used. Longer channel lengths may 1846 
result in feed and draw concentrations changes  1847 
• With optimised feed and draw cross-flow velocities (0.17m/s for both), the DS (draw 1848 
solution) on the top configuration was 16% better than the DS on the bottom 1849 
configuration. Hence the author adopted the DS top configuration for all subsequent 1850 
experiments. The DS on top configuration only works for experimental work. However, 1851 
this setup may be inappropriate for industrial purposes. Other upgradable 1852 
configurations such as spiral wound PRO or hollow-fibre PRO could be beneficial PRO 1853 
studies.  1854 
• The model showed good agreement with literature data [55] for 87 g/L draw solution 1855 
concentration and varying feed solution concentrations (2.9 – 58.44 g/L) at atmospheric 1856 
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pressure. The transient finite-difference model developed can predict results for low 1857 
concentrations up to 87 g/L NaCl. A range of different draw concentrations above 87 1858 
g/L NaCL may need to be tested to identify the optimal feed and draw concentrations 1859 
and the pressures that can be achievable.  1860 
• The model showed good agreement with literature data [9] for the deionised water feed 1861 
and various draw concentrations up to 175 g/L. There was also good agreement with 1862 
the reference’s experimental data for power densities as a function of pressure. 1863 
Henceforth the model can be used to verify other author's experimental data.  1864 
• Draw cross-flow velocity was optimised at 0.1 m/s. With 0 g/L feed, the model 1865 
predicted the lab data with a maximum of 7.75% discrepancy. The model also predicted 1866 
well the trends for the various draw and feed cross-flow velocities. The optimised feed 1867 
cross-flow velocity was 0.17 m/s giving a Sherwood number of 5.94 for the lab 1868 
apparatus. The influence of cross-flow velocities was effective only to a certain extent 1869 
beyond which it did not yield significant changes. The small-cell dimensions limited 1870 
the influence of PRO flow direction.  1871 
• For feed concentrations above 10 g/L, draw concentrations of 200 g/L and 5 bars 1872 
pressure, the model could not predict the experimental data with discrepancies of up to 1873 
50% for seawater feed concentrations. The model could not have predicted the 1874 
experimental work could be the membrane thickness, as only one membrane thickness 1875 
was used. There is a need to verify the optimal membrane support layer thickness for 1876 
PRO operations under various conditions for various feed and draw concentrations. 1877 
Besides operational conditions, design parameters such as membrane characteristics, 1878 
porosity, thickness, and tortuosity, significantly affect PRO systems.  1879 
A need to analyse the model simulation of experiments deionised feed and various draw 1880 
concentrations and a broader range of hydrostatic pressures. Analysing the effect of the osmotic 1881 
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driving force on the PRO system independently is needed to understand under what conditions 1882 
the transient model simulates experimental data and utilise its model to inform where further 1883 
work is necessary for its development. 1884 
 1885 
  1886 
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CHAPTER 5: Power density projections using hypersaline draw at high 1887 
pressure 1888 
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 1896 
Nomenclature 1897 
∆P   Applied hydraulic pressure difference (bars) 1898 
𝜋 Osmotic pressure of the (bars)   1899 
C  Concentration of the salt (kg m-3) 1900 
𝐽𝑊  Water flux (L m
-2 hr-1) 1901 
𝜏  Thickness of the membrane properties (m) 1902 
𝐷  Diffusivity of the salt (m2 s-1) 1903 
𝐴  water permeability coefficient (m-3 m-2 hr-1 bar-1) 1904 
𝐵  salt permeability coefficient (m-3 m-2 hr-1) 1905 
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𝑣  velocity (m s-1)  1906 
 1907 
Subscripts 1908 
• D  Draw bulk solution 1909 
• F  Feed bulk solution 1910 
• DBL Draw boundary layer 1911 
• FBL Feed boundary layer 1912 
• SL  Support layer 1913 
• AL  Active layer 1914 
 1915 
Abstract  1916 
Pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) has the potential to generate sustainable energy from salinity 1917 
gradients. PRO is typically considered for operation with river water and seawater, but far 1918 
greater energy of mixing can be harnessed from hypersaline solutions. This study investigates 1919 
the power density and maximum flux obtained in PRO from concentrated solutions using 1920 
various feed solution concentrations up to seawater. Cellulose tri-acetate forward osmosis 1921 
membranes with mesh pacers and supported by reverse osmosis tricot permeate spacers in 1922 
Sterlitech cell were used to maximize the system’s operating pressure, reaching a stable applied 1923 
hydraulic pressure of 40 bar. Draw solution concentrations above 150 g/L did not show a 1924 
significant increase in water. Despite no gain in flux, modelled optimal power densities of 1.29, 1925 
12.19, and 62.4 W/m2 were obtained with increasing draw solution concentrations of 70, 150, 1926 
and 300 g/L, respectively, with seawater feed solutions. The experimental data was verified by 1927 
a transient model that predicted well (within 10%) PRO flux for all draw solution 1928 
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concentrations coupled with deionised water as feed. However, poorer agreement with 1929 
laboratory results was found for draw concentrations above 100 g/L when coupled with salty 1930 
feed.   1931 
 1932 
Keywords; high pressure, pressure retarded osmosis, power density, feed solution 1933 
concentration, high draw solution concentration, concentration polarisation, support layer 1934 
thickness 1935 
 1936 
5.1 Introduction 1937 
There is an increasing demand for renewable energy sources due to global energy demands and 1938 
climate change threats [10]. A viable renewable energy source has been discovered from 1939 
mixing different salinity solutions and harvesting their salinity gradients to make power. This 1940 
free energy from mixing solutions of different salinities is approximately estimated at 0.61 1941 
kWh (2.2 MJ) of energy dissipated when 1 m3 of fresh river water flows into the sea. The global 1942 
estimate for salinity power would reach about 2 TW if the potential osmotic energy of all rivers 1943 
flowing into oceans was harnessed [11]. 1944 
Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) is one of the proposed methods of tapping this salinity gradient 1945 
renewable energy source [2, 110].  PRO uses the osmotic pressure difference between the feed 1946 
solution (less concentrated solution or freshwater) and draw solution (more concentrated 1947 
solution), where freshwater from the feed is transported to the draw side, pressurizing it. This 1948 
utilization of osmotic pressure to generate hydrostatic pressure can be used to rotate a turbine 1949 
and generate electricity [28].  1950 
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PRO studies have mainly focused on capturing the energy released when fresh river water 1951 
meets the sea [28, 65, 111].  However, more concentrated solutions capable of producing 1952 
tremendous energy have also been suggested for PRO since the 1970s [71, 112]. In areas where 1953 
freshwater naturally flow into hypersaline salt lakes such as the Dead Sea and the Great Salt 1954 
Lake, the theoretical energy of mixing has been estimated to be 20 times that of river water-1955 
seawater interfaces [95]. Other hypersaline sources’ draw solutions are salt domes, where GL 1956 
Wick et al. 1978 [138] proposed more energy in their salt than oil along the US east coast,  and 1957 
seawater brines ‘ use [28]. Alternatively, PRO can be applied in a closed-loop heat engine 1958 
where synthetic draw solutions are separated and regenerated using low-grade heat [105].  1959 
These are simplified estimates obtained from multiplying osmotic pressure with the volume. 1960 
There is still an underlying gap for experimental evidence.  1961 
Higher draw solution concentrations can produce enhanced power densities defined as power 1962 
generated per unit membrane area, a critical factor in determining the economic viability of a 1963 
PRO plant [2]. To access the high-power density potential of concentrated draw solutions in a 1964 
PRO system, it must withstand hydraulic pressure. That is approximately half the osmotic 1965 
pressure of the concentrated draw solution to make use of the maximum power density 1966 
exhibited by the particular concentrated draw solution [46].  1967 
The highest PRO operating pressure recorded in the literature is 48.3 bars [7, 9], with most 1968 
studies reaching only 16 and 24 bars before membrane damage or system limitations prevent 1969 
further damage. More than 42 papers have been published which use draw solution greater than 1970 
seawater and feed solution as freshwater/river water. Out of these, none has been reported to 1971 
generate osmotic power using seawater or brackish water as the feed solution. Thus, the 1972 
potential for high-power density PRO remains unrealised coupled with the use of seawater or 1973 
brackish water as the feed solution concentrations. This is of interest, as the hydraulic energy 1974 
generated could be used to desalinate brackish water. 1975 
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The objectives of this chapter are; 1976 
1. To evaluate the flux performance of PRO under high pressures with conditions of 1977 
various feed and draw concentrations.  1978 
2. To assess the PRO power density at various feed and draw concentrations.  1979 
Only two authors have described PRO results with high draw concentrations [9, 69]. The 1980 
current work is different from theirs, and the differences are highlighted in Table 5.1. 1981 
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 Table 5. 1: Difference between other studies and this work. 1982 
A.P Straub et al. [9] This work  
The feed solution used was deionised 
water. 
Different feed solution concentrations up to 
seawater. 
The draw was at the bottom while feed was 
at the top 
Draw solution at the top, while feed 
solution was at the bottom. 
The feed channel was supported by 2 two 
layers of tricot woven fabric 
The feed channel was supported by one RO 
permeate spacer. 
The draw channel has a mesh spacer. The draw channel does not have a mesh 
spacer. 
Membrane coupon edged were reduced by 
covering with water-resistant tape. 
Membrane coupon edges were not reduced 
in size. 
Determined the mass transfer coefficient 
experimentally. 
Used Sherwood correlations to determine 
the mass transfer coefficient. 
Designed a cell. Used Sterlitech FO cell. 
Used draw solution up to 175 g/L Used draw solution up to 300 g/L 
C.H.Tan et al. [69] This work 
Used long channel as the cross-velocity 
changed along the channel length. 
Used a short channel with the assumption 
that cross-flow velocity is constant along 
the channel length. (Chapter 3). 
Sherwood correlations used considered the 
average solute diffusivity and the dilution 
effect over the entire membrane. 
The Sherwood correlations used did not 
consider average solute diffusivity and 
dilution because a short channel was used. 
The experimental design did not involve any 
pressure generation. 
The experimental set-up was designed to 
withstand generated applied pressure up to 
70 bars. 
Modelled different salt concentrations with 
different draw solutions. 
Modelled one draw solution for purposes 




5.2  Materials and Methods  1984 
5.2.1 Feed and draw solutions 1985 
Various concentration solutions were made using analytical grade NaCl in deionised water. 1986 
The feed solution ranged from deionised water (0 g/L) to 30 g/L of NaCl, whereas the draw 1987 
solution ranged from 60 g/L to 300 g/L. NaCl was the only solute used due to its readily 1988 
available osmotic pressure data and low cost. The master dependent variable was water flux (L 1989 
m-2 hr -1), which was calculated from the mass change in the feed as a function of time. 1990 
5.2.2 Forward osmosis membrane characterisation   1991 
Refer to Chapter 3.2.3. The water permeability factor was determined to be 0.2356 L m-2 h-1 1992 
bar-1, and the salt permeability coefficient was found to be 0.11 L m-2 h-1. The membrane was 1993 
the same as the one used in Chapter 3.  1994 
5.2.3 Pressure Osmosis Cross-flow set-up  1995 
The cell of the experimental PRO system (Sterlitech Sepa FO cell 316 SS) was used, with the 1996 
draw and feed channel thicknesses decreased by adding a shim to reduce the flow channel 1997 
heights (Table 5.2). The draw and the feed flows were in a counter-flow orientation. Mesh 1998 
spacers and an RO tricot permeate spacer was placed adjacent to the FO (FTS) membrane on 1999 
the feed side. The experiments were conducted with the active layer facing the draw side of the 2000 
membrane and the support layer facing the feed side. This configuration has been used in many 2001 
studies and is typically referred to as PRO mode [55, 108].  2002 
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Table 5. 2: Pressure retarded osmosis channel dimensions 2003 
Sterlitech Sepa FO cell 316 SS 
Shim thickness (draw & feed (m)) 0.0012 
RO mesh spacer on the feed side (m) 0.0005 
Length of channel (m) 0.147 
Width of draw channel (m) 0.097 
Width of feed channel (m) 0.09021 
Height of draw channel with shim (m) 0.0007 
Height of feed channel with shim (m) 0.0002 
Membrane area (m2) 0.014259 
 2004 
The feed solution channel equipment such as peristaltic pump, electro-conductivity meter, feed 2005 
reservoir, weight balance was the same as those used in Chapter 4. The feed flow rate was 2006 
measured by monitoring the feed's weight per unit time at a specified pump speed. A correlation 2007 
of the feed pump’s speed with the flow rate was used to calculate the cross-flow velocity. The 2008 
FO feed chamber was open to the atmosphere. A conductivity probe (Microchem conductivity 2009 
transmitter, Rowe scientific, Australia) measured the feed solution conductivity and sent 2010 
measurement data to a computer. The feed solution reservoir was weighed, and the data 2011 
recorded in LabVIEW. The changes in feed solution weight over time were used to determine 2012 
the permeate water flux.  2013 
Prior to an experiment, the membrane was pre-soaked in deionised water for 24 hours. A draw 2014 
solution was added to the reservoir (1.75L) by a high-pressure resistant pump (GC. M25.JF5S.5 2015 
model, Process Pumps, Australia). Pressure gauges measured the inlet and outlet pressures of 2016 
the draw channel (Figure 5.1). A flowmeter (MX09P-1SE, DG Instruments, Australia) 2017 
measured the draw solution’s flow rate. All the draw solution equipment had a pressure rating 2018 
of 69 bars.  2019 
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After connecting all the tubing, the FO Sepa cell was closed by applying a pressure of 80 bars 2020 
using a hand pump (Hi-Force HP110, Single Speed, Hydraulic Hand Pump, RS Components, 2021 
Australia). A picture of the set-up is shown in Figure 5.1. After loading the membranes on the 2022 
system and purging out all the air bubbles, the system was initialised, the pressure was allowed 2023 
to build up until a specified set point on the relief valve was reached. The pressure build-up 2024 
took about 20 minutes to an hour, meaning air bubbles were almost successfully removed with 2025 
the shortest time. The system was allowed to stabilize for a further 15 min at the specified 2026 
pressure set point before the water flux was recorded over 15 min intervals before changing 2027 
variables such as pressure or cross-flow velocity. 2028 
 2029 
Figure 5. 1: Picture of the bench-scale experimental setup 2030 
 2031 
The membrane’s breaking limits were tested with deionised water by gently increasing the 2032 













membrane broke at 45 bars, as indicated by a sudden increase in feed solution conductivity. A 2034 
new membrane was loaded any time the membrane broke. Flux data was collected for up to 40 2035 
bars of pressure.  2036 
Some experiments were repeated thrice, with some having many data points being collected. 2037 
(For example, for some cases, the initial DS concentration 300 g/L and allowed to dilute over 2038 
time until 60 g/L, and for some instances, 60, 150, 200, and 300 g/L draw solutions were made. 2039 
As the experiment was operated in a quasi-steady-state mode in which pressure oscillations 2040 
and gradual changes in salt concentrations in feed and draw solution can lead to inaccuracies, 2041 
these effects' error was the same as those explained in Chapter 3. The bench-scale experimental 2042 
setup is shown in Figure 5.2.  2043 
 2044 
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5.3 Results and discussions 2047 
5.3.1 Effect of DS concentration on flux for experimental and modelled results  2048 
Chapter 3 described a PRO system of 200 g/L draw solution concentration with operational 2049 
applied pressures 15.5 bars. These low hydraulic pressures (0 – 15.5 bars) only diminished the 2050 
overall driving force by 8% with a 200 g/L draw concentration. This chapter considers the 2051 
impact of pressures of up to 40 bars using various draw solution concentrations using a high-2052 
pressure cell. It quantifies its effect on power output. Experiment and modelled results using 2053 
70 g/L to 300 g/L draw solution concentrations with feed solution maintained at 0 g/L with 30 2054 
bars operational hydraulic pressure are shown (Figure 5.3).  2055 
 2056 
Figure 5. 3: Effect of DS concentration on flux for both experimental and modelled results. Conditions 2057 
used: 0.32 m/s 𝑣𝐹 and 𝑣𝐷70 to 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.0 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 30 bars ∆𝑃, room temperature, A=0.2563 L m
-2058 
2 hr-1 bar-1 and B = 0.11 L m-2 hr-1. Diffusivity was assumed to be 1.33*10^(-9) m2/s. The support layer 2059 





























The experimental data showed that, as the draw solution concentration was increased from 70 2062 
g/L to 150 g/L, fluxes increased linearly. This observation is in line with most simple models 2063 
that assume that flux is proportional to the driving force. As expected, the flux data fits a line 2064 
that intercepts at around 30 g/L (blue dotted line), which is the hydraulic pressure, and where 2065 
the driving force is zero (this represents the membrane resistance).  2066 
Interestingly with the draw solution concentrations above 150 g/L, the additional flux increase 2067 
was minor and not proportional to the driving force. Doubling the salt concentration from 150 2068 
g/L to 300 g/L doubled the osmotic pressure, and hence an increase in flux would be expected. 2069 
However, experimental flux increased by less than 5 %. This experimental observation is in 2070 
line with the modelled results. The model also showed a similar trend due to the convective 2071 
water flow from the feed to the draw and salt accumulation in the support layer. 2072 
Further to this, this not a previously observed result in the literature. The results obtained are 2073 
not in line with Tan et al. [69], whose results used deionised water as feed solution 2074 
concentration showed a 35% increase in water flux, with increasing the draw solution even for 2075 
draw solution concentrations from 150 g/L to 292 g/L. This phenomenon of only a 5% increase 2076 
in flux with a 100% increase in osmotic pressures happens due to the use of a thick support 2077 
layer, and since a thick support layer is used, it leads to a substantial build-up of salt in the 2078 
support layer, which then slows down flux.  2079 
5.3.2 Effect of support layer thickness on water flux (model) 2080 
Figure 5.3 showed an insignificant flux increase with draw solutions greater than 150 g/L, and 2081 
we hypothesized that this was due to a thick support layer. This hypothesis was tested by 2082 
observing modelled water fluxes and varying the support layer thicknesses at increasing draw 2083 




Figure 5.4: Effect of support layer thickness and draw solution concentration on water flux. 2086 
Conditions: 60 to 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 30bars ∆𝑃, 0.0g/L  𝐶𝐹, 0.32m/s 𝑣𝐷  and 𝑣𝐹 , 100µm to 350 µm 𝑡𝑆𝐿. 2087 
 2088 
The model findings confirm that a decrease in the support layer thickness increases flux for 2089 
draw solution concentrations above 100 g/L. The pattern becomes more profound for higher 2090 
concentrations. This outcome is because convective water transport from the feed side prevents 2091 
the diffusive salt transport from the draw side from escaping the support structure. As salts 2092 
cannot diffuse back into the draw side due to a positive gradient and the rejection layer, they 2093 
get deposited within the support layer. There is a greater diffusional distance for salts' 2094 
movement from the draw solution to the feed solution with thicker membranes. Thereby 2095 
contributing to a higher mass transfer resistance, increasing the effectiveness of internal 2096 
concentration polarisation in the support layer. With increased draw solution concentrations 2097 
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distance is smaller for thinner support layers, this effect is minimised using thinner support 2099 
layers.  2100 
For concentrations less than 100 g/L, the flux increases linearly with draw solution 2101 
concentrations. The support layer has a minor effect on flux due to low salt reverse flux due to 2102 
lower gradients (60g/L to 100 g/L) than greater gradients (100 g/L to 300 g/L. The following 2103 
section verifies how much salt is accumulated in the support layer.  2104 
5.3.3 Relationship between support layer concentration with support layer thickness and 2105 
draw solution concentration 2106 
As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the support layer thickness was found to influence the flux 2107 
significantly. To prove this finding, the model plots how much salt was deposited in the support 2108 
with various support layer thicknesses, and draw solution concentrations were shown (Figure 2109 




Figure 5.5:  Impact of support layer thickness on the support layer concentration for various draw 2112 
concentrations. Conditions: 60 to 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.0 g/L  𝐶𝐹, 30 bars ∆𝑃,  0.32m/s 𝑣𝐷  and 𝑣𝐹 , 100µm to 2113 
300 µm 𝑡𝑆𝐿.  2114 
For draw solution concentrations less than 150 g/L, there was minimal salt (less than 21 g/L 2115 
concentration of salt at the support layer despite any support layer thickness used) being 2116 
deposited due to salt flux from the draw solution to the support layer. By using 100 µm support 2117 
layer thickness, less than 4 g/L of salt concentration was deposited at the support layer with 2118 
increasing draw solution concentration up to 300 g/L. In comparison, 300 µm support layer 2119 
thickness had a 43-fold salt deposition at the support layer, increasing draw solution 2120 
concentrations up to 300 g/L. There is clear evidence that the amount of salt accumulated at 2121 
the support layer increased with increasing support layer thickness and draw solution 2122 
concentration.  2123 
It was difficult to test this hypothesis experimentally, as it is difficult to measure the support 2124 
layer concentration. The model results found clear support that as the draw solution 2125 
concentration increases, there is no increase in flux for cases where a support layer thickness 2126 
of greater than 150 µm was used. As explained previously, thick membranes have a greater 2127 


















































distance contributes to a higher mass transfer resistance, increasing the effectiveness of internal 2129 
concentration polarisation in the support layer reducing flux.  2130 
5.3.4 Effect of feed salt concentration on water flux at different pressure.  2131 
Since we have established the importance of the support layer thickness by using a deionised 2132 
water feed solution, deionised water is not the study's objective. This section aims at evaluating 2133 
the generated hydraulic energy with brackish water or seawater desalination. Furthermore, in 2134 
Chapter 4, the set-up was limited to 15.5 bar pressure. Hence we evaluate the flux obtained by 2135 
various pressures.  To evaluate the effect of feed concentration on water flux at different 2136 
pressures, a fixed draw solution of 150 g/L, with varying hydraulic pressures from 1.5 bars to 2137 
40 bars, was used. As the feed salt concentration increased, there was a general decrease in the 2138 




Figure 5. 6: Comparison of experimental results and model predictions. Conditions: 0 g/L to 30 g/L 2141 
𝐶𝐹, 150g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.32 m/s  𝑣𝐷 and 𝑣𝐹1.5 to 40 bars ∆𝑃. 2142 
The experimental results of 8.97 L m-2 hr-1 flux using 40 bars pressure as an example were 2143 
obtained with a deionised water feed solution. Still, with the seawater feed solution, the fluxes 2144 
dropped by 67% despite the loss in driving force being 18%. The unexpected loss in flux not 2145 
proportional to the driving force loss could be due to salt build-up on the membrane support 2146 
layer as it faces the feed solution leading to internal concentration polarisation (Fig. 5.6 C in 2147 
Appendix A). This trend is observed with all experimental results for all pressure ranges of 1.5 2148 
to 40 bars. The possibility of an effect of support layer thickness on flux was described in 2149 
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Model runs could confirm the general trend of flux decrease caused by the increase of feed 2151 
concentration but over predicts the fluxes obtained by about 40 % for all ranges of pressures 2152 
and feed solution concentrations. Model results also confirm the decrease in flux caused by 2153 
increased applied pressure proportional to the driving force for 30 g/L and not for 0 g/L feed 2154 
concentration. The model couldn’t predict experimental results due to the support layer 2155 
thickness of 250 µm chosen (the support layer thickness given by the manufacturer plus the 2156 
permeate spacer on the feed side) and increasing feed salt concentrations.  2157 
It is imperative to highlight that experimental fluxes (for 150 g/L draw solution with 0 g/L feed 2158 
concentration at 30 bars) values were significantly lower than those obtained in Figure 5.3 due 2159 
to differences in membrane sample cuts. The other reason could be due to membrane 2160 
deformation after repeated exposure to high pressures. This phenomenon was, however, not 2161 
tested.   2162 
Internal concentration polarisation has been found to reduce osmotic pressure and reduce flux 2163 
significantly, but the literature's data uses mostly draw solution concentrations lower than 100 2164 
g/L. Since the data shown here are for various pressures and 150 g/L draw concentration. Data 2165 
for various feed salt concentrations (0.0 to 30 g/L) and various draw solution concentrations at 2166 
a fixed pressure is shown in appendix A (Figure 5.6B).   2167 
5.3.5 Percentage Contribution of the bulk to bulk mass transfer resistances across the 2168 
membrane.  2169 
It is clear from experimental evidence that salt in the feed solution causes a significant drop in 2170 
flux despite the minimal drop in overall driving force caused by internal concentration 2171 
polarisation. Understanding the resistances across the membrane using the model is vital. 2172 
Exploring the contribution of the individual resistances to the total resistances from bulk to 2173 
bulk in the membrane was achieved by modelling a draw solution of 150 g/L NaCl and varying 2174 
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the feed solution concentrations from deionised water to 30 g/L at an applied hydraulic pressure 2175 
of 30 bars (Figure. 4.5) 2176 
 2177 
Figure 5.7: Plot of contributions of component layer resistances to total bulk to bulk mass transfer 2178 
resistance across the membrane. Conditions; 150 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 30bars ∆𝑃, 0.0g/L to 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 0.32m/s 2179 
𝑣𝐷  and 𝑣𝐹 . FBL (feed boundary layer), SL (support layer), DBL (draw boundary layer), AL (active 2180 
layer).  2181 
 2182 
The draw boundary layer offers the most significant resistance with deionized water feed, but 2183 
at 30 g/L, the support layer presents the highest resistance. This is explained by the build-up of 2184 
salt in the support layer, which cannot be counteracted by cross-flow velocity. The active layer 2185 
resistance was 46% for deionised water and dropped to 14% with 30 g/L as the feed solution. 2186 
This shows the effect of loss in driving force across the membrane active layer caused by salt 2187 
deposition in the support layer as the feed faces the support layer, which reduces the water flux.  2188 
An increase of 21% support layer contribution is observed by switching from the deionised 2189 
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layer would be desirable, while the support layer doesn’t play a predominant role in deionised 2191 
water representing freshwater. Hence, when using seawater or brackish as PRO’s feed solution, 2192 
choosing a membrane with a thin support layer would help minimise significant flux reduction 2193 
by lowering internal concentration polarisation.  2194 
Since more attention must be made to minimizing membrane thickness, it is vital to understand 2195 
the impacts of pressure on the selected membrane. The following section discusses the effect 2196 
of applied pressure on flux.  2197 
5.4.6 Effect of applied hydraulic pressure on water flux with different DS concentration) 2198 
Having established that a thin support layer thickness is necessary for achieving improved 2199 
fluxes, an evaluation of applied hydraulic pressures' significance is explored as high pressures 2200 
will increase power density. Using a high-pressure cell, this chapter can consider the impact of 2201 
pressures of up to 40 bars. To explore the effect of pressure on water flux, a DS of 70, 150 g/L 2202 
was chosen with a FS of 30 g/L and hydraulic pressure of 40 bars (Figure 5.6). 2203 
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  2204 
Figure 5.8: Effect of the applied hydraulic pressure on water flux. Conditions: 70 and150 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0 to 2205 
40 bars ∆𝑃, 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 0.32m/s 𝑣𝐷  and 𝑣𝐹 (Model extrapolated up to 70 bars). There is no experimental 2206 
data beyond 40 bars as the membrane broke at 48 bars, and data above 40 bars weren’t reproducible.  2207 
 2208 
For both 70 g/L and 150 g/L DS, the experimental and model results show a linear relationship 2209 
between applied generated pressure and flux. The experimental data and the model data match 2210 
well with 70 g/L DS, and with 150 g/L, there are less than 10% discrepancies.  The model and 2211 
experimental results show an increased deviation of up to 50% at 40 bars with 150 g/L DS (as 2212 
explained in 5.3.4).  This deviation may be because the model does not predict the experiments 2213 
at the high draw and feed concentrations due to the thick support layer. It could also be due to 2214 
the support properties such as tortuosity and porosity. The spaces available for bonding sodium 2215 
chloride ions with the water molecules may differ with lower concentrations and high 2216 
concentrations. Despite this discrepancy, both model and the experimental results show 2217 
decreased flux with increased hydraulic pressure. The error bars were obtained using an 2218 
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generated hydraulic pressure, relating the applied pressure generated to the power density of 2220 
the PRO will be vital as the PRO energy will be used directly to drive a RO process. This is 2221 
because power density is a product of flux and pressure, hence studying the effectiveness of 2222 
increasing draw solution concentration.   2223 
5.4.7 Effect of applied hydraulic pressure on power density with various draw 2224 
concentrations.  2225 
As explained earlier (Figure 5.3), an increase in the draw solution concentration beyond 150 2226 
g/L doesn’t lead to an increase in water flux, but this is not the case with power density.  The 2227 
potential of PRO can still be harnessed from the extra driving force from draw solutions greater 2228 
than 150 g/L as power density is a product of flux and pressure. To access this power density 2229 
potential, various generated applied pressures with different draw solution concentrations (70, 2230 
150, and 300 g/L) and feed concentration (30 g/L) were modelled (Figure 5.9). From Figure 2231 
5.7, as expected, for all draw concentrations, the power density increases with an increase in 2232 
applied hydraulic pressure up to a maximum, beyond which it decreases. This is so because of 2233 




Figure 5.9:  Power density data plotted against applied hydraulic pressure. Conditions: 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 70, 2236 
150, and 300 g/L  𝐶𝐷.  2237 
As expected, the low power density of 1.29 W/m2 is obtained with 70 g/L due to a lower 2238 
interfacial osmotic pressure difference than with 150 and 300 g/L DS. The greater the 2239 
interfacial differential osmotic pressure led to increased fluxes hence increased power 2240 
densities. For PRO to be economically viable, a power density of 5 w/m2 has been 2241 
recommended [65]. 300 g/L shows about 5-fold peak power density potential of 62.4 W/m2 at 2242 
200 bars. Nevertheless, the hydraulic pressure of 200 bars can’t be achieved practically. 2243 
Henceforth, we can speculate that draw solution concentrations above 150 g/L have the 2244 
potential of providing more power density, even if they don’t give high fluxes. These modelled 2245 
results were using seawater feed. Hence the upcoming section shows how NaCl feed solution 2246 
concentrations can affect power density.   2247 
5.4.8 Effect of feed solution concentration on power density 2248 
While seawater was used as the feed solution to predict the potential power density, it suffers 2249 
a lot of concentration polarisation. To have a deeper understanding of the energy consumed by 2250 
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pressured were plotted using a constant draw solution of 300 g/L and varying the feed solution 2252 
concentrations (0 to 30 g/L) (Figure 5.10).  2253 
 2254 
Figure 5.10: Power density data plotted against applied hydraulic pressure. Conditions:  0, 10 & 30 2255 
g/L 𝐶𝐹, 300 g/L  𝐶𝐷0 to 290 bars ∆𝑃. 2256 
Figure 5.10 shows the 104.4 W/m2 peak power density the author obtained with 200 bars of 2257 
pressure with deionised water feed.  By switching to brackish water and seawater feed, a 20% 2258 
and 40% drop in maximum power density, respectively, was observed. This drop-in power 2259 
density was attributed to internal concentration polarisation as the salt was increased in the feed 2260 
solution with the support layer facing the feed. There is still internal concentration polarisation 2261 
(ICP) with brackish water feed, but it’s not as severe as seawater feed.   2262 
 2263 
5.5 Conclusion 2264 
A PRO cell with high pressure was constructed to evaluate the flux and power density PRO 2265 




























data under various draw and feed concentrations with various applied hydraulic pressures. The 2267 
model was then used to predict power densities for pressures above 40 bars, which could not 2268 
be tested experimentally. The following conclusions were made: 2269 
• Draw solution concentrations above 150 g/L did not show a significant increase in water 2270 
flux due to the following reasons; (a) the salt diffusion from the draw solution to the 2271 
feed solution was enhanced at high concentrations that resulted in more salt 2272 
accumulation in the membrane support layer, and (b) the thickness of the support layer 2273 
affected the extent of salt accumulation. Theoretically, a 100 µm thin support layer was 2274 
not affected by salts' accumulation in the support layer than a thicker support layer (e.g., 2275 
250 µm). Therefore, it is vital to minimise the support layer thickness when making 2276 
membranes to minimise internal concentration polarisation, reducing osmotic pressure 2277 
and, ultimately, flux.  2278 
• The model was developed to predict experiments with less than 10 % discrepancies for 2279 
30 g/L and 70 g/L feed and draw solution concentrations, respectively. 2280 
• The model data matched the experimental data for deionised water feed solution and 2281 
various draw solution concentrations at high pressures.   2282 
• Despite no flux gain with increasing osmotic pressures, the optimal power densities of 2283 
1.29, 12.19, and 62.4 W/m2 were obtained with increasing draw solution concentrations 2284 
of 70, 150, and 300 g/L, respectively, and seawater feed. It is important to note, 2285 
however, that these values were modelled power densities. Hence there is a need to 2286 
attain the experimental power densities for conditions where model predictions deviate 2287 
significantly from experimental results.  2288 
• Internal concentration polarisation was found to reduce flux and hence power density. 2289 
By switching from deionised to brackish water and seawater feed, and 300 g/L draw 2290 
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solution, the model showed a 20% and 40% drop in maximum power densities, 2291 
respectively.  2292 
• A thin support layer was found favourable. It can help reduce or minimise internal 2293 
concentration polarisation, reduce salt reverse flux from the draw solution to the feed 2294 
solution, and improves power densities. 2295 
  2296 
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 2306 
Abstract  2307 
The freshwater shortage is a substantial problem in many areas of the world, such as deserts, 2308 
rural areas, Mediterranean countries, and islands. Although reverse osmosis (RO) is currently 2309 
the most energy efficient, widely used desalination technology in these areas, it still requires a 2310 
great deal of energy to create the high pressures necessary to desalinate seawater. Therefore, 2311 
pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) has been identified as a potential energy source for reverse 2312 
osmosis (RO) to reduce high electrical energy requirements. A novel, autonomous pressure 2313 
retarded osmosis (PRO) driven reverse osmosis (RO), with an energy recovery device (ERD), 2314 
is proposed to replace RO high-pressure pumps. The experimental PRO power density outputs 2315 
from seawater/brackish water feed with 300 g/L draw and RO power density requirements were 2316 
analysed. Coupling PRO with RO at PRO maximum power densities was found not 2317 
economically viable due to high pressures of 160 bars. The power density of 19.1 W/m2, 2318 
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achieved with 10 g/L feed and 300 g/L draw, can desalinate brackish water by RO at 30 bar 2319 
pressure.  Overall, brackish water feed and 300 g/L draw solution were used to model direct 2320 
PRO to RO coupling efficacy.  Using these feed and draw concentrations and the projected 2321 
fluxes with currently available membranes, direct PRO to RO coupling of 3 m2 of PRO 2322 
membrane to 1 m2 of RO membrane would produce 12.4 L m2 hr-1 of RO permeate at 30 bar 2323 
applied pressure in an autonomous PRO-RO system.   2324 
 2325 
Keywords: power density, energy recovery device, brackish water, pressure retarded osmosis, 2326 
draw solution concentration 2327 
Nomenclature 2328 
∆P   Applied hydraulic pressure difference (bars) 2329 
𝜋 Osmotic pressure (bars) 2330 
𝐽𝑤 Water flux (L m
-2 hr-1) 2331 
𝐽𝑆 Salt flux (kg m
-2 hr-1) 2332 
𝐴  Water permeability coefficient (m-3 m-2 hr-1 bar-1) 2333 
𝜏  Thickness of the membrane properties (m) 2334 
FS  Feed solution 2335 
DS  Draw solution 2336 
𝑊  Power density (W/m2) 2337 





𝑅𝑂  reverse osmosis 2341 
𝑃𝑅𝑂  Pressure retarded osmosis 2342 
𝑓𝑏𝑙  feed boundary layer 2343 
𝑝  permeate 2344 
𝑚  across the membrane active layer 2345 
 2346 
6.1 Introduction 2347 
The use of desalinated seawater for freshwater supply has become popular in arid or semi-arid 2348 
areas [21, 139, 140]. Many desalination technologies have been reviewed, encompassing 2349 
thermal and membrane-based processes [141]. Reverse Osmosis (RO) is the most commonly 2350 
used due to a lower specific energy demand than thermal desalination options [1]. Despite 2351 
being better in energy requirements than thermal-based processes, it is still expensive because 2352 
of high-pressure requirements. RO uses the concept of applying external pressure to overcome 2353 
the feedwater's osmotic pressure, which forces clean water to permeate across a membrane 2354 
[11]. High-pressure pumps are required in the RO process to overcome the feed water's osmotic 2355 
pressure, membrane resistance, and concentration polarisation [21, 22]. RO consumes 3-5.5 2356 
kWh/m3 of electrical energy [21]. High-pressure pump energy requirement amounts to 2357 
approximately 72% of the total energy consumption rate.  2358 
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Energy recovery devices (ERD’s) that help recover energy from the reject stream can reduce 2359 
overall energy consumption by up to 60% by replacing high-pressure RO pumps with smaller, 2360 
more efficient pumps [23, 85].  2361 
Attempts to reduce the RO pumping electrical energy requirements and RO feed pre-treatment 2362 
have been proposed through several ways, such as coupling RO with PRO [72, 88, 89, 116]). 2363 
Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) utilizes the salinity gradient between a relatively fresh 2364 
impaired water source and seawater to produce pressure and energy [28]. Several PRO-RO, 2365 
RO-PRO, and FO-RO hybrid systems have been investigated in the literature.  2366 
Prante et al. [5] proposed an RO-PRO system with energy produced by PRO being utilised to 2367 
offset RO’s energy consumed. In this system, the RO had two-stream; freshwater permeate and 2368 
the reject stream from the RO system. The concentrated brine was de-pressurised by an energy 2369 
recovery device and entered the PRO subsystem as the draw solution. As the PRO got diluted 2370 
by osmosis, it produced pressure exchanged with seawater RO feed via a pressure exchanger 2371 
before discharge, thereby pressurising the RO feed. The PRO feed sub-system is impaired 2372 
wastewater.  2373 
Kim et al. [72] compared four different PRO-RO and RO-PRO hybrids for power generation 2374 
and seawater desalination using different feed types and draw solutions based on the water and 2375 
energy return rate (WERR). In hybrids 1 and 2, the RO process is located prior to PRO, where 2376 
the concentrated RO brine is used either as a draw solution or as a feed solution depending on 2377 
its concentration. While in hybrids 3 and 4, the PRO is positioned before the RO in which the 2378 
diluted seawater or the concentrated brackish water solution draw is further desalinated using 2379 
the RO system.   2380 
Altaee et al. [73] proposed a PRO-RO system for power generation and seawater treatment. 2381 
The study indicated that the PRO-RO system reduced power consumption by 31% compared 2382 
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to a conventional seawater RO system. In the light of reducing seawater costs and power 2383 
generation, Altaee et al. [74] evaluated three design configurations, PRO-RO, FO-RO, and RO-2384 
PRO, using seawater and impaired water as the draw and feed solutions, respectively. The 2385 
PRO-RO FO-RO design was proposed only for seawater desalination, while the RO-PRO 2386 
designs were evaluated for power generation. The FO-RO design produced the lowest RO 2387 
permeate concentration, followed by the PRO-RO and RO-PRO designs. In terms of power 2388 
generation, the RO-PRO design was more efficient than the PRO-RO design. The FO-RO 2389 
design exhibited the lowest desalination power consumption, followed by the PRO-RO and 2390 
RO-PRO designs, respectively. The FO/PRO module's estimated cost in the PRO-RO design 2391 
was 2.2 and 4.3 times higher than that in the FO-RO and RO-PRO designs, respectively. 2392 
Achilli et al. [3] used tap water as feed solution and concentrated brine as draw solution in RO-2393 
PRO with a set-up similar to that described by Prante et al. [5]. They demonstrated that pressure 2394 
could be exchanged between the PRO and RO subsystems. Additionally, experimental RO-2395 
PRO power densities achieved ranged from 1.1 to 2.3 W/m2. It is important to note that, in their 2396 
RO-PRO, the RO feed solution was pressurised before the high-pressure pump to decrease the 2397 
work required by the RO pump.  2398 
In typical PRO/RO hybrid systems, the highest limit of the PRO draw is brine reject or about 2399 
70 g/L, and feed solutions were freshwater/river water. One of this study's novelties introduces 2400 
an autonomously driven PRO-RO process that uses draw solution concentrations above 70 g/L 2401 
up to saturated salt solution and seawater/brackish water as feed solutions. The other novelty 2402 
is that the designs proposed do not need a high-pressure pump to drive the RO system, unlike 2403 
most studies in the literature [3, 5, 42, 72, 140].  2404 
In contrast to other PRO applications, the current study describes a system independent of 2405 
external energy such as electricity and does not rely on freshwater as the feed solution for PRO. 2406 
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However, the proposed approach requires continuous concentrated salt brines and the 2407 
corresponding diluted brine disposal.  2408 
6.2 Methodology 2409 
A previously described (Chapter 5), the PRO system was modelled at various operating 2410 
parameters to determine their effects on permeate flux and power density. Model and 2411 
experimental data showed that a draw solution concentration of 150 g/L produced the best flux. 2412 
Despite no increase in flux above 150 g/L draw concentration, a draw solution concentration 2413 
of 300 g/L generated the highest power density providing an incentive to use higher draw 2414 
solution concentrations.  2415 
The theoretical model overpredicted the flux when PRO used brackish water/seawater as feed 2416 
solution) Thus, experimental rather than modelled PRO fluxes are used to project power 2417 
densities at pressures above 40 bars and salty feed solutions.  2418 
For simplicity, in the autonomous PRO-RO designs proposed, the RO and PRO feed channels 2419 
are fed from the same source. 150 g/L and 300 g/L NaCl are used as the draw solutions. 2420 
6.3 Modelling and theory of linking PRO to RO 2421 
6.3.1 Modelling Assumptions 2422 
To be able to link PRO to RO, the following assumptions were made; 2423 
• A membrane area of 100 m2 of PRO and RO is used to calculate the power densities. 2424 
• Isobaric pressure exchangers (PX) and Pelton wheel turbines with 95% and 60% 2425 
efficiencies are used to linking PRO with RO [85].  2426 




6.3.2 Modelling Procedure 2429 
6.3.2.1 RO power requirement per square meter 2430 
It is crucial to know the power requirement per square meter of the membrane to evaluate the 2431 
RO process's power requirements.  2432 
RO power density is;  2433 
 𝑊𝑅𝑂 = 𝐽𝑤𝑅𝑂  ∆𝑃 (1) 
where 𝑊𝑅𝑂 (W/m
2),  𝐽𝑤𝑅𝑂 (m
3 m-2 hr-1), ∆𝑃𝑅𝑂 (bars) are the power density, water flux, and 2434 
applied pressure of the RO process. 2435 
The water flux through the RO process is;  2436 
 𝐽𝑤𝑅𝑂 = 𝐴𝑅𝑂 (∆𝑃 − ∆𝜋𝑚𝑅𝑂 ) (2) 
 ∆𝜋𝑚𝑅𝑂 =  (𝜋𝑓𝑏𝑙 −  𝜋𝑝) (3) 
where 𝐽𝑤𝑅𝑂 (m
3 m-2 hr-1), 𝐴𝑅𝑂 (m
3 m-2 hr-1), Δπm (bars), 𝜋𝑓𝑏𝑙 (bars), 𝜋𝑝 (bars) are the water 2437 
flux, intrinsic water permeability coefficient of the RO membrane, the effective osmotic 2438 
pressure difference across the active layer, and the osmotic pressures of the feed boundary layer 2439 




Figure 6.1: Illustration of salt concentration profiles at steady state across a reverse osmosis membrane. 2442 
𝐽𝑤𝑅𝑂 and  𝐽𝑆  are the salt and water fluxes, 𝑡𝑓𝑏𝑙 is feed boundary layer thickness.  2443 
 2444 
The RO model (Appendix C) was used to determine the RO process's water flux at applied 2445 
pressures (30 – 100 bars) with brackish water and seawater as feed solutions. The RO model 2446 
parameters are highlighted in Table 6.1 2447 
Table 6.1 RO model parameters  2448 
Parameter Values 
Water permeability coefficient 2.71 L m-2 hr-1  [142] 
RO recovery rate  50% [142] 
Reverse osmosis rejection 98% [142] 
 2449 
6.3.2.2 PRO power production per square meter 2450 
The power generated in the PRO process normalized to membrane area is:  2451 



















2),  𝐽𝑤𝑃𝑅𝑂 (m
3 m-2 hr-1), ∆𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑂 (bars) are the power density, water flux, and 2452 
PRO process’s applied pressure. 2453 
Considering that the power density is a product of the flux and pressure, the water flux was 2454 
derived from;  2455 
 𝐽𝑤𝑃𝑅𝑂 = 𝐴𝑃𝑅𝑂 (∆𝜋𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂 − ∆𝑃) (5) 
where 𝐴𝑃𝑅𝑂 (m
3 m-2 hr-1), ∆𝜋𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂  (bars), ∆𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑂 (bars) are the intrinsic water permeability 2456 
coefficient of the pressure osmosis membrane, osmotic pressure difference across the active 2457 
layer, and applied hydraulic pressure by the PRO. 2458 
Comparing the PRO power density (W/m2) produced with the RO power density requirement 2459 
allows determining the relative size in m2 of the PRO unit to drive the RO unit. 2460 
 2461 
6.3.2.3 RO to PRO power density ratios 2462 
For comparison of PRO power density (power production per m2) to RO power density (power 2463 
production per m2), a ratio of PRO power density to RO density was calculated; 2464 
 







2) are the RO and PRO power densities, respectively.  2465 
6.3.2.4 Linking RO to PRO through an ERD  2466 
For PRO with the same membrane area as the RO system, the PRO power density must be 2467 
equal to or greater than the RO power density. If the PRO power density is lower than the RO 2468 
requirement, a PRO system with a larger membrane area can compensate for the difference. 2469 
However, a detailed economic study of the capital cost must be performed to check the 2470 
feasibility of the process.  2471 
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6.3.2.5 Experimental power density predictions  2472 
In the previous chapter, the model was used to obtain power densities at various feed and draw 2473 
solutions pressures; however, since the model overpredicted the water flux at concentrations 2474 
above 100 g/L with an increase in the salt in the feed, experiments were used to predict power 2475 
densities. The experimental and model results established that concentrations above 150 g/L 2476 
did not result in extra flux benefit. The PRO's potential could still be harnessed from the extra 2477 
osmotic driving force with draw solution concentrations greater than 150g/L because power 2478 
density is a product of flux and pressure.  2479 
To predict the PRO power density at pressures beyond those experimentally tested (40 bars), a 2480 
simple model of extrapolating experimental flux (𝐽𝑤𝑃𝑅𝑂) proportional to the bulk driving force 2481 
(net transmembrane pressure, Δπ – ΔP) was used. This model assumes that an increase in 2482 
pressure limits the flux due to the resulting drop in driving force. This approach ignores the 2483 
concept that lower fluxes will reduce concentrative internal concentration polarisation effects. 2484 
Additionally, it ignores deformation and distortion of membrane characteristics (salt and water 2485 
permeability and structural parameter) due to the application of high pressures [6, 76, 143, 2486 
144]. Ignoring the above effects makes this approach conservative.  2487 
6.4 Results and Discussion 2488 
6.4.1 Effect of the bulk driving force (net transmembrane pressure) on flux.  2489 
To verify that the extent power density predictions are in line with experimentally observed 2490 
trends in flux losses resulting from hydraulic pressure increases, the experimental data are 2491 




Figure 6.2: Effect of the bulk driving force (Δπ – ΔP) on flux. The bulk driving force was varied by 2494 
offsetting the hydraulic pressure from 0 to 40 bars. Conditions: 0 to 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 300g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.32 m/s  2495 
𝑣𝐷 and 𝑣𝐹 .  2496 
Figure 6.2 shows a reasonably good alignment (R2=1 for deionised solutions) with an 8% flux 2497 
decrease caused by pressure increase (0 to 40 bars). An increase in salt in the feed solution 2498 
results in an increase in deviation from linearity. Interestingly, 10 g/L and 30 g/L feed solutions 2499 
showed a 22.4 % and 16.7 % flux decrease, respectively. Experimental results suggested that 2500 
pressure increases have a smaller effect on flux losses for deionised water than other feed 2501 
solutions. This finding could be explained by the fact that a diminished flux will have a counter 2502 
effect by lowering concentration polarisation. The latter effect could be verified by using a 2503 
comprehensive RO model (Appendix C). Exposing the membrane to pressures of up to 40 bars 2504 
could lead to its distortion and compromise its stability; these effects were not considered in 2505 




























6.4.2 RO power density requirements for desalinating seawater and brackish water 2507 
A plot of RO power density with the RO pressures at the respective flow rates is shown (Figure 2508 
6.3). As expected, as RO pressures increase, so do the RO flow rates and power density. For 2509 
example, operating seawater RO at 60 bars requires 30.6 W/m2 to produce a 0.9 m3/hr RO 2510 
permeate (50% recovery). While with brackish water (10 g/L) feed, the same power density 2511 
produces 0.9 m3/hr permeate by applying 32 bars of pressure (about half the seawater 2512 
requirement (red dotted line in Figure 6.3). This means that a PRO-RO system desalinating 10 2513 




Figure 6.3: Effect of RO feed pressure on power density requirements. Conditions: 10 g/L and 30 g/L 2516 
𝐶𝐷, 30 to 100 bars ∆𝑃, 2.17 L m
-2 hr-1 bar-1 𝐴𝑅𝑂 at 98% salt rejection and 50% recovery for brackish 2517 
and seawater. 2518 
6.4.3 Experimental power density prediction with brackish water FS and various DS 2519 
When the RO power density requirements are known, it is important to evaluate the PRO power 2520 
density outputs. Figure 6.4 shows the experimental power predictions of seawater/brackish 2521 
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Figure 6.4: Effect of PRO applied hydraulic pressure on power density. Conditions: 10 and 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹,  2524 
150 and 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 1.5 to 315 bars ∆𝑃. All points less than 40 bars are experimental, and those beyond 2525 
40 bars were estimates by extrapolation (section 5.3.2.4).  2526 
 2527 
With brackish water feed solution and 150 g/L or 300 g/L DS, there is clear evidence of 2528 
increased energy output and a maximum power density of 7.22 W/m2 at 70 bars with 150 g/L 2529 
DS and 19.1 W/m2 at 165 bars with 300 g/L DS. Overall more than twice the energy is expected 2530 
with 300 g/L than with 150 g/L draw solution. This is because the osmotic pressure differential 2531 
at 300g/L DS is greater than when 150 g/L DS is used, resulting in increased flux (50%) and 2532 
increased applied hydraulic pressures (58%).  2533 
When brackish water feed solution is used with 150 g/L DS, there is clear evidence of increased 2534 
energy output and a maximum power density of 7.22 W/m2 at 70 bars with brackish water (10 2535 
g/L) FS and 3.63 W/m2 at 70 bars with seawater (30 g/L) FS. Overall more than twice the 2536 
energy is expected with brackish water compared to seawater as the feed solution. This is due 2537 
to increased interfacial osmotic pressure differences between the two solutions.  While the 2538 




























13% difference in the osmotic pressure gradient. The significant reduction in power density 2540 
with seawater feed solution can be associated with greater ICP compared with brackish water 2541 
feed solution.  2542 
Considering that the seawater feed solution exhibits reduced predicted power densities by 2543 
greater than 50% (Figure 6.4) and that seawater RO requires more energy than brackish water 2544 
RO (Figure 6.3), the use of brackish water as a feed solution is recommended for the first 2545 
potential uses of a stand-alone PRO-RO system.  2546 
 2547 
6.4.3 PRO-RO linking using brackish water FS and various DS 2548 
To fully understand the RO power density requirements at various combinations of feed flow 2549 
rates and pressure, estimations of the PRO to RO power production ratios were used. Diving 2550 
PRO density by RO density results in the PRO to RO power-production ratio. If the PRO power 2551 
density is lower than the RO requirement (ratio of 1.0 and less), a PRO system with a larger 2552 
membrane area can compensate for the difference. 2553 
 The result, plot of PRO to RO power density ratios with PRO pressures and PRO flow rates 2554 
are shown (Figure 6.5 A and B). The RO flow rates were calculated from the RO model, and 2555 
PRO flow rates were obtained as described above (section 6.4.3). Each colour-coded curve in 2556 
Figure 6.5 A and B represents the RO system running at the respective pressure and flow rates 2557 
as shown. A PRO/RO power ratio of 1.0 means a single PRO system produces adequate power 2558 
density to drive a RO system, assuming PRO and RO have the same membrane area and 100% 2559 
energy transfer efficiency. If the ratio is less than 1.0, then a PRO system with a larger 2560 
membrane area than the RO system is needed.  2561 
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In Figures 6.5 A and B, the power density ratio increases with an increase in PRO operating 2562 
pressure up to a maximum, beyond which the ratio decreases. This suggests that the PRO 2563 
membrane area required decreases with an increase in PRO operating pressure, reaches a 2564 
minimum, beyond which it increases. The latter effect at high PRO pressures is a drop in PRO 2565 
flux, decreasing power density.  The curves for other RO systems (different pressure and flux 2566 
combinations) are provided. It is intuitive to assume that operating at the highest power density 2567 




  2570 
Figure 6.5: PRO to RO energy production ratio for various RO pressures (represented by different 2571 
colours) at varying PRO pressures. Conditions: A.10 g/L 𝐶𝐹,  150 g/L and B.10 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷. In 2572 
B, the green line represents the PRO flow rates. Red dotted arrows denote the conditions to run the 2573 
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For example, (a) if PRO is operated at maximum power density (Figure 6.5 B), the PRO: RO 2575 
ratio of 0.93 is obtained, meaning 1 PRO can produce 0.93 power output at a 1.24 m3/hr RO 2576 
flow rates with 30 bars of RO feed pressure. The PRO would need to be operated at a 0.84 2577 
m3/hr flow rate at 165 bars of pressure (red dotted arrow). With such high pressures, the PRO 2578 
system might be expensive as all PRO draw equipment might have to be rated to operate at 160 2579 
bars of pressure; hence, it won’t be practical.  2580 
(b) However, if a pressure of 30 bars is chosen (smaller green dotted arrow, Figure 6.5 B), the 2581 
PRO: RO ratio is 0.31:1. 3.22 m2 PRO membrane area is required to produce the power density 2582 
required by 1 m2 of the RO membrane. Example (b) is a more practical way to run the RO 2583 
process by a PRO process based on a 3.22:1 PRO: RO energy per square meter ratio. Thus, 2584 
roughly 3 PRO membranes could run one RO membrane. This example assumes energy 2585 
transfer occurs between PRO and RO using ERDs that are 100% efficient. Results for seawater 2586 
feed solution with 150 and 300 g/L draw solution are shown in Appendix B. (Figure 6.5 C and 2587 
D) 2588 
The following sections look at different ways of linking a PRO system to a RO unit without 2589 
high-pressure pumps. 2590 
6.4.3 PRO-RO linking with one ERD  2591 
One way of connecting PRO to an RO is via an isobaric ERD device. This suggestion is made 2592 
using PRO draw from a salt lake with the PRO feed from a borehole (5-10 g/L). The PRO 2593 
generates the pressures required by the RO. Assuming ERDs are 95% efficient [85], the PRO 2594 
can generate pressure that can be transferred directly to an RO process by an ERD device, as 2595 








































 3.0 m2 PRO membranes 
produces 1 m2 RO membranes 
for this scenario to match RO 
flowrates & power denisty  2597 
Figure 6.6: Example of a PRO-RO with one ERD  2598 
The conclusion drawn from the results is that 3 m2 of PRO membrane is enough to power 2599 
desalination by 1 m2 of the RO membrane. While this design works, the drawback is that the 2600 
RO process’ reject holds energy not captured. The reject is dumped into a salt lake or an 2601 
evaporation pond (figure 6.6). To overcome this flaw, an alternative design with two ERDs is 2602 
possible.  2603 
6.4.6 PRO-RO linking with two ERDs in series  2604 
If the RO reject's energy is to be captured, the linking of PRO with RO using two ERD’s in 2605 
series is shown (Figure 6.7). A salt lake supplies the PRO draw solution of a concentration of 2606 
300 g/L. The PRO draw solution goes through an isobaric ERD at pressure 32 bars, and 2607 
exchanges pressure with the brackish water solution from a production bore or a brackish water 2608 
tank. The isobaric ERD 1 then transfers 30 bars of brackish water to RO feed. The RO brine is 2609 
transferred to ERD 2 (isobaric) at 29 bar pressure. The exchanged solution at low pressure (14 2610 
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bars) is discharged to a salt lake. The feed of ERD 1 is pressurised and sent to ERD 2 (Pelton 2611 
turbine), as shown in Figure 6.7. The reject from ERD 2 is sent to a salt lake.  2612 
RO


































ERD 1 ERD 2
 2613 
Figure 6.7: Example of a PRO-RO with two ERDs in series. ERD 1 is a Pelton turbine, and ERD 2 is 2614 
an isobaric pressure exchanger. PRO produces pressure transferred by an isobaric energy recovery 2615 
device to RO. The RO brine is transferred to ERD 1. ERD 1 output is used as a feed to ERD 2. 2616 
 2617 
From Figure 6.7, if brackish water feed and 300 g/L draw solution were used to model direct 2618 
PRO to RO with RO operated at 30 bars pressure, 3.0 m2 of PRO membrane to 1 m2 RO 2619 
membrane would be required to produce 1.24 m3/hr RO permeate at 50% RO recovery.  2620 
6.5 Conclusion 2621 
A few studies in the literature [3, 5] utilise energy recovery devices (ERD’s) to reduce the high-2622 
pressure pump RO energy requirement and couple PRO with RO. Still, they are limited to 2623 
freshwater feed and seawater or brine draw solution. The high electrical energy reliance due to 2624 
the requirement of a high-pressure pump or a booster pump has been inevitable in all these 2625 
studies. This study addresses the issue by directly coupling PRO with RO and using the ERDs 2626 
to transfer the required energy to RO, thereby replacing the high-pressure pumps.   As the 2627 
model over-predicted PRO flux (Chapter 5), the power densities projected in this chapter are 2628 
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conservatively extrapolated from experimental data. The PRO-RO energy production ratio was 2629 
used to evaluate possible PRO-RO combinations. Major conclusions are: 2630 
• Despite no significant increase in PRO flux at super saline draw concentrations (above 2631 
150 g/L), PRO systems using up to 300 g/L draw solutions could still achieve high 2632 
power densities, as power density is a product of flux and pressure. Hence, super saline 2633 
draw solutions (300 g/L in this study) can be used as a draw solution for PRO.  2634 
• Findings confirm that 300 g/L draw solution gives maximum power densities almost 2635 
twice that of 150 g/L for brackish water/seawater feed solutions. Furthermore, brackish 2636 
water (10 g/L used in this study) is a better feed solution than seawater (35 g/L) as it 2637 
produces 50% more power densities due to lower concentration polarisation. Overall, 2638 
brackish water feed and 300 g/L draw solution were used to model direct PRO to RO 2639 
coupling efficacy.   2640 
• Coupling PRO with RO at maximum power densities is not economically viable due to 2641 
maximum power densities attained at impractically high pressures of 160 bars. Using 2642 
10 and 300 g/L as feed and draw concentrations, respectively, and the projected fluxes 2643 
for currently available membranes, direct, sustainable PRO and RO coupling using 3.22 2644 
m2 of PRO membrane for 1 m2 of RO membrane would produce 12.4 L m2 hr-1 of RO 2645 
permeate at 30 bar applied pressure in an autonomous PRO-RO system. 2646 
  2647 
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusions and future work 2648 
7.1 Conclusions 2649 
7.1.1 Proof of concept for autonomous PRO-RO water desalination. 2650 
Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) is an attractive renewable energy source to meet reverse 2651 
osmosis (RO) energy requirements for water desalination. However, no prior literature exists 2652 
of an autonomous PRO-driven RO process. Chapter 3 described a functional, batch, autonomous 2653 
PRO-RO apparatus from which the following can be concluded:  2654 
• The apparatus demonstrated the concept's viability by producing RO permeate solely 2655 
driven by PRO-derived pressure (energy) without the need for an additional external 2656 
energy source. However, the following observations suggested the proof-of-concept 2657 
device was not scalable for practical field utility. 2658 
• 3 L m-2 hr-1 RO permeate was produced using 10 g/L PRO and RO feed matched with 200 2659 
g/L PRO draw.  This permeate flux is about 6-fold lower than typical commercial RO 2660 
fluxes for treating a brackish water feed solution.   2661 
• The combined PRO-RO process had mass transfer limitations. It lacked standard, 2662 
critical operational attributes such as PRO and RO feed cross-flow velocities and the 2663 
ability to withstand pressures above 20 bars.  2664 
• The PRO-RO system had a silicone diaphragm that would bend subject to pressure; 2665 
hence, it wasn't easy to employ cross-flow velocity with this design.  2666 
7.1.2 Transient modelling of pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) 2667 
 The limitations of and results from the PRO-RO proof of concept apparatus 2668 
demonstrated that critical knowledge gaps existed with PRO that had to be addressed before a 2669 
practically competitive, autonomous PRO-RO system could be constructed. Therefore, the 2670 
PRO was decoupled from RO for analysis in a lab-scale experimental set-up in which the 2671 
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potential energy recovery from high osmotic pressure gradients could be investigated. A 2672 
transient, finite element model of PRO operation was developed to aid in interrogating and 2673 
optimising the PRO system.  The model incorporated a multi-layer description of mass transfer 2674 
resistances subject to the specific PRO membrane characteristics, concentration polarisation, 2675 
and other mass transfer phenomena.  Existing models in the literature were used to predict 2676 
boundary layer resistances and mass transfer through the membrane. The key findings of this 2677 
study were: 2678 
• The model simulated literature and experimental observations up to 5 bars applied 2679 
pressure and 200 g/L draw concentrations with deionised water feed within 10 %. 2680 
• The model assumed constant feed and draw concentration along the feed and draw 2681 
channel lengths, based on the experimental observation that the lateral salt mass flow 2682 
was 10000 times less than the longitudinal flow.  2683 
• The lateral water mass transport was 1000 times less than the longitudinal mass flow. 2684 
Hence the model assumed constant feed and draw flow rates along the feed and draw 2685 
channel lengths.   2686 
• With optimised feed and draw cross-flow velocities (0.17m/s for both), the DS (draw 2687 
solution) on the top configuration was 16% better than the DS on the bottom 2688 
configuration. Hence this configuration was used for all subsequent experiments.   2689 
• The model showed good agreement with literature data [55] for 87 g/L draw solution 2690 
concentration and varying feed solution concentrations (2.9 – 58.44 g/L) at atmospheric 2691 
pressure.  2692 
• The model showed good agreement with literature data [9] for the deionised water feed, 2693 
and various NaCl draw concentrations up to 175 g/L.  There was also good agreement 2694 
with another research group’s [9]experimental data for power densities as a function of 2695 
pressure.  2696 
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• Draw cross-flow velocity was optimised at 0.1 m/s. With 0 g/L feed, the model 2697 
predicted the lab data with a maximum of 7.75% discrepancy. The model also predicted 2698 
well the trends for the various draw and feed cross-flow velocities. The optimised feed 2699 
cross-flow velocity was 0.17 m/s giving a Sherwood number of 5.94 for the lab 2700 
apparatus. 2701 
• For feed concentrations above 10 g/L, draw concentrations of 200 g/L, and 5 bars 2702 
pressure, the model could not predict the experimental data and showed discrepancies 2703 
of up to 50% for seawater feed concentrations.  2704 
7.1.3 Power density projections using hypersaline draw at high pressure 2705 
Straub et al. [9] achieved 60 W/m2 power density with freshwater feed, 175 g/L draw, and 48.3 2706 
bar pressure. There is still an underlying gap in utilizing brackish water/seawater feed solution 2707 
with higher draw solution concentrations. Moreover, most studies highlighted the theoretical 2708 
potential of hypersaline draw solution concentrations without collaborating experimental 2709 
evidence. Experiments and model results were compared for feed solution up to 30 g/L and 2710 
various draw solution concentrations and pressures (0-40 bars). The key findings of this study 2711 
were: 2712 
• Draw solution concentrations above 150 g/L did not show a significant increase in water 2713 
flux because: (a) salt diffusion from the draw solution to the feed solution was enhanced 2714 
at high concentrations, which resulted in more salt deposited in the membrane support 2715 
layer, and (b) the thickness of the support layer affected the extent of salt deposition. 2716 
Theoretically, a 100 µm thin support layer was not affected by the deposition of salts 2717 
in the support layer compared to a thicker support layer (e.g., 250 µm). When making 2718 
membranes, it is vital to minimise the support layer thickness to minimise internal 2719 
concentration polarisation, which reduces osmotic pressure and, ultimately, flux.  2720 
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• The developed model was found to predict experiments with less than 10 % 2721 
discrepancies for 30 g/L and 70 g/L feed and draw solution concentrations, respectively. 2722 
• The model data matched the experimental data for deionised water feed solution and 2723 
various draw solution concentrations at high pressures.   2724 
• Despite no gain of flux with increasing osmotic pressures, the optimal power densities 2725 
of 1.29, 12.19, and 62.4 W/m2 were obtained with increasing draw solution 2726 
concentrations of 70, 150, and 300 g/L, respectively. It is important to note, however, 2727 
that these values were modelled power densities. Hence there is a need to attain the 2728 
experimental power densities for conditions where model predictions deviate 2729 
significantly from experimental results.  2730 
• The currently available membranes limited this study. If there were better PRO 2731 
membranes, particularly able to withstand higher applied pressures along with thinner 2732 
support layers, different conclusions would be suggested.  2733 
7.1.4 Practical coupling of an autonomously PRO driven RO  2734 
A few studies in the literature [3, 5] utilise energy recovery devices (ERD’s) to reduce the high-2735 
pressure pump RO energy requirement and couple PRO with RO. However, these are limited 2736 
to freshwater feed and seawater or brine draw solutions. This study shows the theoretical 2737 
viability of directly coupling PRO with RO and using ERDs to transfer the PRO energy to RO, 2738 
thereby obviating the need for a RO high-pressure pump. Since in Chapter 5, the predicted 2739 
power densities were from the model which overpredicted the experimental results, power 2740 
densities were extrapolated from experimental work. In addition, an evaluation of the PRO-RO 2741 
power production ratios was used to evaluate possible PRO-RO combinations. Major 2742 
conclusions are: 2743 
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• Despite low fluxes of super saline draw concentrations, they could still achieve high 2744 
power densities at high pressures (19.1 W/m2 power density with brackish water feed 2745 
and 300 g/L draw solution). Hence, super saline draw solutions can still be used as 2746 
power density is a trade-off between flux and pressure.  2747 
• In Chapter 6, findings confirm that 300 g/L draw solution gives a maximum power 2748 
density almost twice that of 150g/L for both brackish water/seawater feed solutions. 2749 
Furthermore, brackish water is a better feed solution than seawater, as it produces 50% 2750 
more power densities due to lower concentration polarisation. Overall, brackish water 2751 
feed and 300 g/L draw solution were used to model direct PRO to RO coupling efficacy.   2752 
• Coupling PRO with RO at maximum power densities is not economically viable due to 2753 
the high applied pressures of 160 bars. Using 10 and 300 g/L feed and draw 2754 
concentrations, respectively, and the projected fluxes from currently available 2755 
membranes, a direct PRO to RO coupling of 3 m2 of PRO membrane would power 2756 
desalination by 1 m2 of RO membrane to produce 12.4 L m2 hr-1 of RO permeate at 30 2757 
bar applied pressure.    2758 
7.2 Outlook and future work 2759 
This study represents a preliminary insight into autonomous PRO-RO systems and promotes 2760 
further advances in systems that rely on PRO purely as a source of RO energy. Having 2761 
suggested that PRO can drive a RO process, a thorough economic evaluation of the PRO-RO 2762 
was not performed in this thesis. Balancing capital costs against operating costs by putting 2763 
dollar values on membranes modules and energy would lead to a more precise depiction of 2764 
operating variables' optimisation. This consideration needs to be explored further.  2765 
In Chapter 2, membrane fouling is mentioned as one of the most critical challenges of PRO. 2766 
Even though ICP and salt flux limit the PRO power density, modern PRO membranes can 2767 
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(easily) achieve power densities > 10 kW/m2 in lab-scale studies. A study on membrane 2768 
fouling, factors leading to it and how it can be minimised, and its contribution to PRO power 2769 
density could be studied.  2770 
Chapter 5 highlighted no increase in flux with draw solutions up to 300 g/L due to the thick 2771 
membrane support layer. However, the model showed four times flux improvement using a 2772 
thinner membrane (100µm). Therefore, research must focus on designing PRO membranes 2773 
with thin support layers of 100 µm or less. Further to this, membranes were found to break at 2774 
45 bar pressure. Therefore, in designing or developing these PRO membranes, more attention 2775 
must be made to minimising membrane thickness without compromising membrane strength.  2776 
In Chapter 5, fluxes were observed to decrease substantially with increased pressures. This 2777 
result may be due to the deformation of membranes at high pressures. However, this hypothesis 2778 
wasn’t tested; hence studies on the correlation of membrane structure, tortuosity, porosity, and 2779 
water permeability factors at elevated pressures are essential.  2780 
Brine discharge is another area that poses challenges to PRO, which was not studied in this 2781 
thesis. The author suggests discharging the PRO brine and ERD brine to an evaporating pond 2782 
or natural salt playa. Understanding brine management and disposal methods and design of 2783 
evaporation ponds and how they affect the ecosystem are areas to study concerning the PRO-2784 
RO system.  2785 
This study used cellulose triacetate (CTA) membranes, and these have been reported to give 2786 
low fluxes [83]. However, better fluxes could be obtained using thin-film composite (TFC) 2787 
membranes [111]. Since the membranes used broke at 45 bars, hollow-fibre TFCs are more 2788 
robust because they have compaction resistance sublayers, and hence their study would be 2789 
beneficial for the PRO- RO system [145].   2790 
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This study used a flat-sheet module, which is suitable for laboratory-scale work but not 2791 
necessarily the best (or only) choice for process scale-up due to low packing density. Also, the 2792 
model assumed constant concentrations along the channel length (Chapter 5). While this 2793 
assumption may be valid for short channels (this thesis), it may not be applicable in modules 2794 
with long channels (like a spiral wound or hollow-fibre modules). Hence, studying the variation 2795 
of cross-flow velocity, concentration, and pressure drop along the channel will be significant. 2796 
Further to this, this thesis only used NaCl to test the viability of the PRO-RO system. Therefore, 2797 
it may be worthwhile to prove the PRO-RO concept using natural or real solutions of seawater.  2798 
In Chapter 6, ERD’s were suggested for linking PRO with RO. The current Pelton turbines 2799 
have efficiencies of 60 to 65%. This is less than those of isobaric ERD’s [85]. However, 2800 
isobaric ERDs are not optimal for this work. Therefore, research efforts on identifying 2801 
appropriate ERDs could help advance the work.  2802 
The use of PRO as a driver of RO was demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 6. A comparative cost 2803 
analysis of the PRO-RO process with other renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, 2804 
coupled with RO, would be helpful.  2805 
In Chapter 6, experimental demonstrations of the increased power density of 300 g/L draw 2806 
solution coupled with brackish water were shown. The model developed in Chapter 4 could 2807 
not predict well the super saline concentrations coupled with seawater and freshwater feed, but 2808 
the developed model could predict well other author’s lab data [9, 55]. Regarding modelling, 2809 
more work is needed to develop models that can adequately simulate flux from these high 2810 
concentration draw solutions coupled with brackish water or seawater feed solutions.  2811 
PRO suffers the disadvantage of severe concentration polarisation and salt reverse flux, which 2812 
reduces the osmotic driving force, hence reducing its power density or energy production per 2813 
membrane square metre. Despite this disadvantage, it has the advantage of non-intermittency 2814 
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over solar. It could be considered a standby process (at night) in batteries or electricity by 2815 
coupling RO with solar and PRO. 2816 
  2817 
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Appendix A: Power density projections using hypersaline draw at high pressure, 2818 
Chapter 5 (section 5.3.4) 2819 
5.6.1 Effect of feed solution on flux at different draw solution concentrations 2820 
 2821 
 2822 
Figure 5. 6B: Effect of FS concentration on flux for both experimental results. Conditions used: 0.32 2823 
m/s 𝑣𝐹 and 𝑣𝐷,  70 to 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.0 to 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 30 bars ∆𝑃.  2824 
 2825 
 5.6.2 Effect of the bulk driving force and feed solution concentration on flux 2826 
Figure 5.6 showed the decrease in flux due to the increase of salt concentration in the feed at 2827 
different hydraulic pressure. It is necessary to show that the increase in salt concentration in 2828 
the feed solution does not significantly affect the decrease in driving force. The effect of the 2829 
bulk driving force on flux was demonstrated by varying the osmotic driving force using varying 2830 
the feed solutions from deionised water to 30 g/L while keeping the generated hydraulic 2831 
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Figure 5.6C. Effect of the bulk driving force (by changing feed solution concentration) on flux. 2834 
Conditions: 30bars ∆𝑃, 0.0g/L to 30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 150g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.32m/s 𝑣𝐷  and 𝑣𝐹 (The osmotic pressure was 2835 
calculated using the Pitzer model as described in Chapter 3).  2836 
 2837 
As expected, the water flux increased with the bulk driving force for both the experimental and 2838 
the model data. However, the increase in flux is not linear to the increase in the driving force. 2839 
For example, for experimental data, with the use of deionised water and 30g/L, the bulk driving 2840 
force increased by 29% from 79 bars to 103 bars while the flux increased by 50% from 4.4 to 2841 
12.5 L m-2 h-1. This deviation of 31% between deionised water and 30g/L of salt in the feed 2842 
may be due to concentration polarisation. Hence it can be further concluded that a build-up of 2843 
salt at the feed facing membrane side must be responsible for the drop-in flux.  2844 



















Bulk driving force (bars)
Experiment at 30 bars
Model at 30 bars
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Appendix B: Coupling of an autonomously pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) driven 2846 
reverse osmosis (RO) for practical purposes, Chapter 6 (section 6.4.4) 2847 
 2848 
 2849 
Figure 6.5: PRO to RO energy production ratio for various RO pressures (represented by different colours) at 2850 
varying PRO pressures. Conditions: C.30 g/L 𝐶𝐹,  150 g/L 𝐶𝐷 and D.30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷. In B, the green line 2851 
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Figure 6.5: PRO to RO energy production ratio for various RO pressures (represented by different colours) at 2854 
varying PRO pressures. Conditions: C.30 g/L 𝐶𝐹,  150 g/L 𝐶𝐷 and D.30 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 300 g/L 𝐶𝐷. In B, the green line 2855 
represents the PRO flow rates.  2856 
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Appendix C: Model source code, Chapter 4 (section 4.3.2) 2858 
// interfacial concentrations; Units kg/m3 2859 
cfbli = 2*cfbl - cf; //concentration at the feed boundary layer interface 2860 
cspi = 2*csp - cfbli; // concentration at the support layr interface 2861 
cdbli = 2*cal - cspi; // concentration at the draw boundary layer interface 2862 
 2863 
//salt fluxes at different interfaces; Units kg/m2/hr 2864 
JSF   =(cfbli-cf)* (kf -JSW); // Salt flux through the feed boundary layer    //kg/m2/hr  2865 
JSD   = (cd-cdbli) * (kd -JSW); // Salt flux through the draw boundary layer //     //kg/m2/hr  2866 
JSR  = (cdbli-cspi)* (B); // salt reverse diff through membrane  kg/m2/hr 2867 
JSSP = (((Ds*3600*0.9)/tsp) - JSW)*(cspi-cfbli); //  - JSW*(csp); //kg/m2/hr 2868 
 2869 
//Osmotic pressure calculations at different layers; Units bars 2870 
OPdbl = (0.01*2 *Ocdbl * cdbli*8.314*298)/58.44; // bars, Osmotic pressure in Draw 2871 
boundary layer 2872 
OPfbl = (0.01*2*Ocfbl * cfbli*8.314*298)/58.44; //bars, Odmootic pressure in Feed 2873 
boundary layer 2874 
OPsp = (0.01*2* Ocsp*cspi*8.314*298)/58.44; //bars, Osmotic pressure in the SL.  2875 
OPd = (0.01*2* Ocd*cd*8.314*298)/58.44; // bars Osmotic pressure in the bulk boundary 2876 
layer.  2877 
OPf = (0.01*2* Ocf*cf*8.314*298)/58.44; // bars Osmotic pressure in the bulk feed.  2878 
DF=(OPdbl - OPsp -HP); //bars; driving force through the membrane 2879 
DFb = OPd - OPf - HP;  //bars; bulk driving force, bars 2880 
DFfbl = OPfbl - OPf;  // bars ; driving force across the feed bondary layer 2881 
DFdbl = OPd -  OPdbl;  // bars; driving force across the draw boundary layer 2882 
DFsp = OPsp - OPfbl; // bars; driving force through the support layer 2883 
DFbp = OPd - OPf; // bars; bulk driving force excluding pressure, bars 2884 
 2885 
if(ACFOK>0)JSW=Af*Acf*DF; 2886 
else JSW= 1*Af * DF; //m3/m2/h  = m/h = m3/m2/h/bar  * bar // JSW specific water flux per 2887 
fixed membrane area 2888 
 2889 
JW=JSW*Arc; //m3/hr 2890 
//JW = JSW*Acf* Ar; // (m3/hr/m2) =m3/m2/h* m2 =m3/hr // water flux with water 2891 
diffusivity correction 2892 
//JW = JSW* Acf*Ff*Ar; // (m3/hr/m2) =m3/m2/h* m2 =m3/hr // water flux with free water 2893 
correction term & water diffusivity 2894 
//JW = JSW*Acf*Ff*Fs* Ar; // (m3/hr/m2) =m3/m2/h* m2 =m3/hr // water flux with all 4 2895 
corrections 2896 
 2897 
//Mass of salt at each interface; Units kg 2898 
Sf=sf +(JSF*Ar*it) - cf*JW*it; // SaltMass from diffusional gain with mass flow losses  //kg 2899 
Sfbl=sfbl+((JSSP*Ars) -(JSF*Ar))*it + (cf-cfbl)*JW*it;  //SaltMass from diffusional 2900 
losses/gains with mass flow losses  //kg 2901 
Ssp = ssp + ((JSR*Arc) -(JSSP*Ars))*it  + cfbl*JW*it - 0.01*csp*JWsp* it;  //new salt mass 2902 
at the interface of the support layer and the active layer //kg 2903 
//Sdbl=sdbl +((JSD*Ar)-(JSR*Arc))*it  - (cd)*JW*it;   //SaltMass from diffusional losses  2904 
with mass flow losses  //kg 2905 
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Sal = sal + ((JSD*Ar)-(JSR*Arc))*it  + csp*0.01*JWsp*it - cal*JWal*it;   //SaltMass from 2906 
diffusional losses  with mass flow losses  //kg 2907 
Sd=sd-(JSD*Ar*it) + (cdbl) *JW*it; //SaltMass from diffusional losses  with mass flow 2908 
losses  //kg 2909 
 2910 
//Sd=sd+Oversat*((375*vd)-sd); // this formula needs clarification as it over-estimates the 2911 
salt draw solution.  2912 
Vf=vf -JW*it;  //new feed volume from water flux //verify units 2913 
Vd=vd +JW*it; // new volume from water flux      //verify units 2914 
//val = Ar * tAL; //volume of the active layer //m2 val comes as an input and cant be 2915 
calculated here 2916 
//Vdbl = DBLt * Ar; // volume of the draw boundary layer (m3) depends on the actual DBL 2917 
thickness ; // 2918 
//Vfbl = FBLt * Ar;  // volume of the feed boundary layer (m3) depends on the actual FBL 2919 
thickness 2920 
//Vsp = Ar * NanoSL;  // volume of the support layer.  2921 
//vdbl and vfbl stay constant 2922 
 2923 
//Concentrations at each interface units kg/m3 2924 
Cf=Sf/Vf;// Get concentrations from mass and volume 2925 
Cfbl=Sfbl/vfNL;// concentration at the membrane surface in the feed boundary layer.  2926 
//Cdbl=Sdbl/vdNL;// concentration at the membrane surface in the draw boundary 2927 
layer.  2928 
Cd=Sd/Vd;// concentration of the draw. 2929 
Csp = Ssp/vsNL;  // concentration at the interface of the support layer and the feed 2930 
coundary layer.  2931 
Cal = Sal/val; // volume throught the active layer 2932 
Cdbl = ((2*Cal - (2*Csp - (2*Cfbl - Cf)))+ Cd)/2;  2933 
 2934 
Time=time+it; //units hr 2935 
Flux= (vf-Vf)/it; //............volume flux at each interval.  to verify the units and 2936 
formula. (L/hr) 2937 
AppA=JW/(OPdbl-OPsp-HP); 2938 
Watts = HP*100* JW * 0.001;  2939 
Whr = whr + Watts * it*3600;  2940 
mjsf = JSF*Ar; // mass of salt through diffusion from the support layer 2941 
mjsd = JSD *Ar; // mass of salt through diffusion from the support layer 2942 
 2943 
//Net mass rate through each layer  2944 
NSf = (JSF*Ar)                - cf*JW; //mass flow through the feed (kg/hr) 2945 
NSfbl = (JSSP*Ars) - (JSF*Ar)   + (cf-cfbl)*JW;  2946 
NSsp = (JSR*Arc) -(JSSP*Ars)   + cfbl*JW - csp*0.02*JWsp; 2947 
NSal = (JSD*Ar) - (JSR*Arc)       + csp*0.02*JWsp - cal*JWal; 2948 
NSdbl = Cdbl*vfNL        - cdbl*vfNL; 2949 
//NSd = -(JSD*Ar)           + (cdbl) *JW;  2950 
//Net =NSf + NSfbl + NSsp + NSal + NSd; // net mass flow rate.. 2951 
 2952 
// Net convectional mass rate through each layer 2953 
NSfc=  - cf*JW; //mass flow through the feed (kg/hr) 2954 
NSfblc =  (cf-cfbl)*JW;  2955 
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NSspc =   (cfbl*JW) - (0.01*csp*JWsp); 2956 
NSalc =  (0.01*csp*JWsp) - (cal*JWal); 2957 
NSdc =  (cdbl) *JW;  2958 
 2959 
Ars = 0.9* Ar; //area of the support layer and its porosity 2960 
Arc = 0.8*Ar;  //area of the active layer and its porosity 2961 
 2962 
//Calculate the flow rates through each layer, if they're equal then mass is conserved 2963 
JWfbl = JW*Ar; // flow rate through the feed boundary layer (m3/s) 2964 
JWsp = JW*Ars; // flow rate through the support layer 2965 
JWal = JW *Arc; // flowarate through the active layer 2966 
JWdbl = JW*Ar; // Flow rate through the draw boundary layer 2967 
//Re=HyDia *XFlo* Dens*Visc 2968 
Determining the mass transfer coefficients 2969 
//if flow is turbulent, Sh = 0.04 * Re^0.75 * Sc^0.33; 2970 
//if flow is laminar, Sh=1.85 * (Re * Sc*HyDia / L; 2971 
//kf = ShF * D/HyDia; // mass transfer coefficient in the feed, m/s 2972 
 2973 
Viscof = 9*10**(-9)*Cfbl**2 + 9*10**(-7)*Cfbl+ 0.001;// visc kg/m/sec versus g/L  2974 
Viscof=0.001; 2975 
Densf = 0.7834*Cfbl + 994.29; 2976 
HyDiaf = 2*Hf*W/(Hf+W); //hydralic diameter in metres for a rectangular channel in 2977 
meters 2978 
Ref = HyDiaf* Densf * CVf/Viscof; 2979 
Ar = L*W;  2980 
 2981 
//if (Ref<=500)//ShF =1.85*(Ref*Scf* HyDiaf/L)**0.33;//else  2982 
//ShF = 0.04*Ref**0.75*Scd**0.33; 2983 
ShF =1.85*(Ref*Scf* HyDiaf/L)**0.33; 2984 
Scf = Viscof/(Densf * SD); // use of constant D 2985 
kf = ShF*SD/HyDiaf; //use of constant D 2986 
 2987 
//Scf = Viscof/(Densf * Df); // use of diffusivity dependent on concentration 2988 
//kf = ShF*Df/HyDiaf; //use of diffusivity dependent on concentration 2989 
 2990 
// viscoef kg/m/s / (density (kg/m3)  m2/s) schmidt 2991 
 2992 
Viscod = 9*10**(-9)*Cdbl**2 + 9*10**(-7)*Cdbl + 0.001;// visc kg/m/sec versus 2993 
g/L  Viscof=0.001; 2994 
Densd= 0.7834*Cdbl + 994.29; 2995 
HyDiad =2*Hd*Wd/(Hd+Wd);  // use the width of the channel and the height of the 2996 
channel 2997 
Red=HyDiad * Densd * CVd/Viscod; 2998 
 2999 
//if (Red<=500) 3000 
//ShD = 1.85*(Red*Scd* HyDiad/L)**0.33; 3001 
//else  3002 
//ShD = 0.04*Red**0.75*Scd**0.33; 3003 
ShD = 1.85*(Red*Scd* HyDiad/L)**0.33; 3004 
//if (ADiS>0) Ds=-1.712E-10*MCd+1.33E-9; 3005 
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if (ADiS>0) Ds=-1.046E-10*MCd+1.5249E-9; //  3006 
else Ds=SD; 3007 
//if (ADiD>0) Dd=-1.712E-10*MCd+SD; 3008 
if (ADiD>0) Dd=-1.046E-10*MCd+1.5249E-9; 3009 
else Dd=SD; 3010 
Scd = Viscod/ (Densd * Dd);  3011 
kd = ShD*Dd/HyDiad;   3012 
 3013 
//Scd = Viscod/ (Densd * Dd);  //use of diffusivity dependent on concentration 3014 
//kd = ShD*Dd/HyDiad;  //use of diffusivity dependent on concentration 3015 
 3016 
Rkf = (1/kf )/ 3600; // resistance due to feed mass transfer boundary layer  (hr/m) 3017 
K = tsp/SD /3600; // resistance due to the support layer structure   hr/m 3018 
Rb = 1/B; // resistance due to membrane active layer    hr/m 3019 
Rkd = 1/kd /3600; // resistance due to the draw mass transfer boundary layer  hr/m 3020 
 3021 
// Osmotic coefficient calculation  3022 
Ocf  = 0.000002*Cf*Cf +  0.0005*Cf +  0.9304;  3023 
Ocd = 0.000002*Cd*Cd+ 0.0005*Cd + 0.9304; 3024 
Ocsp =0.000002*Cspi*Cspi + 0.0005*Cspi + 0.9304; 3025 
Ocfbl = 0.000002*Cfbli*Cfbli + 0.0005*Cfbli + 0.9304; 3026 
Ocdbl = 0.000002*Cdbli*Cdbli + 0.0005*Cdbli + 0.9304; 3027 
 3028 
//Df = 1*10**(-9)*(-0.0021*Mf**2 - 0.0858*Mf + 1.0313); //Diffusivity of salt 3029 
through the feed bulk layer //m2/s 3030 
 3031 
DBLt = Dd/kd; //draw boundary layer thickness (m) 3032 
FBLt = Dd/kf;  //feed boundary layer thickness (m) 3033 
 3034 
Acf =0.9846 - 0.1356* Mdbl;  //Correction factor for A that considers diffusivity of 3035 
water as a function of molarity  3036 
Ff = 1.0152 - 0.2356* Mdbl; // Correction factor for free water available as a function 3037 
of membrane concentration. 3038 
Ffd = 1- 0.291 *Md;  // correction factor if we consider concentrations on the bulk 3039 
 Ffdbl = 1.0074 - Mdbl*0.46; // correction factor considering new eqn with cdbl  3040 
Fs =  1 - 0.0162*Mdbl; // correction factor for available space as a function of NaCl 3041 
concentration.  3042 
Fsd = 1 - 0.0162* Md; // correction factor for available space as a function of NaCl 3043 
concentration. (bulk) 3044 
 3045 
RO Model to give RO fluxes 3046 
 3047 
Viscof = 9*10**(-9)*Cf**2 + 9*10**(-7)*Cf + 0.001;// visc kg/m/sec versus g/L  3048 
Viscof=0.001; 3049 
Densf = 0.7834*Cf+ 994.29; 3050 
HyDia = 2*Hf*W/(Hf+W); //hydralic diameter in metres for a rectangular channel in 3051 
meters 3052 
Ref = HyDia * Densf * CVf/Viscof; 3053 




if (Ref<=1000) 3056 
ShF =1.85*(Ref*Scf* HyDia/L)**0.33; 3057 
else  3058 
ShF = 0.04*Ref**0.75*Scf**0.33; 3059 
 3060 
Scf = Viscof/(Densf * D); 3061 
kf = ShF*D/HyDia; 3062 
 3063 
JSF   =(cfbl- cf)*kf ; //Salt flux through the feed boundary layer    //kg/m2/hr s 3064 
JSM  = B * (cfbl - cp) ; //salt reverse diff through membrane   (mol/m2/h) = 3065 
(m3/m2/h) * (mol/m3); 3066 
 3067 
OPfbl = (0.01*2*cfbl*8.314*298)/58.44; //no sup layer 3068 
OPf = (0.01*2*cf*8.314*298)/58.44; //bars 3069 
OPp = (0.01*2*cp*8.314*298)/58.44; //bars 3070 
 3071 
DF=HP-(OPfbl-OPp);  3072 
 3073 
JSW= Af * DF; //m3/m2/h  = m/h = m3/m2/h/bar  * bar // JSW specific water flux per 3074 
fixed membrane area 3075 
JW = JSW* Ar; // (m3/hr/m2) =m3/m2/h   * m2 =m3/hr 3076 
 3077 
Sf=sf+(JSF*Ar*it)- (cf*JW*it); // SaltMass from diffusional gain with mass flow 3078 
losses  //kg 3079 
Sfbl=sfbl - (JSF+JSM)*Ar*it + (cf*JW*it);  //SaltMass from diffusional losses/gains 3080 
with mass flow losses  //kg 3081 
Sp=sp + (JSM*Ar*it) - (cp*JW*it); //SaltMass from diffusional losses  with mass 3082 
flow losses  //kg 3083 
 3084 
Vf=vf-JW*it;  //new feed volume from water flux //m3 3085 
Vp=vp+JW*it; // new volume of the permeate from water flux      //verify units 3086 
VfNI = Ar * NanoFBL;  // volume of the feed boundary nanolayer.  3087 
 3088 
Cf=Sf/Vf;// Get concentrations from mass and volume 3089 
Cfbl=Sfbl/VfNI;// concentration at the membrane surface in the feed boundary layer.  3090 
Cp = Sp/Vp;  // concentration at the interface of the support layer and the feed 3091 
boundary layer.  3092 
 3093 




Flux = JW *1000;  //L/hr) 3098 
LMH=Flux/Ar; 3099 
 3100 
WattsUsed = HP*100* JW * 0.001;  3101 






Appendix D: Flux and time data for the PRO operation  3106 
 3107 
 3108 
Figure 1.1: Time-based data for flux at 4 bars pressure. Conditions: 0 g/L 𝐶𝐹, 250 g/L 𝐶𝐷, 0.32 m/s  𝑣𝐷 and 3109 
𝑣𝐹 . NB: The DS solution was allowed to dilute, and flux measurements recorded. Materials and methods similar 3110 
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